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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Motivation 

The renormalization of the electroweak Standard Model has already a success-
ful history. In some of its sectors experimental measurements are sensitive to loop 
corrections and there, calculations with high precision are already mandatory. Sur-
prisingly, there are still open problems related to the renormalization of the quark 
sector starting with the one-loop corrections. The presence of the quark mixing 
matrix that needs to be renormalized and the presence of unstable particles raise 
difficulties in defining correct and complete renormalized parameters that preserve 
all symmetries of the Lagrangian. 

Going beyond the Standard Model, one has other models that allow for fermion 
mixing and there, a complete renormalization scheme is also required. For example, 
there are experimental evidences for neutrino oscillations and a model that describes 
the neutrino mixing has to be taken into account. One can also think of supersym-
metric or other exotic particles. Mixing is present in the Standard Model for Dirac 
fermions (quarks), while beyond, it can involve also Majorana particles (possible 
candidates are neutrinos). 

The necessity of the renormalization for fermion mixing was already recognised 
in the late '70s [Sirlin]. In 1982, Aoki et al. [Aok82] were describing an on-shell 
renormalization scheme that led to a diagonal fermion propagator. This prescription 
was used in 1990 by Denner and Sack [Den90a] to calculate the one-loop counter 
terms of external legs and of the quark mixing matrix. It was the first attempt to 
provide an analytical result for a mixing matrix counter term. In the next decade, 
few articles followed, trying to use a similar prescription to calculate the counter 
term for quark or neutrino mixing matrices, for models with stable particles. In 
1999, in [Gam99], a gauge parameter dependence problem was recognized in the 
renormalization prescription of [Den90a]. Starting from 2000 on, many authors tried 
to find a prescription that will have as result a renormalized fermion mixing matrix 
that is unitary, gauge parameter independent and that will lead to an UV-finite 
amplitude. These requirements were successfully accomplished for the corrections 
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2 1. Introduction and Motivation 

to the quark mixing matrix in [Den04], but treating all quarks as stable particles. 
The difficult point remains the renormalization of the theory involving unstable 

particles. In [Esp02], it was shown that a correct on-shell renormalization scheme 
that accounts for unstable particles and that includes the absorptive contributions 
from the self-energies leads to wave function renormalization constants not related by 
hermiticity (i.e. the constant renormalizing the incoming fermion and the outgoing 
antifermion is different from the one that renormalizes the outgoing fermion and the 
incoming antifermion). The lack of hermiticity can destroy in this case the unitarity 
of the renormalized mixing matrix. 

The aim of this thesis is to provide a renormalization prescription for fermion 
mixing, in a general framework, a prescription that can be applied then to specific 
models. We base our calculations on a Lagrange density that describes generic in-
teraction terms for Dirac and Majorana fermions, in models that allow for mixing. 
We also take into account the presence of unstable particles. The analysis of the 
renormalized Lagrangian is general, but the analytic formulas for the field renormal-
ization constants and for the mass are restricted to the one-loop approximation. To 
fix all the counter terms of the coupling constants in the interaction Lagrangian, and 
in particular of the fermion mixing matrix, one needs to discuss specific models. We 
choose the mixing of the quarks in the electroweak Standard Model and the neutrino 
mixing in the seesaw mechanism. These examples provide enough information for 
an application to other theories. 

In the general approach, as a prescription to separate the divergences resulting 
from fermion self-energies, we will use the on-shell scheme. With this scheme, one 
can easily identify the physical mass and also the decay width for unstable particles. 
However, we will not follow the 'classical' prescription and fix the field renormaliza-
tion constants directly from the analysis of the full propagator, as done in [Esp02]. 
The wave function renormalization constants resulting in the on-shell scheme do not 
have to be identical with the field renormalization constants. We will explore differ-
ent possibilities in defining the latter such that one obtains a hermitian Lagrangian 
or even diagonal renormalized mass terms. 

We start in chapter 2 by describing the general fermion Lagrangian underlying 
our analysis. After briefly presenting the different procedures to diagonalize Dirac 
and Majorana mass terms, we enumerate all possible interaction terms involving 
fermions. The chapter ends with a list of Feynman rules and the prescription to 
evaluate different diagrams. The one-loop self-energies are calculated on account of 
the general couplings from chapter 2, in chapter 3. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the 
analysis of the fermion propagator and the extraction of the ultraviolet divergences 
from the one-loop self-energies. The divergences are absorbed by the counter term of 
the mass and by the wave function renormalization constants, determined such that 
the renormalized fermion propagator is diagonal on-shell. We will show that for a 
model that has particles with decay channels that lead to absorptive contributions at 
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one-loop, the wave function renormalization constants will result in two independent 
sets, as stated in [Esp02]. One will contribute to the renormalization of the fermion 
field and the other one to the renormalization of the corresponding Dirac conjugated 
field. In general, a hermiticity relation between the two is not fulfilled. 

As already emphasised above, in chapter 4 we just isolate the divergences that 
have to be absorbed by the renormalization constants. The fermion field renormal-
ization constants are defined in chapter 5. Here, we investigate the possibility of 
defining the constants such that the hermiticity of the renormalized free Lagrangian 
is not destroyed by the presence of unstable particles. Since the presence of mixing 
matrices leads to non-diagonal field renormalization constants, we also explore the 
possibility of re-diagonalizing the renormalized mass term. In all these cases, we 
point out the consequences on self-energy corrections of external legs. 

The renormalized fermion interaction Lagrangian is the subject of chapter 6. We 
analyse each possible coupling of fermions to vector or scalar bosons and at the end 
we derive the Feynman rules for the counter terms. Corrections to a generic process 
are presented in the last section of the chapter. 

In all the enumerated chapters we will firstly present the current topic for general 
models with Dirac fermions and then, for models with Majorana fermions. 

Chapters 7 and 8 are dedicated to the analysis of specific models. The renormal-
ization of the quark fields and of the quark mixing matrix is described in chapter 7, 
as a direct application of chapter 6. We emphasise the consequences of the presence 
of absorptive imaginary contributions in amplitudes and we suggest a prescription 
to fix the quark mixing matrix counter terms from experimental measurements. The 
same method can be used for the neutrino mixing matrix. While for the quarks the 
one-loop corrections of the mixing matrix are negligible, this is no longer valid for 
the neutrinos. Therefore, in chapter 8, we investigate the renormalization in the 
neutrino seesaw mechanism. We start by defining the theoretical model and the 
differences introduced with respect to the Standard Model, especially in the Higgs 
sector. The renormalization of the massive Majorana neutrino fields and of their 
mixing matrix are treated in the second part of the chapter. 

The last chapter is reserved for conclusions and for future perspectives of fermion 
field renormalization. 
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Chapter 2 

Lagrange Density and Feynman 
Rules for Dirac and Majorana 
Fermions 

This chapter is introducing the general notions and notations that we will use 
to describe particles with spin We start presenting the fermion Lagrange density 
with an emphasis on the mass term. Then, we give a general form for the interaction 
of fermions with vector and scalar bosons. At the end, we list the corresponding 
Feynman rules. 

2.1 Remarks on Conventions and Notations 

To describe Dirac and Majorana fermions, we always use 4-component spinors. 
If not additionally specified, we denote the Dirac fields with ijj and the particle type 
with indices i, j, k and so on. The Majorana ones will be given by x with particle 
indices from the beginning of the Latin alphabet: a, b, c. When writing x, y or z as 
a subscript, we refer to both, Dirac and Majorana flavour indices. 

An nr x nc matrix, where nr is the number of rows and nc the number of columns, 
will have elements generally indexed xy, with x=l,..., nr and y=l,...,nc. Even if 
sometimes it will seem simpler to use block matrices instead of writing explicit 
indices, we will not do it. When considering particular cases, it is easier (and less 
confusing) to pick up one matrix element, one specific transformation, etc. if the 
indices are present. 

Along this work, whenever a sum over particle indices will occur, we are going to 
write it explicitly. For the sum over Lorentz indices, we keep the Einstein summation 
convention. The Dirac indices will not be written explicitly. 

5 



6 2. Lagrange Density and Feynman Rules 

2.2 Lagrange Density Mass Term 
The mass is one of the important physical parameters that enter the Lagrangian. 

When one takes into consideration the mixing of the particles, the mass matrix in 
the Lagrangian has non-diagonal elements and the fields do not correspond to mass 
eigenstates. In order to identify the particles in the model, the mass matrix needs 
to be diagonalized. 

In this section, we present the diagonalization procedure used for mass terms with 
either Dirac or Majorana particles. One can also combine the Dirac and Majorana 
structure of mass terms that will be presented in the first two subsections, in a 
so-called Dirac-Majorana mass term. The last situation can occur when none of 
the lepton numbers is conserved. It is especially important when describing the 
neutrinos with the seesaw mechanism. After shortly presenting here the Dirac-
Majorana mass term and its diagonalization, we will later (in chapter 8) apply it for 
the seesaw mechanism. 

2.2.1 Dirac Mass Term 
We consider a Dirac field ipoi, with the left and right components introduced as 

are the left and right projectors. As mentioned, the index i coming with the fields 
runs over the flavours. If we take the Standard Model, it can refer to the up or down-
type quarks (i=u,c,t or i=d,s,b) or to the charged leptons (i=e,/j,,r), etc. Its range 
is not limited to 3 (3 up- or down-type quarks or 3 charged leptons or neutrinos as 
in the Standard Model). We will allow values ranging from 1 to n. 

A general Dirac mass term can be written as 

ipoi = iLipoi, 
= iR^Qh 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

^rnass = + h'C" 'mass (2.5) 

'/i.e.' stands for the hermitian conjugated term and MD is a complex square matrix. 
To have an interpretation for the elements of MD as particle masses, the matrix 
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needs to be diagonalized. Using the singular value decomposition, one can write 

Mg = Y,v*mk(U jk)*, (2-6) 
k 

with U and V unitary matrices. The choice can be made such that rri is a nonneg-
ative, diagonal and real matrix. 

Replacing the left and right-handed fields by 

< = (2-7) 
3 

< = E ^ f ' (2-8) 
3 

the mass term becomes diagonal: 

£mass = - E (2"9) 

ipi is given by ipi = ipi + ipi. 

2.2.2 Majorana Mass Term 
To define Majorana particles, we need to introduce the charge-conjugated field. 

For a fermion field x it is given by 

Xc = CxT , (2.10) 

where C is the charge-conjugation matrix. C is defined by 

d - f f C ' 1 = - y , (2.11) 

such that ( x c ) c = X- This implies 

C = -C-1 = -C* = -CT, 
C 2 = - 1 . 

In the following, we will need some of its properties, i.e. 

c ^ y c - 1 = 75, 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
C(7^75)TC-1 = 7^75-

From (2.10), we find that 

XU=-XTC~1 (2.14) 
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Following from the definition of C, for the Dirac spinors we can write 

u(p, s) = CvT(p, s) ^ f v(p, s) = - u T ( p , s )C - 1 ^ i 5 

v(p, s) = CüT(p, s) V S ) = —vT(p, s)C_1 . 

This relation becomes useful when one wants to prove the equivalence of choosing 
any orientation for a fermion flow when evaluating a Feynman diagram, as it will 
be mentioned in the corresponding section. 

Majorana fermions are described by 

X = XC, (2-16) 

i.e. particle and antiparticle are identical and therefore they are strictly neutral. 
Neutrinos can be Majorana particles if the lepton generation number is not a con-
served quantity. Because of the definition (2.10), the left- and right-handed charge-
conjugated field expressions are related to the field by 

(x ) 7RX •> .. 
(XÄ)C = 7LXC- 1 ' J 

This reversed behaviour between left and right can be seen easier if one defines 
directly the Majorana field for its projections: 

( x T = Cx^ 

(xR)c = cx
R, 

The equivalent expressions for the conjugated fields are: 

CXL)C = ~(xL)Tc-\ 
(xR)c = ~{xR)Tc-\ 

From (2.17) one can see that the condition (2.16) for Majorana particles implies in 
fact 

(•vL\c = VÄ 

fR\C L (2-20) (xR)c = xL-
It means that the right-handed component of a Majorana particle can be identified 
with the antiparticle of the left-handed component. The two degrees of freedom of 
a Majorana fermion can be viewed as either particle or antiparticle or as left- and 
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right-handed states of a particle. As a consequence, there are different ways to write 
a Majorana Lagrangian mass term. In terms of left-handed fields: 

CassL = E M F ^ X o i , + h.a. (2.21) 
a,b 

In terms of the right-handed ones, the equivalent expression is 

CZ.SSR = E M W / + h.c.. (2.22) 
a,b 

Note that the whole Lagrangian mass term (taking also the hermitian conjugated 
part) has the same structure in both cases. The written part of the Lagrangian 
for the right-handed fields looks like the hermitian conjugated term of the previous 
expression (2.21), if we would exchange the upper script L with R and replace the 
mass. We write expressly one structure for the left-handed fields and the other one 
for the right components because we need exactly these forms in the Dirac-Majorana 
case. In contrast with Dirac particles, for Majorana fermions, the left and the right-
handed fields can appear alone in the mass term. The factor 1/2 appears in fact in 
the entire free Lagrangian (i.e. also in the kinetic part) and it provides the correct 
normalisation of the kinetic energy. Ml and Mr are, as in the Dirac case, complex 
square matrices. As a consequence of the properties of Majorana fields, they can be 
also chosen symmetric as we will show now. 

With the anticommutation properties of the fermion fields and the antisymmetry 
of the charge-conjugation matrix C, one can prove that any product of the type 

(xLa/R)cxt/R is a symmetric tensor. As a consequence, using (2.19), 

= E W ^ , , XL (2-23) 
a,b a,b 

or equivalently, 

= E « ( X o Ä a ) C (2-24) 
a,b a,b 

The relations (2.23) and (2.24) imply that it is possible to take both matrices sym-
metric. 

The diagonalizing procedure for the mass term is similar to the Dirac case. 
However, we now have the advantage of a symmetric complex matrix. We can 
obtain a diagonal matrix using just one unitary matrix [Zum62]: 

mL = (UL)TMLUL. (2.25) 
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Adding the particle indices, the expression can be written as 

M,& = (t£)*> (2.26) 
c 

where UL is unitary and mL a nonnegative, diagonal, real matrix. With 

*L = Y,U*X*> (2-27) 
b 

the mass term expressed in terms of the left-handed fields becomes 

(ZassL = E M F ^ a X a " \ £ ^ ( x ' a f • (2-28) 
a a 

We have written the hermitian conjugated part explicitly, to show that one can 
combine the two terms in (2.28), by defining 

X = XL + ( X T - (2-29) 

This way, the mass term reaches the form 

£>mass = - \ J2x^rnaXa, (2.30) 
a 

where 

m = mL. (2.31) 

The difference to the Dirac mass terms is in the factor 1/2. 
Similarly, using right-handed fields, one can find a unitary matrix UR and with 

= (2-32) 
b 

ClssR = E Ä Ä ( x f ) C + b.c.. (2.33) 
a 

Along this work, we will allow for specific models that might require to introduce 
both, left- and right-handed Majorana fields. For example, one may have to dis-
tinguish neutrinos which are members of isospin-doublets from neutrinos which are 
isospin singlets. It is then reasonable to refer in the first case to neutrinos as left-
handed fields and use as symbol xL (together with the equations (2.21) or (2.30)), 
whereas for the isosinglets to use the right-handed fields xR (with mass terms as in 
(2.22) or (2.33)). This assignment has been used sometimes in the literature and will 
become relevant when considering the interaction terms; e.g. only isospin-doublets 
can interact with the W boson. 
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2.2.3 Dirac-Majorana Mass Term 
Using the previous results, one can now easily discuss the case of a mixed Dirac-

Majorana mass term: 

pD+M _ pM I pD I pM en 

The terms are given by the equations (2.21), (2.5) and (2.22). We use Xo to denote 
the left-handed fields and Xo f° r the right-handed ones. The flavour of the fields will 
be indicated by i or j. For the start, the left and the right-handed fields are treated 
as independent. We assume til types of left-handed fields and nR of right-handed 
ones. After collecting all the mass terms and diagonalizing them, we will end up 
with one Majorana field connected to the mass eigenstates. Written explicitly, (2.34) 
is 

^mass = — 2 (X.0i)C M-ijXoj 
i=l,riL 

The matrices ML, MR and MD are all complex matrices, but, as shown in the 
previous part, the first two are in addition symmetric. Their dimensions are going 
to fit with the number of fields, i.e. ML is nL x nL: MR is nR x nR, MD is nRxnL. 
Using as summation indices i and j in all terms is confusing, but choosing different 
notations can be even more. Therefore, we indicate the range of values under each 
sum symbol. The overline implies that all flavours, from 1 to til or nR are taken. If 
it is easier, one can ignore the sums and the indices and just remember the size of 
the matrices. 

Since using (2.18) and (2.19) one can prove that 

i=l,UR i=l,nR 

the terms in the Lagrangian can be collected to 

CSiS = - l ( W ă ) {M2T) { ( i c ) + h.c.. (2.37) 

Due to its form and components, the (riL+nR) x (n^+riji) mass matrix is a complex 
symmetric one. Similarly to (2.26), one can find a decomposition such that 

- E X & M S x o j - î E + h.c.. 
i=l,nR i=l,nR 

(2.35) 

MD+M = ( [ / t )T m [ / t . (2.38) 
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MD+M stands for the (NL+NN) x (NL+NN) mass matrix, U is a (NL+NN) x (NL+NN) 
unitary matrix and m a real, nonnegative diagonal one. A suitable separation of the 
unitary matrix U is 

U = ( J j ^ • (2.39) 

UL has the dimension til X (til + NP) and UR urX (til + tir). From the unitarity 
relation for U, we have 

UL(ULY = LNL, UL(UR)T = 0NLXNR, 

uR(uRy = i n R , ( u R n u L y = onRXnL, 
(uLyuL+(uR)T(uRr = inL+nR. 

(2.40) 

If we write (2.38) for each block of mass matrices contained in MD+M, then 
mL = (jjLym(jjL^ 

MR = URM(UR)T, (2.41) 
Md = URm{UL)K 

With U as in (2.39), one can write the independent left- and right-handed fields 
as linear superpositions of one Majorana field (%)• 

nL+nR 

Xoi ^ ] ^ i a X c 
0=1 (2.42) riL+riR v ' 

Xoj = E 
a=1 

Combining xL and xR into X = XL + XR: the Lagrangian mass term becomes 

= - \ Y , X a m a X a . (2-43) 
a 

a takes values from 1 to til + tir, but from this point on, there is no necessity in 
writing it explicitly. 

Alternatively, due to the property of Majorana fields (2.20), (2.43) can be written 
as 

^mass = — 2 y ] Xa maXa + ^.C. 
a 

= E (Xa )C^aXa ~ \ E (X?)C™aXa (2.44) 
a a 

= EÖdF̂ a(XaÄ)C - \ E Mfma(xL
a)c, etc. 

a a 
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2.3 General Form for the Lagrange Density with 
Dirac and Majorana Fermions 

As long as possible, we want to perform the calculations in a general manner. 
Therefore, we will write the interaction Lagrangian using generic Majorana and 
Dirac fields. Since in this thesis we are interested just in fermions, we restrict to 
their interactions. As a model for the terms with Majorana fermions, we use the 
appendix of [Hab85]. 

The free Lagrangian is given by 

Co = ^ ~ ma)xa + - mi)tpi, (2.45) 
a i 

where, as in the previous section, Xa and ipi are Majorana and Dirac fields, re-
spectively. We assume that the mass matrices have been diagonalized as described 
before. 

For the interaction of fermions with vector bosons we consider general V-A cou-
plings, where vXVjV and aXVjV are the coupling constants. While the indices x or y 
stand for Majorana or Dirac fermions, v is indicating the vector bosons. Even if the 
electric charge e does not appear in every model as part of all the coupling constants, 
we factorise it to have a parameter to refer when considering the perturbation series. 
The general form of the charged current Lagrangian is 

Ccc =e E Xa7ß(Vaz,v ~ aai;VJ5)lpi0V;fi + - a*hv75)Xa^ß 

a,i,v a,i,v 

vl5)ipj(f>v,n, (2.46) 
i,3,v 

where <ţ>v̂  is describing the vector fields. Since here carries also charge, it 
has no coupling to two Majorana fields. For the interaction of the same type of 
fermions with vector bosons (for the present situation Dirac fermions with charged 
vector bosons), we do not write the hermitian conjugated term separately. By 
taking every possible combination of indices (in this case i, j and v), one includes it 
automatically. The hermiticity of the Lagrangian can be guaranteed if we restrict 
to couplings obeying 

Vyx,v = V*xyiV, 

a — a* 

The coupling constants for the vertices with fermions and a vector boson can be 
alternatively grouped to describe the couplings to the left and the right components 
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of the field. The relation between the two sets of constants is: 

9xy,v = Vxy,v + Oxy,v, ^ ^ 

9xy,v = Vxy,v ~ axy,v 

The upper script L or R indicates the couplings coming with 7/, or 7«. From (2.47), 
we have 

aL
 = (nL

 )* 

yyx,v VJxy,v) •> (r> .„^ 
qR =(qR )*. [ } 

Then, the expression (2.46) for the charged current term of the Lagrangian is equiv-
alent to 

Cce =eJ2Xalli(9ai,vlL + (J^vIrW^v,, + e J ] VvACflri, vTIL + «J*7*)Xa<^ 
a,i,v a,i,v 

+ e E i i f f '^AvlL + gRj,vlR)Mv,v (2.50) 

Likewise, in the neutral current part we will allow for couplings of any pairs of 
Dirac or Majorana fields. Including flavour mixing in the couplings, 

C-nc = ~ Oab,vlb)Xb<l>v,p + e - < ^ > 7 5 ) ^ ^ (2.51) 
a,b,v i,j,v 

= \G^2Xalß{(Jab,vlL + gRb,vlR)Xb<f>v,n + ^ + 9§,vlR^j&v,»-
a,b,v i,j,v 

From the notation point of view, we do not distinguish between charged and neutral 
vector boson fields, or, as in the next relations, between charged and neutral scalar 
boson fields. However, one should keep in mind that in the Standard Model the 
coupling constants to neutral bosons are diagonal and a will appear. 

For the Yukawa couplings of the charged scalars to fermions, we can write 

CYc + ^ s l R ^ s + + (4,J*7*)Xa<^ 
a,i,s a,i,s 

+ + 4 , s 7 r ) M S (2.52) 

4>s is describing a generic scalar field and c^.ys and c£ys its couplings to the fermions, 
such that 

cP = (V* )* 

CR =(cL )* [ } 
yx,s \ xy,sJ • 
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This property preserves the hermiticity of the Lagrangian. The last two terms of the 
Lagrangian account for Yukawa interactions of a Dirac field with another explicitly 
charge conjugated one. To distingush the coupling constants in this case, we added 
a tilde above c. Such interactions do not appear in the Standard Model, but they 
are part, e.g., of the supersymmetric one. In the Feynman diagrams, they lead to 
vertices with clashing or diverging arrows. In this paper, we will come across such 
terms when considering the seesaw mechanism for neutrinos. 

For the fermion coupling to neutral scalars, the possible terms entering the La-
grangian are 

CYn = + c%biSjR)xb<f>s + e Y ^ P ^ / I L + ^ s I R ) ^ - (2.54) 
a,b,s i,j,s 

With similar arguments like for (2.23) or (2.24), one can prove that for any 
fermion-fermion-boson interaction term 

= E tXbfCi^UvC-Hxafcßv . (2.55) 
a,b,v a,b,v 

Here, we use x as a generic notation for Dirac or Majorana fermionic fields and 4>v for 
any bosonic field. r a ^ summarises all the interaction factors, like coupling constants 
and Dirac matrices. In this relation, one should be careful in understanding the 
transpose of V. This transpose refers just to Dirac matrices since it is a consequence 
of the interchange of the two fermionic fields. The particle indices in the coupling 
constants remain unmodified. 

If both fermions are Majorana particles (2.16), the previous relation implies that 

r bav = c ( r T ) o t e c - 1 . (2.56) 

This constraint will be essential when writing the Feynman rules for vertices. In 
addition, since we were not using any property of the boson fields in proving it, 
Toby can be replaced also by other expressions that describe the transition from a 
Majorana fermion with flavour a to one with flavour b. We will see that (2.56) holds 
also for the self-energy of Majorana fermions. 

2.4 Feynman Rules 
In the next chapter we evaluate fermion one-loop diagrams. For this we need a 

consistent set of Feynman rules for both, Dirac and Majorana fermions. To describe 
them, we use as framework the general Lagrangian given in the previous section. 
First, we start with the diagrams for Dirac fermions and then we add the interaction 
with the Majorana ones. 
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2.4.1 Feynman Rules with Dirac Particles 

We start by enumerating the rules for the propagators for fermions, vectors and 
scalar bosons, and for the vertices including fermions. Then, we add the Feynman 
rules of the external bosons and at the end we particularise the fermion coupling 
constants for the Standard Model. In the next subsection we will complete the set 
of Feynman rules related to fermions, by adding the ones for external particles. 

As starting point for the fermion part, we use the Dirac terms of the interaction 
Lagrangian given in section 2.3. The bosons' propagators are given in a Rţ gauge. 

*S(q) = -r-
jf - rrii + ip 

q> mv i J W , _ i f , <f<f n ^ WVWWWVWVWVW l-L/ţ, — —7i n ~ I ~9 n n ^ n ~ \ ± ~ C I 
H v q2 - ml+ i p \ q 2 - ţ m l + ip 

q, ms % 

q2 — m2
s + ip 

«rijv = ieY(vij,v ~ Oij,v7s) 

= + q^vIr) 

iVij8 = ie(cg>s7L + cgjS 7ä) 

(2.57) 

The mass ms in the scalar propagator stands as a common notation for both, physical 
and unphysical particles. In the final result of a calculation (e.g. self-energy), one 
can readjust the parameter ms according to the scalar type. For example, if we have 
an unphysical scalar, a Goldstone boson corresponding to the longitudinal mode of 
a vector boson with mass mv, than ms has to be replaced with 
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For the external vector and scalar bosons, the Feynman rules read: 

v/VWWVW* <i/VWWVW^ 

• 1 • 1 
(2.58) 

eß is the polarisation vector of the boson and the momentum p flows from left to 
right. 

In Table 2.1 we list the fermion coupling constants of the electroweak standard 
model. By sw = sint)w we denote the sine of the weak mixing angle, by cw the 

vertex 9ij,v 9ij,v vertex pR 
ij,s 

tpiipjA -QSij -QSij IPILPJT) 1 rrii , 
2SW % i3 

1 rrii , 
2SW % i3 

tpiipjZ I™~swQ j 
swcw 13 QSii CW^ 3 ipiipjX 

i rrii r 
2sw

 3 mw
 13 

i o tW MI R 
2sw

 3 rnw
 13 

ViljW+ 
1 ţ 0 0 1 m,-

ViljW+ 
V2sw

0*3 0 0 y/2sw
 mw 

TjViW-
1 î 0 TjVi§~ 

1 m,- 0 TjViW-
V2sw°t3 0 TjVi§~ 

y/2sw
 mW 0 

WidaW+ 
1 V 0 Wida§+ 1 NU y 1 M„ y WidaW+ V2sw w 0 Wida§+ V2sw

 mw "m V2sw
 mw ym 

daUiW~ 1 f-tr \* 0 dAUI$>~ 
1 ma ,-rr s* 1 f i (Tr \* daUiW~ 0 dAUI$>~ V2sw mw^ ' V2sw mw

{],m) 

Table 2.1: Fermion coupling constants in the electroweak standard model. 

cosine, Q is the electrical charge and / |K the third component of the weak isospin. 
v is the neutrino field and I the charged lepton one. V stands for the quark-mixing 
matrix. To distinguish between up- and down-type quark flavours in the same 
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vertex, we use different indices: i, j and so on for up, charm and top, and a, ß, etc. 
for down, strange and bottom. 

2.4.2 Feynman Rules with Dirac and Majorana Particles 

To complete 2.4.1, we need to define generalised Feynman rules when one has a 
theory including Dirac and Majorana particles. As mentioned, we take the whole 
Lagrangian presented before and we add the new diagrams including Majorana 
fermions. Additionally, we introduce the notion of general fermion flow. As support, 
we use [Den92]. 

The notations for indices and couplings are like in section 2.3. To distinguish 
between the two types of fermions in the diagrams, the Dirac particles will carry an 
arrow for the fermion number flow, while Majorana ones will be represented without 
any. 

For every fermion chain one can choose an arbitrary sense for the fermion flow 
and evaluate the diagrams according to it. This arbitrary fermion flow (the general 
fermion flow) can differ from the fermion number flow, i.e. one can choose to consider 
either the propagation of particles or of antiparticles. As long as one inserts the 
proper expressions, the resulting matrix element does not depend on the choice. For 
Majorana particles there is no change since particle and antiparticle are identical, 
while for Dirac fermions one has to find the connection between the two cases. For 
example 

T becomes (r)' = CrTC~\ (2.59) 

when taking the antiparticles in a vertex (see (2.55)). 
The general fermion flow is indicated in every diagram by an additional thinner 

arrow line. The momentum q runs as indicated by the arrow on the fermion line. 
As above, we insert the Feynman rules proceeding opposite to the fermion flow. 

q,ma j = ' = 

q, mi 

= ^ T f e 
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iTabv = ie^(Vab,v ~ aab,vlb) 

= ieiß{aab,vlL + gab,vl'n) 

«r%v = ie^{vij,v - aijiV7s) 

= ^lß(<AvlL + g§,vjR) 
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itjis = ze((cf, J*7l + )*7Ä) 

v iT^ = ieY(yaijV - aaijV j5) 

= ^ { ' A v l L + 9ai,vlR) 

i P L ) ' = i C i V ^ V C ' 1 

= -ie^{vaijV + dai^s) 

= -ieiJig^viL + Quirin) 

i T L = - <i,v7s) 

= -ierf{v^iV + a*aijV 75) 



«(raw)' — îC(r ais)TC 1 

= «e((p«i>a)*7L + (C^,s)*7Ä) 
= «rn 

(2.60) 

The external fermion lines are not needed in the calculation of self-energies, but 
they become important for the renormalization of the fields and further on for the 
amplitude of different processes. Therefore, we list also their Feynman rules. The 
momentum p runs from left to right. 

u(p, s) 

u(p, s) 
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v(p, s) 

- ( » — • ( < — • — v(p, s) 

(2.61) 

When inserting the spinors in the matrix element, one has to keep track of a reference 
order of the particles (given for example by the indices of the coupling constants in a 
vertex) and multiply the expression with the permutation parity of the spinors with 
respect to this order. This is an important condition for keeping the equivalence of 
the result when different choices for the fermion flow are made. For exemplification, 
let's take the amplitude of a decay of a vector boson into a Dirac and a Majorana 
particle. Along the fermion number flow, the amplitude is 

%a(P2) 

71 = iüa(p2, s). 

Vi(Pi) 

For the reversed general flow, we write 

%a(P2) 

Vi(Pi) 

In 72, the spinors changed positions compared to the reference order in 71 (permu-
tation parity —1) and therefore the sign differs. Replacing ( r ^ ) ' by its equivalent 
C(KJTC~\ recognising that (T2)1 = 7ă since the amplitude is a number, using 
(2.12) and the relations (2.15) for the transposed Dirac spinors, one can prove that 

r2 = ( " 1 ) ^ ( P 2 , S^-^ips^CüJip!, s) 
_ (2.62) 
= h-

For more complicated diagrams, the proof is longer, but based on the same tricks. 
Other examples can be found in [Den92]. 



Chapter 3 

One-loop Fermion Self-Energies 

In the first section of this chapter, we will calculate the general expression for 
the fermion self-energy, considering a theory with fermions as Dirac particles. But, 
for our purposes, we need to have fermions as both, Dirac and Majorana particles. 
We will use the first result as a model for the next section when the Feynman 
rules including Majorana fermions will be inserted and all possible diagrams for 
self-energies will be considered. The results will be summarised in the last section. 

3.1 General Expression for the Dirac Fermion Self-
Energy 

Repeating the same calculation for different combinations of particles and models 
can be avoided. Using generalised Feynman rules, one can express the self-energy as 
a function of several parameters, easy to identify when specific cases are considered. 
With the Feynman rules given in section 2.4.1, we calculate the self-energy separately 
for the case of a vector boson in the loop and a scalar one, respectively. 

3.1.1 Diagrams with Vector Bosons 
In order to obtain a general expression for the self-energy of a fermion, when 

a virtual vector boson is implied, one has to consider an one-loop diagram like in 
Figure 3.1. We take into account the possibility of mixing from one fermion of type 
i to one of type j. 

In this case the self-energy is given by 

(3.1) 

23 
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q, mv 

Figure 3.1: One-loop diagram with a fermion of mass mk and a vector boson of mass 

where p is the total momentum and q gives the momentum of the virtual boson. 
The upper index V is added to the self-energy symbol to emphasise that the internal 
boson is a vector one. For the scalar part we will use Notice that now we 
have just one general Dirac particle of type k and one general vector boson of type 
v, respectively. The sum over all possibilities will be taken into account later. To 
simplify the notation, we keep explicit just the indices for external fermions. The 
index V summaries in fact the indices for both internal particles, the vector boson 
and the fermion. 

Inserting the expressions for Feynman rules (2.57) and eliminating the matrices 
in the denominator, the expression becomes: 

dAq 
( 2 ^ { { p + q f - m l ) {qz-ml) 

lu(vkj,v ~ akj,vlb) ( ~ ( f v + 

7v(vik,v - a>ik,vlb)(jf> + $ + mk) 

(1 - o ) • (3.2) 
qßqv 

q2 - ţml 

/
do r do 

~ J the previous expression is logarithmically diver-
gent. For its regularization we use the dimensional method (see Appendix A). 
Changing the notation as in (B.2) and rearranging the terms with the help of (A.7), 
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(A.10), (A.ll) and (A.14), our regularised self-energy is: 

1 
4-7T / V q ( ( p + qf - ml) (q2 - mi) 

2 ( e — l){f + f)(vikjV - aikjV75)(vkjjV - akj,v75) ( 1 ) 

+ 2 ( 2 - e)mk(vikiV + 0^75) (vjy,® - akjiV75) ( 2 ) 

(q2 + 2pq)$(vikjV - aikjVj5)(vkj Ts) (3a) i - e 
q2 ~ ţrnl 

1 ^ '^(Vi^v ~ aikjV-f5)(vkjjV - akjjVj5) (3b) 
q2 - ţ™2v 

1 ^ rrikq2(vikjV + aikyf5)(vkjjV - akjjVj5) ) . (4) g2 - £ra2 

e2 

a = —, the fine structure constant, was identified. We can make use of (A.14) 
4-7T 

without problems since anomalies do not occur here. 
Further on, we introduce the notations 

Vij = 'Uik,v'Vkj,v "I" Q'ik,vQ'kj,v•> ^ i j = /Vik,vQ'kj,v "H (3-3) 

Vij Vik,v'Vkj,v — &ik,vakj,vi Aij Vik,vakj,v ~ aik,vvkj,vi ( 3 . 4 ) 

to evaluate the regularised self-energy term by term. As before, we omit the indices 
for the internal boson and fermion. With the help of the two-point integrals defined 
in Appendix B by (B.4) and (B.5), the first part of (p) becomes 

a f p + qa 7^ 
Si = — 2(e - 1) / Vq J 2Y71 wM^ ~ - a^>7s) 

4?r J {{p + q)2 ~ m%) (q2 - ml) 

= - 1) (pBoip2] mv, mk) + ß > 2 ; m„, m k ) f ) ( V j - A±^)- (3.5) 

With (B.6) and (B.10), we have 

cy 

Si = -—2(e - l)ftBi(p2; mk, mv)(Vj - A±75). (3.6) 

Using the expansion in terms of s (B.20): 
Si = ^ (1 + 2ßi(p2; mkt mv)) - A+75) + 0{e). (3.7) 
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Similarly one obtains 

a f 1 
S2 = ^ 2 ( 2 - e)mk J p g( (p + g)2 _ m 2 ) ( g2 _ + ~ akj,v7s) 

OL = —2(2 - e)mkB0(j?-mv, mk){V^ - Ajjlb) (3.8) 
ry 

= —mk (AB0{p>-mv, mk) - 2) - Ar.7s) + (3.9) 

To evaluate the third part of one can consider the decomposition: 
1 ' 1 1 ^ (3,0) 

(iq2 — ra2)(g2 — £ra2) m2(l — £) \g 2 — m2 q2 — 

and the perfect square of the factor q2 + 2pq, i.e. (q + p)2 — p2. When adding and 
subtracting an ml one can simplify the factor (p + q)2 — ml in one term and obtain 
0 for the corresponding integral, so 

4w K ) i U q ((p + q)2-ml)(q2-m2
v)(q2-^m2) ^ 

a t f - m 2 f j f 1 + _ , 

4it m2 J q(p + q)2 -ml\q2-m2 q2 - £m2 J K ij ijl5)' 

Now the two-point functions can be identified and with their covariant decomposition 

a p2 — ml 
S30 — Air mi 'z-ţ ( ^ ( p 2 ; mv, mk) - Bi(p2] y/ţmv, mfc)) (V+ - A±75). (3.12) 

For the similar term with p, the same decomposition (3.10) is used and a g2 + 
m2 — m2 or q2 + £ra2 — £ra2 is going to be formed. Finally, one gets: 

y =
 a a t^f-Da q2(vik,v-aik,vl5){vkj,v-akj,vl5) 

4tt[ WJ "q((p + q)2 - m2) (q2 - m2){q2 - ţm2) 

= ^ f (b0{p>- mv, mk) - ţB0(j?] y/lmv, mfc)) (V* - (3.13) 

The last part of looks almost identical to (3.13): 

y £\m f TV, q2(Ulk>v + a'M7s)(Vkj,v ~ akj,vls) 2,4 umkj ^ { { p + q)2_m2){q2_m2){q2_^m2v) 

= ~^mk (B0(p2; rnv, mk) - ţB0(j?] y/ţmv, mfc)) - A^75). (3.14) 

The final result for the self-energy, given by 

S]J(p) = Si + S2 + S3 a + S3& + s 4 , (3.15) 
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can be decomposed to emphasise the vectorial and scalar parts: 

= m M ) + t i ^ W ) + ^ W ) + 75^-(p2), (3.16) 

with SV.(p2) = — y W rnk)Vj, (3.17) 

^ ( P 2 ) = V ; ™™ v W mk)A±, (3.18) 

^•(p2) = m,, v W rnk)V^, (3.19) 

^(P2) = ~^rnkFs(p2; mv, y W mk)Ajj• (3-20) 

If we collect the terms, from (3.6), (3.8), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) we can identify: 
Tp" TTJp1 / / \ 

F° = —2(e - l)Bi(jf-,mk,mv) + k [Bi(j?-,mv,mk) - ^ ( p 2 ; Vţmv,mk)j 

+ B0(p2; rriv, mk) - ţB0(j?; \/ţmv, mk) 

= ~ (A(ml) - A(m2
v) - (p2 + m\ - m2

v)BQ{p2; mk, mv)) 

+ ^ K ) + -

- Wp2, m2) + 3m2
v(p2 + - m2)) ß0(p2; m„) 

+ ^ ^ (AO2, m2
k, ţm2

v) + ţm2
v(p2 + m2

k- £m2)) B0(p2; mfc, 

F s = (—2e + 3)B0(p2; mv, mk) + ţB„CP2; (3.21) 

Using (B.9), Fv was written as a function of A(m2) and B0, the one- and two-point 
integrals explicitly calculated in B.2. A is Kallen's function, as defined in (B.23). 

If further on we consider the expansions in (3.7) and (3.9), Fv and Fs become 
rrp- / \ 

Fv = 1 + 2Bi(p2; mk, mv) + ^ (^(p2; mv, mk) - B^p2; mk)) 777ly V / 
+ B0(p2; mv, mk) - ^ ( p 2 ; Vţrnv, mk) + 0(e) 

= 1 + b ^ o + " 

- (AO?2, m2) + 3m2(p2 + - m2)) ß0(p2; m t) 

+ ^ ^ (AO?2, £m2) + £m2(p2 + - £m2)) ß0(p2; + 

Fs = -2 + 3B0(p
2; mv, mk) + ^ ( p 2 ; v W mk) + 0{e). (3.22) 
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In terms of left and right projectors, the regularised self-energy expression is: 

= n ^ W ) + p R ^ W ) + 7LEg V ) + i R ^ i p 2 ) , (3.23) 

with £g(p2) = - F V ; rnv, y W mk)(V,J + A±), (3.24) 

Sg(p2) = ^ ^ ( P 2 ; m., v W "»*) W - A±), (3.25) 

SgL(p2) = mv, y W m k ) ( V y + Aj), (3.26) 

S g W = Vim*, mk)(Yy - (3.27) 

If we use the alternative way to express the couplings for the vertex, i.e. in terms 
of left- and right-handed components, with (2.48) the previous relations change to: 

S g V ) = V ; ™v, v W MK)G^VG^V, (3.28) 

£g(p2) = I ^ V ; mv, y/ţmv, m k )g l v g^ v , (3.29) 
OL r~ 

S g L ( P 2 ) = -^MKF8(J?- RNV, MK)G^VG^V, (3.30) 

S g ' V ) = ^ m ^ F ^ p 2 ; y W RNK)GGJVG^V. (3.31) 

3.1.2 Diagrams with Scalar Bosons 
The general one-loop Feynman diagram with a scalar boson is represented in 

Figure 3.2. 

q, m. 

p, mj rkjs p+q, mk Tiks p, m; 

Figure 3.2: One-loop diagram with a fermion of mass mk and a scalar boson of mass 
ms. 

The corresponding self-energy is written using the set of Feynman rules described 
in 2.57. 

2 f dAq (cfk^/L + (fk,slR) + 0 + mk)(4jjS7l + 4UslR) . 
6 J (2tt)4 { { p + q)2_m2){q2_m2) ^ 
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As mentioned in the previous subsection, the index S stands for the virtual boson 
of type s and also for the internal fermion k. 

For its evaluation we follow similar steps as in the case of the fermion self-energy 
with vector bosons. After dimensional regularization and some rearranging of terms 
with the help of formulas presented in Appendix A, the self-energy becomes: 

yŞ( \ _ [t> & + fi^slR + 4,s7l)(4j>7l + 
4w J Q ((p + q)2-ml)(q2-m?s) 

f (cg^L + tfk,sJR)(4j,s"fL + cg,>7i0 
4 • K m k ] U q {{p + q ) 2 - r n l ) { q > - m l ) " 

Expression (B.4), (B.5) and the covariant decomposition of Bß(p; rns, rnk), defined 
by (B.6) lead us to 

= —^IpiMP2', ™s, mk) + Blip1] ™„ + 4,^7«) 
+ mkB0(p2; ms, mk){cjkjSc^fL + cf^c^/u)}. 

With (B.10), the self-energy can be simplified to: 

= ^[fiB^p2] mk, rn^ic^tij^L + c^C^R) 

- mkB0(p2; mk: ms)(cgjS4j,slL + 

Arguments of Bq where changed according to their symmetry. Identifying 

E g V ) = ^ B ^ - m ^ m s ) ^ ^ (3.34) 

^ ( P 2 ) = ^ B ^ - m ^ m s ) ^ ^ (3.35) 

E g W = - ^ m k B 0 ( p 2 ; m k , m s ) ^ s 4 j i S , (3.36) 

£gÄ(p2) = - ^ m k B 0 ^ r n k , m s ) c g i S 4 j j 8 , (3.37) 

one can bring in a similar form to (3.23), i.e. 

Sj(p) = t t ^ W ) + tTR^jiP2) + 7 L S g V ) + 7*Sg V ) - (3-38) 

Using (B.9), we can write B^'p2] mk, ms) in (3.34) and (3.35) as 

ßi(p2; mk, m8) = ^ - A(m2) -ij? + m2
k- m2

s)B0(jP; mk, ms)). (3.39) 
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3.1.3 Analysis of Divergent and Imaginary Parts 
After regularization, the divergent parts in the self-energy are comprised in the 

two-point integrals Bo(p2; mi,m2) and Bi(p2; mi, rr^)- In the appendix, we calculate 
and isolate these parts (see formula (B.19)). One can see that there is no mass 
or momentum dependence in the divergent parts of B0 and To identify the 
divergences of the self-energy, we analyse each of its components. For loops with 
virtual bosons, we need first to replace the divergences of the two-point integrals in 
Fv and F s , equation (3.22). We get 

d i v [ F V ; ™>v, V W ™k)] = - £ A (3.40) 
d i v [ F V ; mv, v W mk)] = (3 + f)A, (3.41) 

where A is given in (B.13). The divergent part for the self-energy components is 
given by 

d i v p g V ) ] = 
4w 

divpgO2)] = 

d i v p g V ) ] = + 

d i v p g V ) ] = + 

(3.42) 

4w 
when the internal boson is a vector, and by 

a 1 
d i v p g V ) ] = 

a 1 
divpgO2)] = -—-Ac&>ac£.a, 

di v [ E g V ) ] = ^ m k 

d i v p g V ) ] = ^ m k A c l s c ^ 

(3.43) 

4ir 
when it is a scalar. The terms of the self-energy carrying divergences have no 
momentum dependence. The parameters entering these expressions are just the 
mass of the internal fermion and products of coupling constants. 

For the analysis of imaginary parts in the self-energy components, we do not 
display the contributions coming from complex-valued coupling constants and we 
focus only on the ones originating from the two-point functions. 

According to (B.27) 

Im.E?o(p2; mi, m-i) = ~\JA(p2, m{: m^), if (mi + rri2)2 < p2. (3.44) 
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Kallen's function A is defined in (B.23). The restriction of the momentum (see also 
figure B.l) points to the kinematic requirement for a decay. From (B.9), we get 

ŢŢJp" ŢŢJp- j 
Imßi(p2; mi, m2) = ^ 4 y Kp2^ m h m2)i ^ ( m i + m2)2 < P2- (3.45) 

Replacing B0 and Bi with (3.44) and (3.45) in the formulas for the self-energy 
components, one can determine the imaginary contributions that come from the 
possible cuts through the one-loop diagrams. Such contributions to an amplitude 
give the absorptive parts. For the self-energy with internal vector bosons, the imag-
inary contributions from the n-point integrals are comprised in Fv and Fs. The 
imaginary part of their expressions as given in (3.22) is 

InxT(p2; mv, mk) = - ^ ^ (A(p2, m2
k, m2

v) + 3m2(j? + m\ - m2)) 

\jXip2, m\i m2)0(jp - (mk + mv)2) 

+ 2 ^ 4 + ^ O 2 + ml~ £m2v)) 

i/A(p2,m2,£m2)%2 - (mk + v W 2 ) + 0(e), 

ImFs{p2; mv, mk) X{p*, mh ml)Q(p2 - (mk + mv)2) (3.46) 

+ - (mk + y/ţmv)2) + 0(e), 

where 0 is the Heaviside step function. The absorptive contributions of the self-
energy with internal scalar bosons result again from B0 and Bi as given in (3.44) 
and (3.45). 

Note that the presence of imaginary contributions in the self-energy components 
is not only a consequence of the fact that particles are unstable. There are also 
imaginary parts arising from unphysical intermediate states. These ones are gauge 
dependent and they are present if, for example, we choose £ such that 'p2 > mk + 

However, in the calculation of complete matrix elements, the £ dependent 
parts will cancel eventually. 

3.2 General Expressions for the Dirac and Majo-
rana Fermion Self-Energies 

Since in theories beyond the Standard Model also Majorana fermions appear, we 
need to evaluate the corresponding changes introduced in the self-energies. First, 
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we consider the diagrams that have to be added to the Dirac fermion self-energy 
and then we evaluate the ones for the Majorana fermions. We take into account all 
allowed vertices, as described in (2.60). 

3.2.1 Dirac Fermion Self-Energy 
The cases considered in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 do not cover anymore all the 

possible contributions to a Dirac fermion self-energy. In addition one has to include 
one-loop diagrams with a Majorana and a vector or scalar boson, like in Figure 3.3 
and 3.4, respectively. Their evaluation is almost identical to the previous cases. As 
it will be seen in the next steps, just several parameters should be replaced. 

q, mv 

Figure 3.3: One-loop diagram with a Majorana fermion of mass ma and a vector boson 
of mass mv. 

For each figure we insert the Feynman rules in a similar manner like before, this 
time paying attention to the changes imposed by the choice of the general fermion 
flow indicated by the additional arrow line. Using (2.57) and (2.60), the self-energy 
for Figure 3.3 is: 

= J -0PiT~iS{p + q)iTajVjl/iDr 

= e 2 / + ~ + i + ™*) 

( qVq1' \ 
li/(vaj,v ~ GW75) [ ~ ( f U + q2 _ (1 - £ ) } • 

(3.47) 

If one compares this expression with (3.2), one can remark that replacing the Dirac 
fermion in the loop with a Majorana one does not bring significant changes. The 
result becomes identical when the mass mk is changed to ma and the coupling 
constants vikyV, aikjV and vkjjV, akjjV are replaced with v*ijV, o*iv and vajjV, aajjV, 
respectively. 

Here, we are not going to express the Feynman rules for the vertices also as 
couplings to the left and right projectors. It will be done for all diagrams in the last 
section of this chapter, when summarising the results. 
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For the similar diagram with a scalar boson (Figure 3.4), one also has to adjust 
the mass ma for the internal fermion and accordingly the new coupling constants to 
get the result corresponding to (3.33). 

q, ms 

Figure 3.4: One-loop diagram with a Majorana fermion of mass ma and a scalar boson 
of mass ms. 

-^Up) = J 
dAq , 

AiVaisiS(jp + q)iTajs^— 2 ^ Ule (2?r)4 - - - r 

6 J (2tt)4 (ip + q)2-m2)(g2_m2) 
(3.48) 

Because of the Feynman rules for Majorana and Dirac fermions, the coupling con-
stants ĉ k s, s change to (c^)*, (c^J* a n ( i C j c k ' j , s to c^j g. Note that in 
the first set of couplings, the left and the right components appear interchanged. 

We have not excluded models that allow for boson interactions with a Dirac field 
and a charge conjugated one. In fact, as mentioned when defining the general form 
of the Lagrangian, we will encounter this type of interactions in the neutrino seesaw 
mechanism. There, a charged component of a Higgs triplet will couple to a charged 
lepton and a charge conjugated one. Then, diagrams as in Figure 3.5 will add to 
the charged lepton self-energy. 

q, ms 

Figure 3.5: One-loop diagram with a charge conjugated Dirac fermion of mass mk and 
a scalar boson of mass ms. 
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The self-energy contribution of such a diagram is 

- i£g(p) = J - ţ^ i r k i s iS (p + q)irk-

2 f d*q ((c^J*7l + (^ş)*7r)(P + j + m k ) { ^ s l L + eg-slR) € J (27T)4 ((p+?)2_m2)(g2_m2) = e' ,2 / 
(3.49) 

As previously, the coupling constants cß , s in (3.33) change to (c^J*, (c^)* 

In all cases we have seen that no additional calculation is required. A simple 
replacement of the mass and coupling parameters gives the final result for the self-
energies. 

3.2.2 Major ana Fermion Self-Energy 

Calculating the self-energy for the Majorana fermions is not more complicated. 
We will end up with a rather tedious enumeration of masses and coupling constants. 
However, some special attention is required for two new specific cases that appear. 
The reader can also skip the next two subsections. The result will be summarised 
in section 3.3. 

Like before, we start with the diagrams with virtual vector bosons and then 
we give the corresponding ones for scalar bosons. For the cases obviously similar 
to the ones from section 3.1, we are just writing the self-energy expression and 
emphasising the new parameters. When charge-conjugation is required, we will 
make extra remarks. In all the diagrams, the initial momentum p is flowing from 
left to right. 

Diagrams with Vector Bosons 

and cL c, c?„- c to c, cf^ c. •kj,si kj,s t u fcj>' kj,s 

q, mv 

P> mb r c b V ) v p+q, mc racv^ p, m. 

Figure 3.6: One-loop diagram with a Majorana fermion of mass mc and a vector boson 
of mass mv. 
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- ß £ ( p ) = J - ^ i T ^ i S i p + q^T^iD^ 

= 62 / (Hy((p + g ) 2 _ ^ ) ( g 2 _ m 2 ) 7 > a C , - + i + mc) 
/ \ 

7u{Vcb,v - OcMTs) + q2_^m2(<1 J-

(3.50) 

Comparing the Majorana fermion self-energy with a virtual vector boson and a 
Majorana fermion (formula (3.50)) with formula (3.2), one can identify mk with mc 

and vikjV, aikjV and vkjjV, akjiV with vac and vcbjV, acbjV, respectively. 
The case when the internal Majorana fermion is replaced by a Dirac one having 

the fermion number flow from left to right (the 'normal' orientation) is considered 
in Figure 3.7. 

q, rnv 

Figure 3.7: One-loop diagram with a Dirac fermion of mass mk and a vector boson of 
mass mv. 

From our initial general expression for a self-energy with a vector boson given 
in (3.2) one has to change vikiV, aikjV and vkjiV, akjiV to vakjV, aakjV and a*hk v to 
obtain (3.51). 

= 6 2 / + ~ + * + m k ) 

7Mk,v - a*bk,vls) ( - g 1 * + q2
Q_\m2(1 - • 

(3.51) 

Majorana fermions allow a new type of diagram with reversed fermion number 
flow. Therefore, we have to consider also contributions as described in Figure 3.8. 
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q, m 

p, mb (rbkVjV)' -p-q, mk (T^ „)' p, ma 

Figure 3.8: One-loop diagram with a Dirac fermion of mass mk and an opposite fermion 
number flow and a vector boson of mass mv. 

In contrast with the Dirac case where in Figure 3.5 we have a new type of process, 
this one is physically equivalent to the one in Figure 3.7. 

In Figure 3.8, the inner momentum flow was chosen to lead to an easy to identify 
expression when comparing with (3.2). Inserting the Feynman rules, one has to 
remember how we have set the initial momentum orientation. The vertices appearing 
now have a general fermion flow opposite to the internal Dirac propagator one. The 
self-energy is given by 

- K b { p ) = J ^ i ( r ^ ) ^ s { p + q ) i ( r b k V i V y i D ^ 

= e2 / ^ { ^ q f - i ^ ^ - m l ) 1 ^ + + i + 

l M k , v + abkjV7s) + / y ^ i } 1 - • 

(3.52) 

It is nice to see that no real complications appear for this new case. Going back to 
(3.2), the couplings vikiV, aikjV; vkjiV, akjiV become v*kjV, - a * M ; vbkiV, -abkiV. 

Diagrams with Scalar Bosons 

Switching to the loop diagrams with scalar bosons, no new problems appear. The 
result obtained from (3.33) is sufficient to express a Majorana fermion self-energy 
with an internal scalar. In the first case (Figure 3.9), when one has an internal Ma-
jorana fermion, the old mass mk becomes mc and the couplings cfks: cfks] 
have just to change indices to c^, , cfb s. 

-KS
ab(p) = 1 ^ iTacsiS(p + q)iTcbs- .2 _ mi 

(3.53) 

(2 ((P + q)2 - ml) (q2 - m2
s) 
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q, ms 

Figure 3.9: One-loop diagram with a Majorana fermion of mass mc and a scalar boson 
of mass ms. 

q, ms 

Figure 3.10: One-loop diagram with a Dirac fermion of mass mk and a scalar boson of 
mass ms. 

For a Dirac fermion in the loop, with the regular fermion number flow, the self-
energy is: 

/

(J^Q ß 

(2^)4 iTaksiS(p + q ) i n k s q 2 _ m z 

= 2 f dAq + (&,s7R)(P + i + + 6 J (2tt)4 ((p + g ) 2 _ m 2 ) ( g 2 _ m 2 ) (3.54) 
The new internal fermion mass is still mk and the vertex couplings c%k s, c^k s; (c k̂ s)*, 
(Cb ŝ)* take ^ e role of , 

q, ms 

Figure 3.11: One-loop diagram with a Dirac fermion of mass mk and an opposite fermion 
number flow and a scalar boson of mass ms. 

The new case given by the reversed fermion number flow for the Dirac particle 
(Figure 3.11) is simpler than before. Looking in (2.60) at the Feynman rules for 
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these vertices we can see that since C(jl/r)tC 1 = 7L/R, we have no change from 
the normal rules. The self-energy will be: 

A 
q2 — m2

s 
~iXS

ab(p) = J i(Taks)'iS(jp + qWbks)'-( 

/

d^q % 

-—riTaksiS{p + q)iTbks— -
(27r)4 qz — mj 

(2?r)4 (ip + q)2-ml)(q2-m2) 
(3.55) 

With (3.33) one fits the result by taking (c^ks)*: (c%k s)*; cfks instead of the 
couplings cfk s, cfk s] tkj s, c£j S. 

Properties 

Because of the nature of particles, the Majorana fermion self-energy has an addi-
tional property. It is a consequence of the invariance of the result when changing 
the orientation of the general fermion flow. We consider a general one-loop diagram 
described by 

-i^abip) 

The loop can contain any possible combination of particles. If we now evaluate the 
diagram changing the general fermion flow, we have 

-iT,ba{-p) 

Using the property (2.56) of Majorana couplings and the fact that 

S(-q) = C{S{q))TC-\ (3.56) 
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(3.57) 

W ) = £ a > 2 ) , 
(3.58) 

3.3 Summary of Results for Fermion Self-Energies 

In section 3.2, we have proved that calculating any fermion self-energy, with 
Dirac and/or Majorana fermions, the result is going to reduce to formulas of section 
3.1. Here, we are summarising the possible Feynman diagrams and the parameters 
that enter the results. 

For fermion self-energies with a virtual vector boson, the result is given by (3.16): 

V,Jy, V~y, A+y and A~y are functions of coupling constants and they are the only 
parameters that change when considering different contributions to fermion self-
energies. They are listed in Table 3.1 . The trivial replacement of the internal 
fermion mass mz due to notation is not written. We do also not make additional 
remarks for other particle indices. It is obvious that xy refers to ij for a Dirac 
fermion self-energy and to ab for a Majorana one. 

Alternatively, one can express the result using the decomposition of the self-
energy in terms of left and right components (3.23): 

K(p)=t^W)+n^W)+s*>2)+75££>2) xy 

OL r~ 
with Kyijß) = —Fv(j?;mv,^ţmv,mz)V+, 

OL r~ 
KyiP2) = -—F>2; mv, mz)A+y, 

OL r~ 
sxj/(p2) = —m^Fs(p2; mv, \/ţmv, mz)Vx 

OL r~ 
^lyip2) = --rm^ip2; mv, mz)A. xy 

=n^Up2)+ri^p2)+7lejv)+7RKr(p2) 'xy 
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self-energy * xy A± 
•"•xy 

mv 

vik,vvkj,v ^ Q>ik,vakj,v Vik,vakj,v ^ aik,vvkj,v m; r, mw r, mi J 1 kjv.V K 1 ikv,(i 1 

vik,vvkj,v ^ Q>ik,vakj,v Vik,vakj,v ^ aik,vvkj,v 

mv 

vai,vvaj,v ^ aai,vaaj,v Vai,vaaj,v ± aai,vvaj,v m; r m, r m; J 1 ajv.V d 1 aiv,(i 1 

vai,vvaj,v ^ aai,vaaj,v Vai,vaaj,v ± aai,vvaj,v 

mv 

VaCjvVcbjV ^ Q>ac,vacb,v Vac,vacb,v ^ Q>ac,v'Vcb,v mb rcbv,v mc racv̂  ma 
VaCjvVcbjV ^ Q>ac,vacb,v Vac,vacb,v ^ Q>ac,v'Vcb,v 

mv 

vak,vvbk,v ^ aak,vabk,v Vak,vabk,v ^ aak,vvbk,v mb F mk r, ma 0 1 bkv.V K 1 akv,(i a 

vak,vvbk,v ^ aak,vabk,v Vak,vabk,v ^ aak,vvbk,v 

mv 

Vak,vVbk,v ± alk,vabk,v ~Vlk,vabk,v =F aak,vVbk,v 
mb (rbkv.v)' mk (rakv.n)' m> 

Vak,vVbk,v ± alk,vabk,v ~Vlk,vabk,v =F aak,vVbk,v 

Table 3.1: Fermion self-energies with a virtual vector boson. 

We have defined: 

with = - F V ; rnv, y W rnz)GL
xy, (3.59) 

£2y(p2) = mv, y W mz)G%, (3.60) 

= mv, y W mz)G°y
L, (3.61) 

EgW = V ; mv, y/ţmv, mz)G°y
R. (3.62) 

= -I- = nL nL 
xy xy ' xy !Jxz,v!Jzy,v> 

fiR _ y+ _ pR 
xy xy xy !Jxz,v!J zy,vi 

CDL = V~ A- A~ = nR nL 
xy xy ' xy !Jxz,v!Jzy,vi 

d D R = V~ — A~ = nL nR 
^'xy xy xy !Jxz,v!Jzy,v 

(3.63) 

With the Feynman rules for vertices written as couplings to 7l and jr (2.60) and 
with the help of formula (2.48) one can transform the parameters from Table 3.1 
into G^y, GR

y, G^y and The latter are listed in Table 3.2. 
For the fermion self-energy with a virtual scalar boson, one has a similar table. 

The self-energy is given by (3.38), i.e.: 

s f » = n ^ U p 2 ) + n ^ U p 2 ) + + 7 Ä E ä V ) 
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self-energy rL 
"xy rR 

"xy 
fiDL 
"xy 

riDR 
"xy 

mv 

9ik,v9kj,v 9ik,v9kj,v 9ik,v9kj,v 9ik,v9kj,v m: r, mw r, mi J 1 kjv.V K 1 ikv,(i 1 
9ik,v9kj,v 9ik,v9kj,v 9ik,v9kj,v 9ik,v9kj,v 

mv 

<qL. )*qL- (qR- YqR (qR. YqL. (qL- YqR 

m: r m, r m; J 1 ajv.V d 1 aiv,(i 1 

<qL. )*qL- (qR- YqR (qR. YqL. (qL- YqR 

mv 

9ac,v9cb,v 9ac,v9cb,v 9ac,v9cb,v 9ac,v9cb,v mb rcbv,v mc racv^ ma 
9ac,v9cb,v 9ac,v9cb,v 9ac,v9cb,v 9ac,v9cb,v 

mv 

9ak,v(9bk,v)* 9ak,v(9bk,v)* 9ak,v(9bk,v)* 9ak,v(9bk,v)* mb F mk r , m, 0 1 bkv.V K 1 akv,(i a 
9ak,v(9bk,v)* 9ak,v(9bk,v)* 9ak,v(9bk,v)* 9ak,v(9bk,v)* 

mv 

(aR )*aR 
Wak,v> bk,v (9ak,v) 9bk,v 

(aL \* R 
Wak,v> bk,v 

(aR )*aL 
Wak,v> bk,v mb (Tbk».v)' mk (rakv,n)' nia 

(aR )*aR 
Wak,v> bk,v (9ak,v) 9bk,v 

(aL \* R 
Wak,v> bk,v 

(aR )*aL 
Wak,v> bk,v 

Table 3.2: Fermion self-energies with a virtual scalar boson. 

cy 

with Y,Lxy(tf) = —Bi(p2] mz, ms)C^y, (3.64) 

^ ( P 2 ) = (3.65) ry 

^SyiP2) =-^mzB0(]?-,mz,ms)C°L, (3.66) 

S f / V ) =-^mzB0(p2
VmZ:ms)C%R. (3.67) 

We have replaced the different products of coupling constants by Cxy, CR
y, Cxy

L and 
C'xy • 

riL — fJt J-> 
xy xz,szy,si 

nR = rR 
^xy xz,s zy,s"> /q Ro\ 

rDL = rL r, I3"68) 

fiDR _ J Ji 
^xy xz,s zy,s" 

These parameters are used in Table 3.3 where we list the contributions from self-
energies with internal scalars. 

It is worth making a few additional remarks on some special features of the self-
energy. These properties are not restricted to the case of Dirac fermions, therefore 
we will keep in the following, the generic notation. 

Consider the sum of all possible one-loop self-energies (with virtual vector and 
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self-energy rL 
^ xy rR 

^XV 
(~*DL 
^XV 

CDR ^XV 
ms 

qR QL 
xkyS kjyS 

QL QR 
tkjS kjjS 

qL QLj 
tkjS kjjS 

gR QR_ 
tkjS kjjS mj rkjs mk riks

 mi 

qR QL 
xkyS kjyS 

QL QR 
tkjS kjjS 

qL QLj 
tkjS kjjS 

gR QR_ 
tkjS kjjS 

ms 

(cL- YcP-\at,s! aj,s 
(rR \*rR 

v ai,s/ aj,s (CR (cL- 1*CÄ-\at,sJ aj,s ni: r m, r mi J L ajs d L ais 1 

(cL- YcP-\at,s! aj,s 
(rR \*rR 

v ai,s/ aj,s (CR (cL- 1*CÄ-\at,sJ aj,s 

ms 

ki,s) 
(zR \*~R 
v-ki,s) kj,s ki,s) ^kj,s m j rkjs

 mk rkis mi 
ki,s) 

(zR \*~R 
v-ki,s) kj,s ki,s) ^kj,s 

ms 

«fi /X ^acjs^cbjs fj-t «K fj-t fJ-t pR pR 
mb rcbs mc racs ma 

«fi /X ^acjs^cbjs fj-t «K fj-t fJ-t pR pR 

ms 

fJi (fJi 
ak,s\ bk,s' 

Cofc,s(CWc,s) 
mt rbks

 mk raks
 ma 

fJi (fJi 
ak,s\ bk,s' 

Cofc,s(CWc,s) 

ms 

(Cakjs) c&k,s (cak,s) cbk,s (.Cakjs) k,s (Cakjs) cbk,s 
mb (rbks)'

 mk (faks)' ma 
(Cakjs) c&k,s (cak,s) cbk,s (.Cakjs) k,s (Cakjs) cbk,s 

Table 3.3: Fermion self-energies with a virtual scalar boson, 

scalar bosons), for a given xy combination: 

Zxy(p) = tTL^y{p2) + f l R ^ M ) + 7lE£V) + 7rKR(p2)- (3-69) 

In the standard model, one can show that 

KL(p2) = 

KR(p2) = 
(3.70) 

^xy(P2) stands for the sum of the contributions to the scalar part of the self-energy 
except the given mass factor. This property can be proven with the help of the 
Feynman rules for the Standard Model (Table 2.1) by explicit calculation. Taking 
each possible diagram and inserting the corresponding coupling constants, one can 
verify that (3.61) and (3.62) or (3.66) and (3.67) differ just by one mass factor. For 
the diagonal case, (3.70) implies 

££L(P2) = 5 & V ) - (3.71) 

If we have models, for which there are no imaginary contributions from the 
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n-point integrals in the self-energy (see section 3.1.3), then 

(££(p2))*, (3-72) 

(^ (P 2 ) )* . 

The relation can be easily proven for each possible combination of internal parti-
cles, using the hermiticity of the interaction Lagrangian reflected in the coupling 
constants, see equations (2.49) and (2.53). 

If we refere to Majorana fermions, to all particular cases described above, the 
properties (3.58) additionally apply. 

^ ( P 2 ) = 
^ ( P 2 ) = 

= 
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Chapter 4 

Divergences of Fermion Self-Energies 

In a Lagrangian, we have some parameters that we call 'masses' and 'couplings', 
but they are not identical with the corresponding observable quantities. Therefore, 
we have to carefully define the relations between these theoretical parameters and 
the corresponding experimental quantities. This procedure is called renormaliza-
tion. An additional request for renormalization comes from the need to subtract the 
divergences occurring in perturbative calculations. 

One convenient prescription to solve these problems is the on-shell renormal-
ization scheme. In the following, we give a short description of the method and 
its results within one-loop accuracy. The purpose of this chapter is to study the 
properties of the full one-loop corrected propagator. We will write the propagator 
matrix in a form which allows us to directly read off the position of its poles and 
residues. This form will be convenient for the next chapter where we discuss the 
renormalization of the free Lagrangian and redefine fields and parameters to absorb 
divergences. Only then we can start to discuss the complete order a corrections. 

The exact propagator of a particle is written as the sum of all one-particle-
irreducible diagrams added up in a series like in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: Dyson summation 

We are interested in perturbative corrections to the fermion propagator and there-
fore, inserting the corresponding Feynman rules in Figure 4.1, one gets 

iS{p) = —Î— (l - + H E ( p ) ) — H E ( p ) ) — + . . ) , (4.1) f — m\ p — m f — m f — m J 

45 
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where — iT,(p) describes the loop. With the observation that the sum of all diagrams 
forms a geometric series, iS(p) becomes 

iS(p) = (4.2) f — m — 

This way, the propagator has again a simple pole, but shifted due to — £(p). The 
shift induces a change in the fermion mass. The physical mass (M) is given by the 
real part of the pole in the full propagator. By introducing two additional constants, 

i i 
Z2 and Z2, one can rearrange iS(p) and write it as 

iS(p) = Z* . (4.3) 
ţ -M-Y>{p) 

We will call E(p) the subtracted self-energy. 
We denote the complex pole of the full propagator by 9JÎ. Then, 

i t + M — i 
S(p) = (4.4) 

The real and the imaginary part of 9JI give 

M = Re9tt, , x 

r = —2ImSDT, ( 4 5 ) 

where M will be identified with the physical mass and V with the width of the 
particle. Z 2 and Z2 will contribute to the residue of the propagator at the physical 
mass. All these constants, together with f and E(p) are Dirac-matrices, but as 
before, we do not write it explicitly. 

1 _ i 
In the literature, Z2 and Z2 are called wave function renormalization constants. 

In our approach, they do not necessarily contribute in a direct way to the renormal-
ization of the fermion field. However, not to create confusion, we will refer to them 1 _ i 
in the same manner. From the start, we consider Z2 and Z2 independent of each 
other, i.e. the hermiticity condition 

= r f z W f ^ (4.6) 

is not necessarily fulfilled. The precise definition of the constants will become more 
clear during this chapter. 

We emphasise that the expression in (4.3) is achieved just by splitting £(p) from 
(4.2) into Z2, E(p) and a piece that relates the two mass parameters m and 
M. This way we separate the divergent parts from the finite, physical remainder: 
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1 A 
only Z1*, Z2 and the difference M — m will turn out to be divergent. These are 
the constants which have to be absorbed by the renormalization of parameters and 
fields in the Lagrangian. 

In the discussion above we have assumed only one fermion. However, in reality 
we have more fermions which mix with each other. In the following section we will 
consider the separation of the wave function renormalization constants Z2 and 
the difference M — m for this more realistic situation. 

4.1 Analysis of the One-loop Fermion Propagator 

At one-loop, the fermion self-energy £(p) is the sum of the one-particle-irreducible 
two-point functions given at the end of Chapter 3. Since we take into account mix-
ing, we talk about matrices in flavour space and we have to add particle indices. 
If we take the inverse propagator in (4.2) and (4.3) and then we set equal the two 
expressions, we can write, including particle indices 

ty - rri,j)dij - (p) = £ ((f - Mk)5kl - tkl(p)) [ z ^ . (4.7) 

From here, the subtracted self-energy is written as 

2v (p ) = (p~ Mi)öij - Y^Zl {(f ~ mk)ökl - £M(p)) Z\. (4.8) 
k,l 

Tiijip) will emerge as a finite quantity provided that Z^, Z2 and M are properly 
chosen. 

As one can see from the calculations in Chapter 3, the self-energy is proportional 
to the fine-structure constant a. In the first order approximation, one neglects terms 
of order a 2 and higher. Therefore, it is reasonable to expand the constants in powers 
of a. 

Mi = mi + Ömi + Ö(a2), (4.9) 

4 = + + 0(a2), 

Z i = 6^ + ^ + 0(0?), (4.10) 

with örrii real. Furthermore, one can consider the decomposition in left and right 
projectors: 

ÖZv = ÖZ% 7L + ÖZg 7Ä, n ) 

öZij = d Z f f / L + ö z f j j R . 
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Note that even if we don't assume that the hermiticity relation links the constants, 
for SZij it is still convenient to choose the notation such that the index L comes 
with the constant related to the right projector and the other way around, like it 
would have been derived with (4.6), from dZ^. The notation will be helpful later, 
when we treat the renormalizion of the fields. 

From equation (4.8), using the relations (4.9)-(4.11), in first order, the subtracted 
self-energy is 

%j(p) = Sy (p) - SrriiSij - 1SZi:j{j/> - rrij) -\{ţ>~ mi)SZij + 0(a2). (4.12) 

No summation over the indices is implied. For (p), we use a decomposition as in 
(3.23) or (3.38). Then: 

S g V ) = S g V ) - \i6Zk + szŞ) + öia% 

tfjip2) = Sg(p?) - höZ* + özfj) + öia% 
1 1 ( 4 1 3 ) 

Eg V ) = Eg V ) - örmöij + -dZfj'rrij + -mtÖZ^ + 0(a2), 

Eg V) = Sg V) " örmöij + \îZ%mj + + 0(a2). 
To determine the constants introduced above, one has to evaluate on-shell con-

ditions. First, we will consider the diagonal elements of the propagator and then the 
off-diagonal ones. The approach is similar to [Esp02]. However, there, renormalized 
fields and masses are considered from the beginning, while we are going to derive 
the rules for the renormalization later. 

One helpful remark is that the off-diagonal matrix elements of the inverse prop-
agator 

S^ip) = i$> ~ mi)öij - Xijip) —• S^ip) = -Xijip), for i # j, (4.14) 
are proportional to a. In fact, we have to invert a matrix of type a^ij + dA^, with 
SAij < üi. Up to terms of order a2 , for each diagonal element, we will obtain the 
inverse of the initial term (see Appendix C.l, formulas (C.7) and (C.8)). Therefore, 
it is sufficient to invert 

SüX(p) = p ~ mi ~ Ziiip). 
Using a decomposition of the self-energy like in (3.23) and identifying 

A=l-^ip>) 
B = 1 - ^ ( P 2 ) 
C=-mi- Eg V ) 
D = —rrii — Eg V ) , 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 
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one can rearrange 

S^ip) = tiLÄ + PIRB + l L C + 7 r D . (4.17) 

The inverse of this expression can be easily written as 

< j M = 1 = 1/>(ILA + 1 r B ) - 1 l D - 1 r C 

u [ p ) P(ilA + 1 r B ) + 1 l C + 1 r D P > A B - c d ' l4-iöJ 

where the first fraction was simply expanded with + 7RB) — ̂ D — ̂ yRC. 
As mentioned before, the propagator has again a simple pole, but shifted: 

j?AB — C D = 0, for p2 — ( 4 . 1 9 ) 

Like in (4.5), we write the complex pole 9JI as 

^ x (4.20) 
= rrii + örrii - i-Ti + C(a2). 

The physical mass Mi was replaced with (4.9). Note that in the last expression, 
is of order a. 

It is worth now making the observation that considering any element of the 
self-energy decomposition (3.23), one can expand it around p2 = m2 as 

where £'(m2)= 

^(p2) = £(m2) + (p2 - m2)S'(m2) + ^((p2 - m2)2), (4.21) 

3£(p2) 

p2—t-m? 
=ö(a). For p2 = M2, where M is given by (4.9), 

dp? 

£(M2) = £(m2) + 2 mömY!{m2) + 0{a2) = E(m2) + C(a2), (4.22) 

or for p2 = SDT2, written as in (4.20), 

£(9K2) = E(m2) + 2m (öm - i^T^j Y!(m2) + 0{a2) 

= E(m2) + ö(a2) 

= E(M2) + C(a2). 

(4.23) 

With this remark and inserting back (4.16), the vanishing condition for the 
denominator (4.19) will give the mass correction: 

örm = 7:Re K S | ( m 2 ) + m ^ ( m 2 ) + ££L(m2) + Ej?*(m?)] , (4.24) 
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and the width: 

r , = - I m + + ^ K ) + . (4.25) 

On-shell, the diagonal matrix elements of the propagator will become: 

= ( « 6 ) 

_ l p + tXJti—i = Zii r>2 (4-27) — P JJli 

ViA + IrB) - ILD - 7RC\ 
Le' 1 p2AB-CD ) 

If we replace Z» and Z» with their expansions and decompositions (4.10) and 
(4.11) and rearrange the terms, in order a, (4.26) is: 

Snip) 1 + hzg + h z i ) + ThR (I + bzh + bzt 
p2 - sd^ v v 2 2 V V 2 2 

+ 7 Ä ( l + \öZjt + ^ j ) + 7 Ä ( l + + ) . 

(4.28) 

To identify the constants, one has to bring (4.18) into a similar form. Since we 
talk about the on-shell limit, we will expand the numerator and the denominator 
around p2 = M2, i.e. around the physical mass. The expansion looks similar to 
(4.21). A, B, C, and D will become: 

A=l — £ | (M 2 ) - (p2 - M f ) ^ ( M f ) + 0{(p2 - M f f ) , 

B = 1 - S£(M2) - (p2 - Mf)^(Mi) + 0{(j? - M2)2), . 2 9 ) 

C = —rrii — E ^ ( M 2 ) - (p2 - M 2 )E^ ' (M 2 ) + C((p2 - M2)2), 

D =-rm- Ej?*(JW?) - (p2 - M2)E£ä ' (M2) + ^((p2 - M2)2), 

where Y!{M2) is defined in analogy to (4.21). (4.27) requires in fact an expansion 
around p2 = the complex pole. However, at O (a), for the products of A, B, 
C, and D in the denominator of (4.27), Mi can be replaced with This works 
also for the numerator, where we need just the first terms of the expansions (4.29). 
Making use of (4.23) and in general, of the fact that terms of order a 2 and higher 
are neglected, one can prove that the propagator (4.18) can be written as 

*><*) = V-fOWu + OW-tDW) L { 1 - - ^ M » 

+ 7 l K + + Mmi + ^(M?)) + Otf - 9K2)), 

(4.30) 
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with 

Tü = 1 - ^ ( M f ) - Zi(Mf) - M f ( ^ ( M f ) + E,?(M2)) 

-Mi^SV{M?) + SÎf(M?)) + 0{a?). 

In the limit p2 —> ÎJJŞ, (4.30) has to be equal to (4.28) (condition (4.27)). In 
both expressions the denominators are scalar functions of p2

: so one has to separately 
compare the factors coming with ţryL, ţrţR, and 7«, respectively. We obtain for 
the diagonal elements of bZ and 5Z, the following system of equations: 

' ÖZ£+dZft = 2E^(M2) + 2Vii(Mi), 

SZţ+SZţ = 2 E | (M 2 ) + 22?s(Mi), 

< ÖZi+ÖZ? = E*(A4?) + E j ( . M f ) - - L (E™(JW?) - E?Ä(M2)) + 2Vii(Mi\ 

k ÖZS+fzi = ESCM2) + E^(M2) + - L ( E ^ ( M 2 ) - E ^ ( M f ) ) + 2Vii(Mi\ 

V u m = M i ^ ( M i ) + E f (M2)) + M , ^ L \ M f ) + E ^ ' ( M 2 ) ) . (4.31) 

The solution of this system of equations is not unique and we have to choose one 
free parameter. A convenient choice that leads to symmetric formulas is 

ÖZ& + ÖZS = szţ + szţ + 2ßi, (4.32) 

where ßi can be chosen finite. In this case, the solution is 

ÖZi = E | ( . M f ) - J L ( E ^ ( M 2 ) - E ^ ( M f ) ) + Vu(Mi) + 

ÖZS = Ej(.Mf) + - L ( E ^ ( M 2 ) - E ^ ( M f ) ) + T>ii(Mi) + 

ö z i = E|CMf) + - L ( E ^ ( M 2 ) - E ? R ( M f ) ) + Vu(Mi) -

SZ? = EJ(.Mf) - J L ( E ^ ( M 2 ) - E ^ ( M 2 ) ) + Vu(Mi) -

The free parameter ßi can not be fixed by on-shell conditions. 
To complete the result, we have to determine also the off-diagonal elements of 5Z 

and 6Z. Evaluating the real part of the pole in the propagator, we have identified 
Mi with the physical mass. Accordingly, the on-shell relations for the Dirac spinors 

(4.33) 
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for p2 Mr. (4.34) 

are written with the help of Mf 

- Mi)ui{p, s) = 0, 
ty+Mi)vi(p,s)=0, 
üi{p,s){p-Mi) = 0 , 
Vi(p,s)(f + Mi)= 0, 

To avoid mixing in the corrections related to external particles, we impose ad-
ditional on-shell conditions for the off-diagonal elements of Ey(p) (i ^ j). For 
incoming and outgoing particles, they are: 

%j(jp)uj(jp, s) = 0, for p2 —> M? and i ^ j, (4.35) 
u, k(p, s)tij{p) = 0, for p2 —^ M'2 and i / j. (4.36) 

These relations guarantee that mixing does not occur on external lines. In (4.35) 
and (4.36), the subtracted self-energy Ey is given by the non-diagonal elements of 
(4.12): 

Eij(p) = Eijip) - -dZM - Mj) - - ( p - Mi)5Zij, for i / j. (4.37) 

Since in (4.12) the factors f — rrii (rrij) are always multiplied with dZ-ij or öZij, we 
replaced the mass m, by Mi (or accordingly rrij by Mj). This substitution can be 
also applied for the components of Ey, (4.13). 

To understand the condition for an incoming fermion (4.35), consider the diagram 
in Figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2: Self-energy correction to an incoming fermion. 

The total momentum p flows from left to right and the general fermion flow is 
expressed by the additional arrow lines. Leaving apart the terms in (4.37) that 
contain the explicit wave function renormalization constants (we discuss them in 
the next chapter), the diagram above will lead to a correction term, at O (a), given 
by 

Qi(p) ( -?Ey (p)) Uj(p, s), for p2 Mj and i / j. (4.38) 
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Since we are interested just in the incoming fermion, we write explicitly just part of 
the Feynman rules. Oj(p) represents the internal fermion propagator for the particle 
i and the shaded area of the diagram. If the non-diagonal components of dZ and 
ÖZ are chosen such that (4.35) is fulfilled, then this correction vanishes. A similar 
diagram can be used to explain the corresponding condition for the outgoing particle 
(4.36). 

For antiparticles, one has to be careful in writing the on-shell requirements in a 
convenient way. We want to keep the same expression as before for E^ (p) (no change 
in momentum sign or in particle indices) and to adjust just the external particles. To 
make it more clear, we choose as example the conditions for an incoming antiparticle 
related to the ones for incoming particle. For this case, the desired picture is obtained 
if we mirror the previous loop, reversing the sign for the external momentum p, see 
Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3: Self-energy correction to an incoming anti-fermion. 

Comprising the Feynman rules that describe the part right to the self-energy in 
%(p) and leaving out the terms with dZ and ÖZ in (4.37), the diagram amounts to 

Vi{-p, s) (- iStf (p)) %(p), for p2 —> Mf and i ± j. (4.39) 

The on-shell condition is in this case: 

Vi(-p, s)tij(p) = 0, for p2 —> Mf and i / j. (4.40) 

For an outgoing antiparticle, the argument is similar and 

ttj(p)vj(-p, s) = 0, for p2 —• M2 and i ± j. (4.41) 

In order to evaluate (4.35) and (4.36) with the help of (4.34), we use the sub-
tracted self-energy in the form (4.37). For p2 —> M2, with the self-energy written 
on components, one gets from (4.35): 

(FFL^M2) +FFR^(M2) + 7LEGL{M2) + 1 r ^ r { M 2 ) ) Uj(p, S) 
1 - 1 (4.42) 

--SZyip - Mj)uj(p, s)--(ţ>- Mi)ÖZijUj(p, s) = 0. 
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On-shell, the last two terms vanish. The first two terms coming with a f have to 
be rearranged in order to emphasise {]/> — Mj) acting directly on Uj(p,s). This is 
done by reversing the order between the left and right projectors and f and in most 
cases just by adding and subtracting Mj from p. After dropping all the terms where 
(4.34) can be applied, we have to separately set to zero the factors of both, 7l and 
7r. The following system of equations is obtained: 

+ \MjbZfj = M^(M'f) + 

\MjSZfj - ±Mi6Zjj = MjT,fj(Mj) + 
(4.43) 

with the solution: 

= M22_M2 + MtM^(Mf) + + M ^ ( M f ) ) , 
3 1 

SZ5 = M2 ! M2 {MiMj^(Mf) + MjT,fj(Mj) + MjX?jL(Mf) + M^{M])), 
3 1 

for i ^ j. (4.44) 

Analogously, by using the condition for an outgoing particle one gets 

-\Mj0Zfj + \M3z\j = M^fj(Mi) + X?jL(Mf), 

\Mt6Zf3 - \MjbZ% = M ^ j ( M f ) + EgÄ(M2), 
(4.45) 

with the solution: 

SZii = M?-M2 + MiMjXfjiMf) + M , ^ { M f ) + MjX?jR(Mf)), 
1 3 

öZ?j = M22_M2 {MiMjXfj(Mf) + M?XRj(Mf) + MjXfjL(M?) + M ^ R ( M f ) ) , 
1 3 

for z / j . (4.46) 

For antiparticles, the calculations should be performed similarly, but they are 
not necessary. Looking at (4.40) and (4.41), one sees that we need to adapt the sign 
of the momentum in (4.34): 

(p-Mi)vi(-p,s) = 0, 
v i ( - P , s ) ( p - M i ) = 0. J 

This way the conditions (4.36) and (4.40) will lead to identical equations. The same 
is going to happen with (4.35) and (4.41). 
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In conclusion, the off-diagonal elements of bZ and bZ are given by (4.44) and 
(4.46) and the diagonal ones by (4.33). While off-diagonal the constants are fully 
determined, on-diagonal we have a free parameter (/%). These constants guarantee 
that for external fermions, on-shell, the contributions coming from the non-diagonal 
self-energy Ey (p) are vanishing. 

Note that during the calculations of this section, even if we considered Dirac 
particles, the nature of the fermion was not really taken into consideration. It 
might seem so when explaining the conditions for the off-diagonal elements, but a 
similar picture can be presented for Majorana fermions and we end up with the 
same result. However, we have an additional property of the resulting constants. 
Looking at the solutions for the wave function renormalization constants (4.44) and 
(4.46) and considering also the constraint for the Majorana self-energy (3.58), one 
can see that we have 

SZi, — bZba, 

SZS, = bZba, 
for a ^ b . (4.48) 

Instead of four constants, we are left just with two. For a = b, from (4.33) we obtain 
a similar property if we restrict the free parameter, i.e. 

ML — 
ÖZ* = bZaa, 

if ßa = 0. (4.49) 

In the next chapter, we show that as a consequence of these properties, the Majorana 
nature of the particle is preserved after renormalization. 

4.2 Imaginary Parts, Divergences and Gauge De-
pendence 

At the beginning of the chapter, we stated that the hermiticity condition for 
the wave function renormalization constants (4.6) does not automatically hold. We 
have now the explicit first order expressions of Z^ and Z'2 and we can check in 
which cases (4.6) is fulfilled and in which not. Let's start by writing the condition 
for the left and right components of what we called wave function renormalization 
constants. It reads 

r=R : (4-50) 
b^xy — (ÖZyx) 

SZXY = (ßZYX)* 
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For the fermion flavour indices we switch to our convention for the general notation 
of Dirac and Majorana fermions (see section 2.1). We make just the remark that 
due to (4.48) and (4.49), for Majorana fermions, one equation is enough. The two 
relations in (4.50) are related by complex conjugation if x = a and y = b. 

We start to check (4.50) for the non-diagonal constants. For the left component 
of the wave function renormalization constants, with (4.44) and (4.46) written for 
i = x and j = y, we have 

ÖZL
XY - {6Z^F = 2_ (ML (^Y{ML) - (£^(M2))*) 

+ MXMY{X*Y(M2
X)-P;X(M2

X))*) FOR ^ # Y> (4.51) 

+ MX (X°Y
L(M2

X) - (^X
R(M2

X)T) 

+My (E£f(Mx
2) - (Y^(M^r)), 

and a similar expression for the difference of the right components: 

SZ% - (ÖZ*)* = M L
 2_ M 2 (MXMY (ZL

XY(M2
X) - ( ^ ( M 2 ) ) * ) 

+ M2
X (E* (A^) - (E*(M2))*) for x ± y. (4.52) 

+MX(^Y
R(M2

X)-(^X
L(M2

X)T)), 

Looking back at the property of the total self-energy when the model consists of 
stable particles in the sense used in (3.72), one can see that in such a case the right 

parts of the equations (4.51) and (4.52) vanish and Z2 and Z2 are related by (4.50). 
(3.72) is enough to check that also for x=y, (4.50) is preserved. From (4.33), we 
obtain 

wL - (&zLY =KAM2
X) - ( 5 4 M ) ) * 

+ (E£P(A£) - ^dJ(M2
x)T) 

~ 2k ~ (^L(K2)Y) ( 4 5 3 ) 

+ v 
XX (MX) - (VXX(MX)Y 

~ \ ( ß X + ß x \ 
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5zi - (6Z*y =E* (A£) - (E* M ) ) * 

- ̂  - ( ^ x
R m r ) 

+ - i f x (^DJiM'2x) - ( ^ ( M l ) Y ) (4.54) 

+ VXX(MX) - (VXX(MX))* 

The contributions from T>XX(MX) are (see (4.31)): 

VXX(MX) - (VXX(MX)Y =Ml (e£(A£) - (E£(A£))*) 

+ Ml (E*(M2) - (E* (A£))*) 
) } x (4-55) 

+ Mx(p
DL\M2

x)-(X°x
R\M2

x)y) 

+ Mxfâx
R\M2

x)-(X°x
L'(M2

x))*). 

Besides the relation for the self-energy (3.72), to cancel the terms in (4.53) and 
(4.54), we need to restrict the free parameter ßi from (4.32). Remember that for 
Majorana fermions, it is anyway equal to zero (equation (4.49)). We require: 

ßi = ~ßi, (4-56) 

i.e. ßi is purely imaginary, but still not determined. In fact, ßi imaginary is related 
to the freedom that one has in redefining phases of Dirac fermion mixing matrices. 

i _ i 
In conclusion, for stable particles, Z2 and Z2 are connected by hermiticity and 

just one of them is required to extract the divergences from the propagator. For 
unstable particles, (4.51)—(4.54) are different from zero and here, the presence of 
the two wave function renormalization constants is required. 

Even if (4.50) does not hold for every model, we can still prove that the structure 
of the divergent parts of the self-energy allows us to verify that 

d i v [ ^ ] = (d iv [^ ] )* , 

di v[5ZR
y] = (div[^*])*. 

If we analyse the way the divergences enter the self-energy (formulas (3.42) and 
(3.43)), we see that they only depend on products of coupling constants and some 
constant factors. Any complex conjugated coupling constant is equal to the coupling 
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constant describing the hermitian conjugated process (see (2.49) and (2.53)). Hence, 

for a hermitian Lagrangian and the divergent parts of the wave function renormal-
ization constants are related by hermiticity. 

(4.57) can be easily recognised if we detail the expressions in (4.51)—(4.54). 
For the calculation, we need the components of the self-energy expressed for every 
combination of internal particles in (3.59)—(3.62), if we talk about vector bosons 
and (3.64)—(3.67), if we have internal scalars. When writing the complex conjugated 
self-energy, we relate the coupling constants by (2.49) and (2.53). Remember that 
one has to sum over all possible internal states. The differences of wave function 
renormalization constants, (4.51)—(4.54) result in 

• for x y 

divp^Cp2)] = (divp&Cp2)])*, 

divpJCp2)] = (div[£* (p2)])*, 

d i v p ä V ) ] = (div[XwL(p2)])*, 

(4.58) 

ImF*(M2; rnv, y W mz) (M2g^vg^v + MxMygxzvg
R

yv) 

+ mzlmFs(Mx; mv, mz) (Mxgxzvgzyv + Mygxzvgzyv) 

+ I m ß i ™ z , m8) {Mlcf:z^s + MxMyc^sclJ 
z,s 
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^ fX>7R\* • a 1 szz - {öz*y = i-

^ \mF°{M2\ mv, y/ţrriv, mz) (M M / ^ + M V X ) 
z,v 

+ mzlmFs(Ml] mv, \/ţrnv, mz) (MygR
z ,v9zy,v) 

z,v 

+ Imßi(M2; mz, ms) (M Myc\8c% j8 + M 2 c \ s c f y J 
z,s 

- mzlmBo{M2- mz, ms) + A&c^c* jS) I , (4.60) 

for x = y 

ÖZL
XX - (ÖZ^T ( ^ImF*(M2;m„, y/ţmv,mz)g\vgL

z >t, 2?r 

+ ^T E ;Virnv, mz) (g%gz jV - g\vgf 
z,v 

+ J ^ I m ß i ( M 2 ; mz, m s)c^ sc£ jS 

-jr- ^ mzlmB0(Mmz, ms) (c^c^ jS - c\scf J 
2 M 

z,s 

+ vxx{m)-(vxx(m))*, (4.61) 

- (ÖZRy J2 rriv, y/ţm,, mz)g%gf >t, 

- -j^" XI '"^ImF^M2; mv: \/ţrnv, mz) (g%gz >B - g\vgz ,„) 
z,v 

+ Y^ Imßi(M2; mz, m ^ e ^ c f jS 
z,s 

J2rnz\mB0(M2-mz,ms) (c^cf jS - c\scf J 

+ 2 ? „ ( M ) - ( 2 ? „ ( M ) ) * . (4-62) 
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The imaginary parts of Fv, Fs, B0 and Bi are given in section 3.1.3, by formulas 
(3.44)—(3.46). From the imaginary parts of VXX(MX), we have to add to the diagonal 
parts: 

After calculating the derivative of Fv and Fs from (3.22), one can extract the imag-
inary parts of B'0 and B[ from Appendix B.2.3, equations (B.40) and (B.42). 

Note that all the imaginary parts given here are different from zero if M2>(m,k + 
mv)2 or M2>(rrik+\/ţmv)2 in the contributions from vector bosons, and if M2>(m,k+ 

ms)2 in the ones for scalars. As expected, for models with unstable particles, the 
hermiticity relation for the wave function renormalization constants is broken by the 
imaginary parts of the self-energies that keep track of the possible decays. Moreover, 
these imaginary parts are not gauge independent and omitting them might lead to 
a gauge parameter dependence of the amplitude of a process. 

5Z and 5Z are gauge dependent parameters and the correct separation of the 
divergences of the full propagator will yield a gauge dependence that cancels in the 
total one-loop amplitude. The validity of this statement was checked for 5Z and 5Z 
equal to the ones in section 4.1 by [Esp02]. 

Additionally, the mass correction Sm should be gauge parameter independent. 
For this, to the self-energies described in chapter 3, one needs to add tadpole di-
agrams. They cancel the gauge dependence in the real part of the diagonal self-
energies. 

The sum of imaginary contributions in the full propagator pole collected in the 
decay width Tj, (4.25), is gauge independent. The gauge dependent imaginary 
terms arising from self-energies with internal gauge bosons, formula (3.46), cancel 
with the ones in (3.44) and (3.45) when they account for the scalar Goldstone bosons 
corresponding to the longitudinal modes of vector bosons. The mass of these scalars 
will be given by ms=y/ţmv. One can show that adding up all the contributions in 
(4.25), r , results gauge parameter independent. 

To summarise the results of this chapter, we remind that in section 4.1 we de-
termined 5Z and 5Z imposing conditions that lead to a fermion propagator that is 

VXX{MX) - (VXX(MX))* =i 

(4.63) 
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diagonal on-shell and its residue equals to 1. The so-called wave function renormal-
ization constants are not usually related by hermiticity, but their divergences are. 
Therefore, to assure a correct renormalization scheme based on on-shell conditions, 
one should keep 8Z and dZ independent. 
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Chapter 5 

Renormalization of the Free 
Fermionic Lagrangian 

In the previous chapter, using the on-shell scheme, we calculated mass corrections 
and what we called wave function renormalization constants. Now we will start from 
the free Lagrange density and the components that need to be renormalized. We 
will try to identify the possible relations between the calculated corrections and the 
renormalization constants, which conceptually are different from what we previously 
determined. 

Our calculations have as motivation the observation made in several articles (see 
for example [Kni96] or [Pil02]) that the wave function renormalization constants 
can be shifted by adding anti-hermitian, gauge-independent and UV-finite constant 
matrices. Such a shift does not damage the properties of the renormalized mixing 
matrix. However, other parts of the renormalized Lagrange density can be affected 
and in particular, the free field one. 

We will consider several possibilities for defining the connection between the wave 
function renormalization constants and the constants that renormalize the fields and 
we will analyse the consequences on the propagator and its counter terms. 

5.1 Renormalized Free Dirac Lagrangian 
This section is structured in three parts. In the first one, we consider a general 

transformation of the fields and we derive the Feynman rules for counter terms. 
We calculate the first order in a contributions of self-energies to external lines and 
we analyse the changes implied by the shift of the wave function renormalization 
constants. 

In the second part, we investigate the possibility of defining field renormalization 
constants related by hermiticity. We will find that this is impossible unless the 

63 
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fermion self-energies have some special properties. 
As a step further, we test the consequences of a transformation on the renor-

malized fields that leads to a diagonal mass in the renormalized Lagrangian. In this 
case, we will obtain divergent contributions for the corrections to external fermion 
lines. 

5.1.1 General Renormalized Free Lagrangian 
As given in section 2.3, for Dirac fermions, the free Lagrangian is 

= (5.1) 
i 

The first obvious change induced by renormalization is in the mass term. We 
express it as 

mi = ZMiM[. ( 5 . 2 ) 

Ml is the renormalized mass, which later is identified with the physical one and 

ZMi = l - 6 - ^ + ö(a2). (5.3) 

We have denoted the mass correction proportional to a by 5mTi. For the moment, 
5m\ is not necessarily equal to the shift bmi that was defined in section 4.1. 

The constants Z* and Z2 defined in the previous chapter as wave function 
renormalization constants can be absorbed into the normalisation of the fields. Let's 
consider the renormalized field described by ipl and the Dirac conjugated one by ipţ 

rl —r I 
and denote the field renormalization constants by Z{f and Z{f. We emphasise again 

i —- 1 —r1 
that these constants are not identical to Z2 and Z2. The role of Zr2 and Z 2 is to 1 i 
renormalize the fields (this is why they get the upper index r), while Z2 and Z2 had 
just to absorb the divergences coming in the full propagator. The first ones have to 
include these wave function renormalization constants, but they are not necessarily 
equal. The expansion and decomposition of the field renormalization constants is 
similar to (4.10) and (4.11), 

= + = + + + (5.4) 

Z'J = T J R
1 l + z f l R = + \öZ r * i L + \ s ? t i l R + 0(a 2 ) . (5.5) 
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The unrenormalized field changes to 

3 

3 

Since the fermion self-energy can have off-diagonal elements (i / j), and 
as a consequence, we have off-diagonal renormalization constants, we must allow 

1 —r± 
mixing when transforming the fields. To start with, we do not relate Zr2 and Z 2 

by hermiticity, i.e. 

7 * ^ - f i ^ t y - f . (5.8) 

If we replace the bare parameters in (5.1) by the renormalized ones, we get 

$ = E & - mi)zlhi- (5-9) 

With (5.2) (5.5), in first order: 

i 

+ - + Y M \ ö r 3 i ^ - MiWi (5.10) 
i,k i,j 

i,k 

From here, one can read the new Feynman rules: the lowest order term will give the 
fermion propagator, while the terms of order a will be treated as two-point vertex 
counter terms, 

P; M'i . iS(p) = 
p - M T + i p 

x , iijp - M l ) \dZ'i3 + i ldZr
tJ(p - M J ) + iömlöij . 

Now, the inverse full propagator is going to be given by 

£tf(p) = ( t - M ! ) 6 i j (5.11) 
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where denotes the self-energy plus the counter terms and it is calculated as: 

-ß$(p)= -j 

The first diagram represents the unrenormalized self-energy, as given in chapter 3. 
Since it is already of order a, it does not get modifications at the one-loop level. 
Inserting the Feynman rules for the counter term, (p) is equal to 

-iS%(p) = -iXM + i(f - Ml)\öZ'i3 + i\bZ\3{ţ> - MJ) + iömlöij. (5.12) 

At this point we can discuss the connection between the field renormalization, 
and the wave function renormalization constants calculated in section 4.1. At O (a), 
the unrenormalized self-energy E^ (p) is identified from (4.12) with: 

Eij(p) = tijip) + ^(p- MijdZij + ^SZijtyi - Mj) + SmAj. (5.13) 

Choosing the renormalized mass Ml to be the same with the physical one from the 
previous chapter (Mi), then 

Srrii = 5mTi, (5-14) 

and (5.12) is equivalent to 

= %3{p) + \ ( f - Mi)(SZij - SZ-j) + i ( , 5 Z v - dZ'i3)(;ţ> - M j ) . (5.15) 

We define: 

4 - z$ = \ (SZij - 5Zl3) (5.16) 

z \ - Z ^ = \ (SZi:j - öTi3) (5.17) 

where and ctre finite constants. In the definition, we take into account that 
at one-loop, the difference between the wave function, and the field renormalization 
constants is equal to the difference between their first order terms divided by 2. 
Ki3 and Xq are in this case of order a. The introduced constants also have a 
decomposition in terms of the left and the right projectors: 

= + XijlRi (5.18) 

Xij = + (5-19) 
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The components are then given by: 

x R = 5ZR — 5ZlR, v v 
(5.20) 

^ij — ÖZij — ÖZij 5 
K f j = ÜZy — ÖZy . 

(5.15) is equivalent to 

^ij(p) = %{p) + Mi)*ij + 

= £ i j ( p ) + K i j ( p ) . 

By IZij(p) we denote the difference — %j(p): 

Kijip) = \ { f ~ Mi)Kij + \-Ktj{f - Mj). 

' ~ Mj) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

Taking into consideration a non-zero difference between the field renormalization 
constants and the wave function ones, we introduce back non-diagonal contributions 
to the fermion propagator. The relations describing the corrections from self-energy 
to external particles, i.e. (4.35), (4.36) and the corresponding ones for antiparticles 
are allowed not being zero any longer. For (p), using (4.34), we have 

for i / j 

£«(p)«j(p,s) = 1lij{p)uj(p, s) 
p2—>M? 

= -({-Mix?j + Mjxj})>yL 

+(-MiX§ + M j x ţ j ) 7 ä ) U j ( p , s) 

= üi{p, s)Hij(p) 

= üifa {{—Mpcfj + MiJcţj) 7L 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 
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This difference to (4.35) and (4.36) enables us to impose (if possible), additional 
_ 1 —ri 

conditions on x and x or, equivalently, on ZT 2 and Z 2. Since, as one can notice 
from above, these constants will contribute to predictions for measurable quantities, 
they have to be chosen finite as we mentioned in their definition. Thus, for the non-
diagonal case, we have a finite expression that has to be taken into consideration 
when calculating the one-loop amplitude of a process. 

We will now complete the discussion of section 4.1 also for the diagonal self-
energy corrections of external legs. We will calculate the entire order a corrections, 
including the counter terms. These corrections are also described by diagrams as 
given in Figure 4.2 or 4.3. With the explicit propagator for the internal fermion, the 
on-shell relations to be evaluated are, 

for i = j 

1 
p-Mi 

sii(.P)ui(.P>s) 
p2-)-M? 

= p-Mi ( p ^ + ^ f r ) ) s ) 
p2-)-M? 

+ 0 ((*« + + (>4 + >4)ir) ui(p,s) 

+ \ M i - T \ 7 ((*£ - - { X ü - XühR) Ui{p, s) 

Uiip, 

2 'p-Mi 

1 

(5.26) 

p-Mi p2^M? 
= Ui{p, s) ( t i i i p ) + 7liiip)) , 

p2-)-M2 

p2^M? 

p2—tM2 

+ Ui(p, s) 
p2—tM2' 

p-Mi 
(5.27) 

p2-)-Mf 

For the diagonal case, part of the contribution is finite, but we are also left with 

terms that contain the factor —. There are two such terms in each equation. 
p-Mi 4 

One is proportional to the particle width Tj, calculated in (4.25) and the other one 
is due to the difference between the the two sets of constants Z2 and Zr 2. 
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The presence of the pole term proportional to is a consequence of the way 
the perturbative expansion is performed. As one can see in equation (5.10), the 
expansion is based on the separation of the free Lagrangian describing a stable 
particle with a real mass M*. The calculation indicates that the assumption of a 
stable particle was incorrect: the interaction allows the considered particle to decay. 
The discussion at the beginning of chapter 4 has shown that the Dyson summation 

ill move the contributions from into the denominator. According to (4.1)-(4.2) 
and (4.20): 

(5.28) 

In fact, the re-summation of the imaginary parts is necessary to obtain well-defined 
matrix elements without additional divergent contributions, see also for example 
[Pes95]. The imaginary contributions from the self-energy are finite, see section 3.1.3. 
Therefore, setting the momentum on-shell, the denominator will be proportional just 
to finite contributions of IV 

In the further calculations, we will not discuss this term any longer. Later, we will 
calculate decay rates for unstable particles and one will be able to check that due to 
complex conjugation, the iTi terms will drop out anyway in the squared amplitudes. 
Even in case it turns out that such terms contribute to measurable quantities, one 

ill always be able to separately identify their contributions. Remember from the 
discussion at the end of section 4.2 that is gauge parameter independent and 
therefore, the total amplitude remains gauge independent with or without this term. 

Nevertheless, the pole related to x and H has to cancel. Therefore, we need to 
require 

vi vi 

This restriction is telling us that we are allowed to shift the left and the right 
components of the wave function renormalization constants by the same amount. 
(5.20) and (5.21) imply that 

ÖZLT = ÖZ* + (ÖZI - ÖZG), 

öz'ü = öz'ü + (öZL
d - özf^j . 

With (5.29) and without the term with r*, the diagonal self-energy corrections 
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to external legs come as 

1 
p-Mi 

üi(p, s)S^(p) 

s i i (p)ui(p,s) 

1 

= Ö + Ui(Pi S) 

p-Mi 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

For completeness, we should consider the self-energy corrections of antiparticles. 
The expressions coming with the self-energies will be similar and (5.29) will be 
required, too. We mention that 

for i / j 

Vi(p, s)E^-(-p) 

p2— 
= s) 

= Ui{p, s)£^(p) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

for i = j 

- p - M i 

Vi(p, s)£«(-p) 
1 

p - M i 
S«(p)«i(p, s) 

P2—>-M2 

- p - M i r 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 
p2 — 2 

Of course, if = = 0, we have identical to %j(p) and no supple-
mentary contributions to external legs arise. Still, we keep them non-zero since we 
might need to impose additional conditions on our Lagrangian. 

5.1.2 Hermitian Renormalized Free Lagrangian 

One of the possible additional requirements on the field renormalization con-
stants concerns hermiticity. To keep the Lagrangian hermitian, we would prefer to 

require that Z',-2 and Z',-2 have to fulfil the hermiticity condition (4.6). For the left 
and right components of the renormalization constants, the condition is equivalent 
to 

ryr2L ! 
Aji — y^ij ) 5 

XlR = (ZTY-

rbL, 

(5.37) 
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This requirement is adding a restriction to ^ and Xjj. If one replaces the field 
renormalization constants from (5.20) and (5.21), i.e. 

6Zg = - 4 , 
ÖZV = ÖZg -

öZ^ = öZ^ — xg, 

öZ^ = öZ^ — xg, 

in (5.37), the hermiticity condition implies: 

- ( 4 ) * = stş - {öz%y, 

- (*g)* = îz% - (szjjr. 

If we combine now this with the restriction (5.29), we obtain an overdetermined 
system that requires that the wave function renormalization constants fulfil 

szi - ÖZS = {ÖZir - {SZŞy. (5.40) 

The equation for the diagonal constants (4.33) leads us to 

~ ^u(Mf) + (EgL(Mf) - E%*{M*)) = 

( E m i w - (E5(M?)r - ^ (&2L(M?)r - . (5.4i> 

If the absorptive parts of the self-energies are zero, then the properties (3.72) apply 
and the relation holds. In case we consider unstable external particles or we do not 
restrict the calculation to a special gauge, we have a non-zero imaginary part in the 
self-energy (see section 3.1.3). Imposing the hermiticity relation (5.37), we are left 
with poles in the amplitudes. (5.39) and (5.29) can not be simultaneously fulfilled, 
i.e. finiteness and hermiticity can not be concomitantly obtained. For this reason, 
in a lot of renormalization approaches, all external particles are treated as stable 
and the self-energy components are fixed as in (3.72). We will try not to do so. 

5.1.3 Re-diagonalized Mass Term Approach 
In chapter 2 we discussed possible mass terms in a Lagrangian. We start from 

non-diagonal ones and using unitary transformations of the fields we bring them 
in a diagonal form. In a second step, at the beginning of the previous chapter, 
we considered corrections of the propagator that lead to the renormalization of the 
fields. As a consequence of the fermion mixing, the diagonal form of the mass term 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 
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is destroyed. In section 5.1.1 we were analysing the modifications that appear in 
the free Lagrangian and we were defining counter terms. Now we want to start 
again from the renormalized mass term, and as in section 2.2, to re-diagonalize it. 
It is instructive to investigate the possibility of defing a rotation of the renormalized 
fields such that the physical mass comes only in one diagonal mass term. 

When inserting the renormalized fields (5.6) and (5.7) in the Lagrangian, the 
Dirac mass term 

Llass = - E W W f + h.C. = iL + h-C- (5-42) 
i i,j,k 

is not diagonal anymore. 
We define the new, real and nonnegative diagonal mass matrix by 

Mi = (5.43) 

0L and 0R are the two unitary matrices required by the singular value decomposi-
tion. One has to keep in mind that Mi is not the physical mass. We can write 

Mi = Mi + ÖMi, (5.44) 

where we have Mi as the physical mass and 5Mi as the first order in a correction. 
To simplify the calculation details, we will assume that the field renormalization 

constants are related by hermiticity, i.e. (5.37). We know what are the drawbacks 
of this assumption, but still, the difficulties of the re-diagonalization approach for 
a general Lagrangian are due to something else, as we will see at the end of this 
subsection. To connect (5.43) to the Lagrange density, we introduce ip'i, the field 
related to mass eigenstates. Its left and right components are 

3 

3 

Collecting all the transformations of the unrenormalized field (i.e. also (5.6)), we 
have 

(5.47) 

(5.48) R _ V" 7
r h R f ) R 'R 

i / j ij jk k • 
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Replacing the relations in (5.42), the mass term becomes diagonal: 

£Lss = - Y ^ M r f ? + h.C. 
1 (5 49) 

= - + 0{c?) + b.c.. 
i i 

Now, we look closer to the peculiarities of the re-diagonalization for one-loop 
corrections. If we use the expansions in powers of a of the renormalization constants 
(formulas (5.4) and (5.5)), the elements of the matrix to be diagonalized are given 
by 

^XtrrikZlf = mAj + + + 0(a2). (5.50) 

We have diagonal and real elements for the lowest order contributions and non-
diagonal complex ones for the terms of order a and higher. The detailed diagonal-
ization of such a matrix is described in Appendix C.3. Comparing the matrix with 
(C.15), we can identify 

Cj — T̂Zj, 

äCij = \ [rnMlf + m36Zţ) , ( 5 '5 1 ) 

and make the corresponding replacements in the final result. For the hermitian 
conjugated ÖC, we use the hermiticity property of the renormalization constants 
(5.37): 

(öCjiT = I ( m ^ r + m i S Z - f r ) 
\ V J (5.52) 

= - (mjöX- + m ö Z f ) . 

The role of Ö and V from the appendix is played by 0R and 0L, respectively. 
Owing to (5.50), the required unitary matrices can be expanded as 

0§ = öij + ö0§ + 0(a2). 
(5.53) 

Making use of (C.14), we can write in first order approximation: 

(5.54) ( 0 $ * = d,l3 - 50^ + ö(a 2 ) : mr = - sojj + cv). 
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The elements of 0L and 0R are related by (see C.38) 

60% = SO$ + — R (-RRIISZJF + MISZ^R + RNJZ-F - NUSZ-F) • (5.55) 13 3 2(rrii + rrij) \ 3 3 3 3 / 

For the off-diagonal elements, we have the explicit solution given in (C.39) and 
(C.37): 

50ii = 9frr.21 rr.2) (miÖZ^ + + + Z''^) , v 7 " l i ) v r • / • 

^ for i ^ j , 
= 2 ( m 2 _ m ? ) (mimjöZ^f + rnjSZlf- + rmmjST^ + r n j d Z ^ , 

(5.56) 

while for the diagonal ones we have just the constraint (5.55). 
From (C.40), we can identify the diagonal mass matrix M . 

Mi = mi + irm (ÖZ.f + ÖZf + ÖZ? + + C(a2) (5.57) 

If we identify the physical mass with the one given in (4.9) and replace the unrenor-
malized mass by rrii=Mi—öm,, then 

ÖMi = -örm + \Mi (ÖZ.f + ÖZf + ÖZ? + öT?) . (5.58) 

At the end, one will be able to check that the real part of the pole in the full fermion 
propagator lies at P2 = MF. 

Since Z ^ and Zri- are divergent, the same is true for 0L and 0R. By re-
diagonalization we remove divergent terms from the mass term. We know that 
unitary transformations are always possible without affecting the physical results 
and therefore these terms have to re-appear somewhere else. 

From the free Lagrangian, we are left with the evaluation of the kinetic part. 
Since the algorithm for the term with left-handed fields is identical to the one with 
right-handed fields, we detail the analysis just for the first one: 

^ = i E = * E W ( O f k ) % f L $ ^ L 0 ^ - (5.59) 
i i,j,k,l,m 

Because we want to identify the Feynman rules for the Dirac fermion propagator, 
we will expand the expression and separate the counter terms. With (5.53), (5.54) 
and the expansions of the field renormalization constants, the left part of the kinetic 
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term is 

hi 

+ i E ^ + + C(«2) (5.60) 

= i y m ^ t + + * E +<?(«2)-
i i,j i,j 

For the right component of the kinetic term, we arrive to a similar expression: 

= * E ^ W + + * + 

i h3 h3 
(5.61) 

The free field Lagrange density is given by summing the mass and the kinetic 
terms. To write it more compact, we recombine the left and right components of 
the field: 

tj/ = ijj'L + ip'R. (5.62) 

In first order approximation, the Dirac free Lagrangian is 
rD _ rD , rL M) — '-'kin > **"n ••D _ rD , rD 

"moss 

= E - MiWi+i E +i E ,, ^ 
i id z id t5-63) 

- E ^M^'i + Oia2). 

The Feynman rules for propagator and counter terms are deduced in a similar way 
to subsection 5.1.1. At first order, we obtain them from the expanded expressions 
of the free field Lagrangian. 

P'Mi i f f ( p ) = 1 

p-Mi 

if T^SZ'-j + i ^bZ'^ţ) — iöMiöij. 

The total self-energy, at one-loop, is the sum of the unrenormalized self-energy and 
the inverse propagator counter term: 

-i^ip) = -iZ,tJ(p) + ifl-dZl3 + i^SZy - idMAy (5.64) 
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As a function of the wave function renormalization constants, using (4.12), (5.16) 
and (5.17), we can write 

- i^ip) = -itijip) - iCij(p), (5.65) 

with Cij{p) = (drrii + öM^öy - -m^Zy - -SZ^rrij + -fx^ + (5.66) 

= (Sun + SMijdij - ^M tdZ t j - ^SZyMj + + (5.67) 

At this point we can evaluate the one-loop self-energy contributions from external 
legs, as we did in (5.24)—(5.27). Here, we start with the diagonal ones. We leave 
out the terms proportional to the decay width that arise from imaginary parts of 

and we obtain: 

for i = j 

-Cn(p)ui(p, s) 

iL 

p2^M? p-Mi 

örrii + SMi + ±Mi (~6Zg - + + X^j 7 ä } «i(p, S) 

((>4 + + {>4 + "Shit) «i(P, s) 

1 

(5.68) 

+ 

1 
2 

Ui&S^iMj-^ = Ui(p,s)Ca(p) 

p2—tM2 

p2-)-M2 

(5.69) 

iL = ü fa s) I (örrii + 6Mi + ^ (-6Z.% - bZ,£ + >4 + ^ ) 

+ (örrn + SMi + X-Mi (-ÖZ% - 8Z* + + Jc^j 7 ä J — l — 
p2^M? 

i(p, s)~ ((>4 + L + (>4 + >4hR) 
p2-)-Mf 

On-shell, the terms coming with the factor should vanish. This is equivalent 
f Î 
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with 

ÖMi + örrn = \Mi (öZ& + özft - - x*) 

ÖMi + örrn = \M% {öZfi + ö% - -

ÖMi + örrn = \Mi (öZ± + özf t - -

ÖMi + örrn = ^ (öZg + ^ - -

(5.70) 

The system of equations has a solution if 

öz& + öz£ = szg + s z ţ 

4- x^ = x^ 4- x^ 
(5.71) 

While x and x can be chosen such that (5.71) is fulfilled, the wave function renormal-
ization constants are determined from the one-loop self-energy diagrams. Therefore, 
from (4.31), we see that the upper equation of (5.71) is true only if 

= TiR{M(). (5.72) 

As mentioned in section 3.3, in the Standard Model and some of its extensions, 
the self-energy has this property. If we had not required (5.37), we would have to 
separately diagonalize the mass term explicitly written in (5.42) and the hermitian 
conjugated one. Then, a öM[ and a SMf- would be needed and (5.72) would not 
be necessary. 

With (5.71), one can see that taking ÖMi from (5.58) with the field renormal-
ization constants replaced by (5.38), all the terms coming with vanish. The 
contribution of the diagonal self-energy corrections to the external legs is reduced 
to a finite quantity determined by x and x, identical to (5.31) and (5.32). 

Concerning the non-diagonal contributions, we find 
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for i / j 

^'ij(p)uj(p, s) = Cij(p)uj(p, s) 

= \ ((-Mt0Z§- özfjMj + xţjMj + xgM,)7L (5.73) 

(-MtfZg - ö~zfjMj + j^M, + j^Mj;)7ä) u,(p, s) + 
p'2^M'j 

= Ui(p, s)Cij(p) 

= üi(p, ({-MiöZ^ - özfjMj + M i + M ^ . ) 7 l (5.74) 

+ (-MiöZ^j - özfjMj + Mix§ + M^Yfu) 
' p2-t-M? 

Here, we could adjust x and to obtain zero corrections only if the wave function 
renormalization constant and implicitly the self-energy have some special properties. 
If we want to set the terms containing Jc- + to zero, then 

rrj-SZjA + öZjj — özh + hZA / . 
Mi 3 3 3 3 Mi 

(5.75) 

Inserting the sums for the wave function renormalization constants as functions of 
one-loop self-energy contributions (equations (4.43) and (4.45)), we get 

^ ( M f ) - £§(MJ) + - = 0. 

An additional condition comes from the terms with + 

^ ( M f ) - Eg(M|) - l(MJ) + M f ) = 0. 

(5.76) 

(5.77) 

Inspecting the results for one-loop self-energies given in chapter 3, we see that these 
conditions are not fulfilled. This time a trivial condition for the coupling constants 
can not help, since the problems come from the two-point integrals B0, Bi and their 
combination in the functions Fv and Fs. They all depend on momentum and setting 
first p2 = Mf and then p2 = M'2 we can not obtain identical expressions for the 
different components of the self-energy. 

One can hope that the contributions coming from the off-diagonal self-energies 
are finite, as in the first subsection, but it is not the case. We can easily analyse 
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the divergences occurring in these terms. First one has to notice that there is no 
momentum dependence in the divergent parts of each component of the self-energy, 
as explicitly calculated in (3.42) and (3.43). Therefore, even summing over all one-
loop diagrams, we will have 

Using the formulas for the non-diagonal wave function renormalization constants 
(4.44) and (4.46), the divergences in (5.73) and (5.74) will come from 

To understand why such an approach causes these drawbacks related to divergent 
terms, one can discuss the operations we make. First start by looking at (5.45) or 
(5.46). Here we perform a rotation of the renormalized fields. The matrices we 
use are not UV-finite (5.56). If initially, the field renormalization constants were 
removing all the UV-divergences, with our additional transformation we introduce 
part of them back in the free field Lagrange density. The consequence is obvious in 
(5.64). Here we see that we have non-diagonal counter terms coming with fl, but 
no non-diagonal terms coming with 1. This type of divergences resulting from the 
unrenormalized self-energy can not be absorbed. 

Of course the transformation of the fields should be performed in the entire 
Lagrangian, but for the corrections to the external spinors, just the free part counts. 
If we add the interaction terms, we encounter also here the divergences reintroduced 
by the rotation of the fields. Overall, these divergences have to cancel. One should 
analyse a complete process to be able to check it. Since this is not too handy, we 
will not choose the fields defined here. 

In this section we have seen that one can define Dirac field renormalization con-
stants differing from the wave function renormalization ones by some finite quantities 
that have to fulfil (5.29). Such a transformation will imply that one has to take into 
account finite corrections for the external spinors. If we consider the general case 
(including the decay widths of the unstable particles), a hermiticity constraint on 
the field renormalization constants will lead to poles in the external line corrections. 
On the other hand, a supplementary rotation of the fields to re-diagonalize the mass 
term will bring divergent contributions from the non-diagonal self-energy corrections 
to external particles. 

div[£g(M^]=div[£g(M2)], 

div[Eg(M2)]=div[Eg(M2)], 

div[Eg i(M2)]=div[E îf(M2)] , 

di v[EgÄ(M2)] = di v[£gÄ(M2)]. 

(5.78) 

d i + ö z f ^ } = -2d iv [Eg L (Mf )] # 0, 

div[MiöZ$ + dZ^Mj] = -2div[£gR{M?)] / 0. 

(5.79) 

(5.80) 
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A summary of all the different choices we analysed is contained in Table 5.1. 
In the first column of the table we state the choice for the field renormalization 
constants, in the second one we mention if the hermiticity relation is fulfilled or not, 
and the last two columns describe the result from contributions of the self-energy 
on external legs. Here, we present the results for a general theory, with no special 
properties. 

field ren. hermiticity sij(p)uj(p>s) p2—>Mj 

p2^Mf 

zi no 0 0 

Z t - x no finite finite 

Z t - X yes finite + pole term finite 

Z^-mr+re-diag yes finite + no/pole term divergent 

Table 5.1: Behaviour of the self-energy contribution to external legs when considering 
different field renormalization constants. 

5.2 Renormalized Free Majorana Lagrangian 
For Majorana fields the calculation does not differ too much from the one in 

the previous section and here we follow similar steps. In the second part of this 
section where we will discuss the hermiticity condition, we will see that for Majorana 
particles, the constraint on the field renormalization constants is not as restrictive as 
for Dirac particles. However, with the re-diagonalization of the mass term method 
we will still obtain divergences in the corrections to external legs. They will show 
up for the same reasons as in the Dirac case. 

5.2.1 General Renormalized Free Lagrangian 
For the unrenormalized Majorana fields we use a transformation similar to (5.6). 
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We begin by writing it separately for the left- and the right-handed fields: 

X a = E ^ a f ( 5 . 8 1 ) 
b 

Xa = J2ZabRXbR> ^ 

although they are not independent since for Majorana fields (xL)c = XR- For 
generality, we assume again that the hermiticity condition (4.6) is not necessarily 
fulfilled and the Dirac conjugated fields are transformed like 

(5.83) 

(5.84) 

r-L r-R 
As for the Dirac case, ZJ and ZJ are the left and the right part of the field renor-
malization constant Z J , and Zh

2 and Zbl are the left and the right components 
of T j . 

The unrenormalized left and right-handed Majorana fields are related by the 
condition (2.20). It is unavoidable to require that the renormalized fields are also 
Majorana, and that implicitly they obey the same condition. Using the properties 
(2.18) and (2.19) and imposing (2.20) to x and X'\ o n e finds the requirement 

Xa — E XbLZba > 
b 

v A I' ll̂ y1 2 
Xa / j Xb ^ ba ' 

b 

r7r2R "7r2L 
ab — ba ' 

7 2 
ba 

t)R r±L <7' 2 — ah 
(5.85) 

For the wave function renormalization constants, as a consequence of the additional 
properties of the Majorana fermion self-energy, this condition was fulfilled ((4.48) 
and (4.49)). The renormalizing procedure does not (and it should not) change the 
nature of the particles. Inserting (5.85), the renormalized fields described by (5.81) 
and (5.82) are in fact defined by 

XLa= ab Xb 

R _ S^y2LrR 
Ao / j ba A.& • 

(5.86) 

(5.87) 
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The conjugated fields become 

X L a = ^ X Î L Z T , (5-88) 

X? = £ x S Ä ^ L - (5-89) 
b 

r l j l —r-R 

From here on, we will not use anymore ZJf and Zab . 
The modified Feynman rules presented for the Dirac case are valid for the Ma-

jorana one, too. We just have to remember the special feature of the field renormal-
ization constant, i.e. 

Zral = z t l L + T b l L
 l R = 6ab + \ d Z ^ l L + \ s ? b a l R + 0(a2): (5.90) 

. -=r±L r . 1 rrrrT. . 1 rT^L 
Z'2 = Z 2 iL + X b lR = + + - S Z ' ^ f R + 0(a?). (5.91) 

If in the Dirac case, we had four different constants (considering the left and right 
decomposition), now we have just two since 

K ^ Z l l (5-92) 

In terms of the renormalized fields and parameters, the Majorana part of the 
free Lagrangian (2.45) is 

+ - M a ) \ & Z t â + E - M«)xra (5.93) 
a,b a,b 

+ E X'jrnaöo.xlj+Oia2). 
a,b / 

We have replaced the unrenormalized mass by the physical one, defined in chapter 
4. 

Remembering that the factor ^ is responsable for avoiding the double counting 
in case of Majorana fermions, we see that the Feynman rules look as for Dirac 
fermions. The only difference comes from the definition of the Majorana fields, and 
more exactly from its consequence on the renormalization constant (5.92). 

p, Ma ^ 

• ' iSr(jP) = f-Ma+ip 
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ity ~ Ma) \bZr
ab + i \dZla{ţ> - Mb) + i6ma6ab 

As in (5.12), the total self-energy is given by 

KM = Zab(p) -(p-Ma)\bZ(i - l-6Z'ba(jf> - Mb) - bmabab. (5.94) 

Similarly to the previous section, one can also define a connection to the wave 
function renormalization constants (calculated in 4.1) as in (5.16) and (5.17). The 
Majorana properties of bZ and bZ (4.48)—(4.49) and the condition (5.85) imply 
that Kab and ~Kab obey: 

^ — *ta 
Kab = ^ba 

^ Kab = Kba. 

We can identify 

where 

xr
ab(p) = £ab(p) + nai(p), 

^a&(p) = ~ Ma)xab + ^Xbaip ~ Mb). 

(5.95) 

(5.96) 

(5.97) 

To evaluate the contribution of on external spinors, we can take the 
relations for Dirac fermions (5.24)—(5.27) and replace and as in (5.95). We 
obtain 

for fl/6 

^ab(P)Ub(P, s) 
p2-)-M? 

= fcab(p)ub(p, S) 
p2-)-M? 

ua{p, s)Y,rab{p) 
p2^M2 

= -((-Ma^b + Mbxt) l L 

H - M j ^ a + M b ^ ) 7 ä ) Ub(p, S) 

= Üa{p, s)Kab 

= Üa(p, ({-Mb^a + MaJc^-YL 

+{-Mbx
L

ob + Ma^a lR) 

p2-)-M? 

p2^M2 

(5.98) 

(5.99) 
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and 

for a = b 

1 
p - M a 

Ka(p)Ua(P, S) 
p2—^M2 

= plMa {pM + naa(p)) Ua(p, s) 
p2—>M2 

p2—>M2 

+ Ö (*£» + *£») U«(P' S) 
p2 -̂M2 

(5.100) 

«o fa = Üa(p, s) (taa(p) + 7Zaa(p)) J ^ J f 
f o 

p2—>M2 

p2—tM2 p2—>M2 

p2—>M2 

+ U„(P, S) 
p2^M2 ' 

(5.101) 

+Ua(p, s) - >4)7l - - >4o)1r) 1 

p-Ma p2—>M2 

The discussion of the term proportional to the decay width Ta would be identical 
to the one in the previous section, therefore we do not repeat it here. 

The condition to cancel the other pole term in (5.101) is 

aa ^aa • (5.102) 

The restriction on field renormalization constants for Dirac fermions (5.30) is reduced 
to one equation: 

Mia = + ( dZt ~ 6ZL {bZaa ~ ÖZaa) , 

and the diagonal self-energy corrections to external legs are 

1 
p~Ma 

Ka(p)Ua(P,s) = *LUa(P, S) 
p2—tM2 

«a(p, s)Zr
aa(p) 

f — Ma 
= UA(P, S) 

p2^M2 

p2—^M2 

(5.103) 

(5.104) 

(5.105) 
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5.2.2 Hermitian Renormalized Free Lagrangian 

If in addition, we require that Za&
2 and Z a l are related by hermiticity (equation 

(4.6)), from (5.85) we obtain 

Z't = ( z t y . (5.106) 

The renormalized left- and right-handed Majorana fields are now given by 

X L
a = J 2 Z t x l L , (5-107) 

b 

xZ = E ( Z t ) * X r b R - (5.108) 
b 

The condition that x and x have to fulfil in order to assure the hermiticity of 
the field renormalization constants is 

^ a - (*&)* = SZÎt ~ {SZfo*. (5.109) 

For Dirac fermions, the hermiticity condition implied two independent relations for 
the components of x and x (see (5.39)). Since the Majorana condition relates left-
and right-handed components, the two relations are not independent anymore. Here 
they are just the complex conjugated of each other and therefore we are left with 
one, namely (5.109). 

Together with (5.102), we have for the diagonal part 

" (*£,)* = 6ZL
aa - {5ZL

aay. (5.110) 

This equation is telling us that the wave function renormalization constants SZ^a 

and SZaa should have equal real parts and that the imaginary part of the field 
renormalization constants is 

Im[ÖZ£] = ^ ( l r r i [ ^ J " M ^ j ) . (5.111) 

With the help of the complex conjugated expression of (5.110), 

UaT = (6ZL
aay - SZii, (5.112) 

we can write the conditions for the real part as 

tZL
aa - <a = (ÖZL - ÖZLJ*. (5.113) 
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For the imaginary part: 

" M ) * = \ fat - (dZL
aaT ~ dXa + (<^aa)*) • (5.114) 

At first order, from (4.33), for ßa = 0, the restriction (5.113) can be fulfilled if 

^aa(Ml) ~ C Ä 2 ) " (^aa(Ml) ~ C ^ 2 ) ) * = 0. (5.115) 

This means that in a model (like an extension of the Standard Model) for which 
(3.71) holds, we are able to shift the wave function renormalization constants by 
the same amount and define hermitian Majorana field renormalization constants. 
Self-energy contributions from external legs are non-zero, but finite. 

5.2.3 Re-diagonalized Mass Term Approach 
To analyse the modifications introduced by the renormalized fields for the Ma-

jorana sector, we start from the following form of the mass term: 

fZass = Y M F ™ a X L
a + h.C. = ^ ^ + h.C.. (5.116) 

a a 

To switch between left- or right-handed charged conjugated fields, we use (2.20). 
Replacing the fields with the renormalized ones given in (5.86) and (5.89), the 

Lagrangian mass term changes to 

t ' l s s = 4 Y ^ Z t r r i a Z o l L x ' ; L + h.C.. (5.117) 
a,b,c 

The factor to be transformed is now of type ZTmZ and, since mT = m, symmetric. 
To rediagonalize it we need just one unitary matrix [Zum62], denoted here by A. 

Md = J2 AbdZrJLmaZrJL (5.118) 
a,b,c 

As a consequence, the transformation relation for the fields is 

XL
a = Y^zt^cX^ (5.119) 

&,c 

x« = J2 r
b a L (A b c yx c

R . (5.120) 
&,c 
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X7, with the left and right components given by the previous relations and related 
by (2.20), remains a Majorana field. The mass term gains the diagonal form: 

4 L , s = -lY,(x'aL)CMaXa
L + h.C. 

a 

= E ttJ¥MaXa
L ~ \ + C(«2) + h.C. 

where Ma and not Ma, is the physical mass. We assume that (5.106) is fulfilled, 
such that the 'h.c.' part is really the hermitian conjugated one. 

We will not write the explicit expressions for A or 5M. We will restrict the 
following discussion just to the steps necessary to show that this approach leads to 
divergent contributions from self-energy corrections on external legs, for the same 
reasons as in the Dirac case. 

Looking at the kinetic term, we can see that the structure is similar to the one 
for Dirac fields. We can directly write the Majorana free Lagrangian as: 

C = \ ( E tiM ~ + i E + i E X'a^KbX'b 
\ a a,b a,b 

- E Ya6MaX'a)+0(a?). 
a ) 

The Feynman rules for the Majorana propagator are: 

(5.122) 

P. Ma 
i S , { p ) = J=Ma 

if \dZ'ab + i \öZljf> - iSMaSab 

As expected, the Majorana counter terms have the same structure as the Dirac 
ones. If we consider the action of the self-energy on external spinors, we will end 
with the same divergent contributions as in 5.1.3. The difference will come in the 
number of restrictions. They are reduced by a factor of two due to (5.85). But 
even so, we will not be able to absorb the divergences coming from the non-diagonal 
self-energy scalar structure and they will have to be cancelled by other interaction 
terms of the Lagrangian. 

In section 5.1 and 5.2, we introduced the renormalized mass and fields for Dirac 
and Majorana fermions. We related the first ones to the wave function renormal-
ization constants calculated in 4.1 and we assimilated the difference in x and x. 
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By analysing the renormalized free Lagrangian and the total self-energy, we have 
observed how much freedom one has in choosing x or performing additional trans-
formations on the renormalized fields. 

In conclusion, from the technical point of view, one can shift the renormaliza-
tion constants by some finite terms as long as one prevents reintroducing poles in 
the diagonal self-energy contributions to external spinors. When shifting them by 
terms that contain divergences, the effect is more destructive. These divergences 
will show back in the terms from where they have initially been removed by the 
renormalization procedure. 

From now on, we will use the field renormalization constants, as defined in 5.1.1 
and 5.2.1. When possible, we will try to impose the hermiticity condition. Neverthe-
less, one has to remember that the divergences of the wave function renormalization 
constants were related by hermiticity (4.57). Since x and are finite, we also have 

independent of the presence of absorptive imaginary parts in the self-energy. 

5.3 Remarks on CPT Invariance 
Along this chapter, we have proposed different definitions for the field renormal-

ization constants. Part of the constants were not related by hermiticity and it might 
seem that the lack of this symmetry can damage other fundamental properties of 
the theory, like CPT invariance. In particular, since particles receive corrections 

1 — 
from Zr 2 and antiparticles from Z 2, one might suspect that decay rates or cross 
sections of particles will be different from the ones for antiparticles once higher order 
corrections are included. Here we show that it is not the case. We follow a similar 
argumentation to [Esp02], based on the optical theorem. 

The non-hermitian renormalization constants appear due to the presence of un-
stable particles in the theory and the imaginary parts that come in their self-energies. 
The optical theorem relates the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude 
to the total cross section of the scatterer. For a transition amplitude (not necessarily 
at one-loop), we have 

di v[öz':y] = ( d i v [ ^ r 

d i v [ ^ ] = (di v[ÖZr*]) •l^rR •rRl\* 
(5.123) 

2 

21m[T{ipx ipx)] = > / dUf T{ipx / ) (5.124) 
/ 

By tpx we mean any fermion, Dirac or Majorana and by / any possible combination 
of particles in the final state, i.e. / represents any possible decay channel of ipx. dli 
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is taken as 

<«1=(*-i>) n ^ . (5.125) 

where px is the momentum of the initial particle and k counts the particles in the 
final state. If r x is the total decay rate of the considered fermion, then 

Tx = —Im[T(ipx V*)]. (5.126) 

For the CPT conjugated process, the theorem asserts 

21m = E / d n f T { T x - f ) (5.127) 

and 

1 
Tx = —lm[T{ipx^ipx)]. (5.128) 

To prove that the two decay rates are equal, it is sufficient to show that the 
imaginary parts of t { i p x —»• ipx) and t (ipx —>• ipx) are equal. In the following, we 
will do a bit more. We will prove that individual contributions to the two amplitudes 
are equal, i.e. the relation is true for every Feynman diagram, independent of the 
process in the loop. 

We start with the transition amplitude T(ipx —> ipx)- A generic Feynman diagram 
is 

T{ipx ->• ipx) = ux(p, s){-iTr
xx(p))ux(p, s) 

—iTr
xx{jp) describes whatever the shaded part may include. We will assume a general 

decomposition like we had for the self-energy: 

K M = P1LTl
xx(P2) + fYRT*x(p2) + jL^xxip2) + 7 Ä V ) . (5.129) 

The diagram for antiparticles is 
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T (ipx ->• ipx) = -Vx(p, s){-iTr
xx{-p))vx(p, s). 

The extra minus-sign comes from the interchange of the fermion operators. To 
probe the equality of the two amplitudes, we need to remember some relations for 
the Dirac spinors and for the traces of Dirac matrices. For the spinors, 

Uxfa s)üx{p, s) = ^ + Mx){ 1 + 75 jt), (5.130) 

vx(p, s)vx(p, s) = - Mx)( 1 + 75^), (5.131) 

( T)'7l V'Tl \ 

j^j yp) is the polarisation vector along the direction 

n. For Dirac matrices, we need to know that TV(75) = ^(7,75) = ^(7^7.75) = 0, (5.132) 

and that the trace of any odd product of Dirac matrices is zero. With these relations 
in mind, one can follow the proof: 

T (ipx ->• ipx) = -Vx(p, s){-iTr
xx{-p))vx{p, s) 

H ) HnrLxx(p2) - t ' ^ J p 2 ) + ii£xx ip2) + 7 * r £ V ) ) 

= - i t •- Mx){-i)\ (~fTL
xxtf) - fTltf ) + r ^ ( p 2 ) + 

= - i t - M j H ) ^ ( ^ ( p 2 ) + ^ ( p 2 ) + r £ V ) + r £ V ) ) 

= I t + Mx){ 1 + 7 5 ^ ) ( - ^ x ( p ) ) ) 

= «»(P, s)(-zr^(p))«x(p, s) 
= T { i p x ^ i p x ) . (5.133) 

In the second line, we have used (5.131) and (5.129), in the third one we eliminated 
the terms with 75, then we have replaced f with —f (since the minus-sign comes 
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just for odd products of Dirac matrices) and finally we inserted back 75 factors, such 
that with (5.130) we can reconstruct the amplitude for the particle. 

Connecting now (5.126) and (5.128), we conclude that 

TX = TX. (5.134) 

In this proof we have not used any special property of Txx(p) and therefore, there 
is no special requirement for the renormalization constants. The CPT symmetry is 
preserved independent of their hermiticity. 
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Chapter 6 

Renormalization of the Interaction 
Lagrangian 

In chapter 5 we investigated the consequences of renormalization of fermionic 
fields in the free Lagrangian. It is obvious that the renormalization of this part is 
entirely based on the field and mass renormalization constants. When we move to 
the interaction terms, additional renormalization constants play a role, namely the 
ones coming with the electric charge, with coupling constants and with the bosonic 
field. 

Since it is not our main theme, we will consider the renormalization constants 
for the couplings and the bosonic fields known. The only exception will be the part 
in the coupling that involves the fermion mixing matrices, since its determination is 
strongly related to the field renormalization. However, we do not determine it in this 
chapter. Here, we simply analyse the modification introduced by the renormalization 
of parameters in the interaction Lagrangian and at the end we give the Feynman 
rules for fermion propagators and vertices that involve fermion interactions. With 
the formal, complete renormalized Lagrangian, in the last section, we point out the 
contributions to the one-loop amplitude of a generic process with fermion mixing. 

6.1 Interaction Terms with Dirac Fermions 

In this section, we consider the interaction of Dirac fermions with bosons as 
described in the general Lagrangian of section 2.3. We analyse first the modifications 
in the terms with vector bosons and then we follow the same procedure for the scalar 
ones. 

93 
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6.1.1 Interaction Terms with Vector Bosons 

We start by writing the terms of the Lagrangian using the left and right decom-
position of the fields. As introduced in section 2.3, such a term can be written in 
the general form as 

£vb = eJ2ir?ß(gfj,irtL + 

^ — ^ (6.1) 

i,j,v i,j,v 

The index vb coming with the Lagrangian symbol stands for vector boson. Since 
the charged current term and the neutral one look similar, for the start, we analyse 
them together. However, keep in mind that for the charged current part, the two 
fermionic fields in (6.1) are referring to different fermion types (e.g. charged leptons 
and neutrinos or up and down-type quarks). 

To have a complete picture we assume that all quantities appearing in the La-
grangian were renormalized. For the bosonic field we take 

^ = Z l f ^ . (6.2) 

All renormalization constant can be expanded in terms of the fine-structure constant 
i 

a and for : 

zl = l + Uzv + 0{a2). (6.3) 

Another parameter that gets corrected is the electric charge: 

e = Zee
r, (6.4) 

with 

hp 
Ze = l + ^ + ö(a?). (6.5) 

Depending on the interacting particles, the coupling constants gf< and g^v can 
suffer similar modifications due to the renormalization of their parameters. We 
assume a general transformation of type 

„L ryL „tL 

R _ 7Ä „rÄ (6-6) 
nL = 7L nrh 
yij,v ij,vyij,v> 
nR yR nrR 

Remark that there is no summation over indices. Zj< ,, and totals all constants 
coming with the renormalization of gj<v or gf-v. For the Standard Model, ZijjV can 
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include the renormalization constant for the weak mixing angle and for the fermion 
(quark) mixing matrix. 

Now we will split the renormalization constant for the coupling into two pieces. 
We want to distinguish the constant that comes with the renormalization of pa-
rameters that carry explicit fermion indices (e.g. the mixing matrix), from the one 
that renormalizes the other factors in the coupling. By 'other factors', we mean 
the common factors (like the weak mixing angle) that do not change when i or j 
indicate different flavours of the same type of fermions. The notation aesthetically 
worsens, but this splitting will be helpful when moving to particular cases. 

We choose ^(y» to denote the constant that renormalizes the common factors 
and Z\j to denote the one for the matrix. The subscript ( i j , v) should be understood 
as an indication of the vertex type (e.g. a vertex with incoming down-type quarks, 
outgoing up ones and W). is independent of the values i or j as long we do not 
change the type of fermions, while Z\j V is. Using the left and right decomposition, 
we write 

yL yL yrL 

7r = 7r 7tR 

with 

If we refer to the Standard Model (Table 2.1), than Z^jiV) can be equal to the weak 
mixing angle renormalization constant (for a vertex with Z or W bosons) and Z^ 
with the one for the quark mixing matrix (if we take W in the vertex). Explicitly, 
for the vertex with incoming down-type quarks denoted by da, outgoing up-type 
ones Ui and a W, 

nL - 1 T/ - 1 7CKM1rr yia.W ~ /K via — fo ziia viai V2sw V2 zswsr
w 

where we can identify 

- J -

rrrL _ T-CKM ^iuyv — ^ia • 

A detailed analysis of the case will be found in the next chapter. Here we state it 
just as an example for the identification of the two different constants and 
<7T 

ij,v 
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As for the kinetic part, it is enough to detail just one of the terms of the La-
grangian. We choose again the part with left-handed fields and at the end, we fit 
the result to the right-handed ones, too. The renormalized fields are given as in 
(5.7) and (5.6) by 

k iT (6.9) 

I 
Inserting in (6.1) the expressions for all the transformed fields and also for the 
coupling constant, we get 

= Z ^ Y W z t ( l ß Z y } Z ^ v l L ) . (6.10) 

k,l 

As a consequence of the renormalization of the fields, we can define now a trans-
formed coupling constant: 

GrL _ 7 \ yL yrL rL /(?ii\ 
kl,v — ^e /^^ki (ij,v) ij,v9ij,v jl , l°-iJJ 

i,3 

such that 

^ = E ^ O ^ X , " (6.12) 

For an evaluation of the transformed coupling in first order in a, we have to 
insert the expansion of the renormalization constants. (6.11) can be rewritten as 

rL rL $e rL rL 1 L rL L rL 
Gki,v = 9m,v + ~^9ki,v + 9ki,v2&Zv + bZ(ki,v)9ki,v + ^Zllvgr

klv 

+ E l ^ ' i a t + E 9Ü,v\ÖZ'ß + (6-13) 
i 3 

= 9rkiv + ^9ki,v + Hiv + 0(a2). 
We denote by v the corrections resulting from the renormalization of all the other 
parameters except the fermion fields and the explicit fermion flavour depending 
parameters in the coupling. öglfv is the part that absorbs the fermion mixing. 
Therefore, 

ög^v = (öZfav ) + ţ + l-öZ^j (6.14) 

Wktv = SZrktv9ltv + E + E S l ivbz 'ß - (6-15) 
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For the coupling coming with the right-handed fields we just have to exchange 
left with right in the renormalization constants, then 

R 8e R R 1 R R RR 
GTki,v = 9ki,v + + akv^Zv + &Z(ki,v)9ki,v + 5Z'klvg'klv 

+ E + E & \ ö z ' ß + (s-ie) 
i j 

= 9ltv + S9ki,v + Htv + 0(cy2), 

with 

Sg^ = + ţ + \bZ^ gl*v, (6.17) 

Wtv = Mllgll + E l^kUCv + E ( 6 - 1 8 ) 
i j 

At this point, one can make an additional remark. In chapter 5 we decided not to 
choose the formalism that includes the re-diagonalization of the mass term (section 
5.1.3). In case we do it, instead of relation (6.9), we have 

U i (6-19) 
ibL = sTzr*L0L it'L 

Y j / j jm ^mn Yn i 
m,n 

where 0L and PL are the unitary matrices required in the diagonalization of the two 
fermionic fields in the vertex. Here, we wrote the ones coming with the left-handed 
fields. The right ones will look like in (5.48). The presence of the fields ip' in the 
interaction Lagrangian, forces us to include the matrices O and P in the generic 
coupling Gr. These changes affect Sgkiv and Sgk^v. They become: 

(6.20) 

= ^ i f A + E ( W ) * + 9üRV + E & (\ÖZß + ÖOß) • 

(6.21) 

The divergences reintroduced in the free part are found, as expected, in the inter-
action one, too. Contributions like the ones here appear in all terms describing 
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the interaction of fermions. Because we do not intend to use this formalism, we 
will not write it for the other couplings. The transformation rule is simple anyway: 
wherever there is a fermion field renormalization constant, the contribution from 
the corresponding unitary matrix will be added. 

The expressions given in this subsection are valid in general, for both, charged 
and neutral current interactions. We will give a more detailed description when 
considering particular cases. Our main aim is the renormalization of fermion mixing 
matrices and we will study such interaction terms in the separate chapters dedicated 
to the quark and neutrino mixing matrices. 

6.1.2 Interaction Terms with Scalar Bosons 
The Lagrangian term describing the interaction of Dirac fermions with scalar 

bosons will have similar modifications: 

= + ^sluHi^s 

= e X i f ^ / i L i ^ s + e £ ^i4j,slR^f<t>s (6.22) 

= er YW-C^slL^Vs + e' Y M ^ i s l R ^ s , 

where (ffs is the renormalized scalar field: 

(f>s = zhr
s. (6.23) 

The coupling constants were redefined to include, besides their own renormalization 
constant Zijj8, the factors coming from the renormalization of the fields: 

C'ki^s = Ze y Zki Zlj gd^gZji Z'i, (6.24) 
i,3 

S~<rR _ ry \ ryR rR yr\R tr> Q|-\ 
— e to ijis ijis A Zjs ' (Q.ZOj 

i,3 
d-̂ g and are given as in (6.6) by 

j f — yL rrL 
Hj,S ^ij,sHj,Sl /n 0p\ 
„K _ 7 R crR V 0 - ^ 

In analogy to (6.7), we split the scalar coupling renormalization constants in one 
part related to common factors and one related to flavour indices: 

yL yL yrL 
ij,s ~ Zj(ij,s)Zjij,s'> ( a 97-> 

7 R 7 R 7rR 
ij,s (ij,s)ij,s' 
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with 

and 

(6.28) 

The expansion in a is: 

2gJR = l + ö2$R + 0{c?). 

For the scalar field renormalization constant we have 

Z? = l + ±6Zs + 0(a?), (6.29) 

and we can write (6.24) and (6.25) in first order in a as 

ftp 1 rrL — nrL 4- —rrL 4- nrL -Â 7 4- A 7L nrL 4- A 7rL nrL 
kl,s — ckl,s + er ckl,s + ckl,s<20Zjs + 0Zj(kl,s)ckl,s + 0Zjkl,sckl,s 

+ E + E + (6.30) 
i j 

= clt + öcL
kUs + dc'kl + ö{a% 

rrR _ „rR , „rR , „rR I r 7 , r 7Ä „rR , r yrÄ „rR 
— ckl,s t -+- ckl s^ozjs -+- ozj(kl s j c k l s -+- ozjU sckl s 

+E + E + ( 6 - 3 1 ) 

i j 

-i,s = ( s z f a j + ^ + (6.32) 

= ÖZ'm sCm s + E + E (6.33) 

= + ^ + (6-34) 

= &Zk
R

sckfs + E + E ^ Z f . (6.35) 
« j 

In the scalar sector, we allowed for couplings of Dirac fermions to charge con-
jugated ones (see the last terms of equation (2.52)). Then, in the renormalized 
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Lagrangian, we also have explicit charge conjugated fields. For example, ipf is 
replaced by 

W = E (WY^ZT^ + W^zTir) • (6.36) 
i 

Here, we have used the equivalent definition of the charge conjugated fields as given 
in (2.19). Accordingly, the transformed coupling constants equivalent to (6.24) and 
(6.25) will be 

rn-L _ 7 \ r7r\L 7-L ?7TL p-L „_s 

% — e ik ^{ij^ij^ij^jl ^s , (,0.01) 

frrR _ 7 \ yrhR yR yrRprR yh fa oo\ 

The transformed coupling constants from the last term of (2.52) can be deduced in 
a similar manner: 

(CiL)' = Ze y Zl? Zkl ( z f ^ j , (6.39) 

(Pik,s)' = ZeYZrf (jt^^Z'^ß'^^ Zk\ (zi^j • (6.40) 

The prime signals the transformed couplings for the hermitian conjugated term, i.e. 
for the diagrams with diverging arrows. Along this work, we do not need these 
expressions, but we gave them for completeness. 

6.2 Interaction Terms with Majorana Fermions 
To complete the renormalization of the interaction Lagrangian described in sec-

tion 2.3, we consider now the renormalized Majorana fields and their couplings to 
bosons. We begin the analysis with the interaction terms involving charged bosons 
and then, we move to the neutral current and Yukawa terms. For the first type of 
interactions, a Dirac fermion is required in the vertex, while for the second one we 
have two Majorana fermions coupling to the neutral bosons. 

The redefinition of the coupling constants evolves like before. One has just to 
pay attention to the correct coupling between left and right handed fields. In the 
following, we enumerate the couplings and their definitions without repeating the 
whole procedure. 

The interaction between Majorana fermions, Dirac fermions and vector bosons is 
included in the first two terms of the charged current Lagrangian (2.50). We replace 
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the fermion fields with the renormalized ones, as defined in sections 5.1.1 and 5.2.1. 
For Dirac particles we need (5.6)—(5.7) and for Majorana fermions (5.86)—(5.89). 
All other renormalization constants are inserted similar to section 6.1.1, with the 
appropriate indices. For the transformed coupling constants related to vector bosons 
we obtain 

G&v = Ze Y Zbl Z(aiv)Z^vgr
aijVZi:? Zif, (6.41) 

a,i 

GrR _ 7 \ yrhL yR yrR nrR yrhR yh (R AO\ 
bj,v ab *J{ai,v)*Jai,v9ai,v^ij i A) 

a,i 

from the first term of (2.50) and from the second: 

Gjţv = Ze Y Zjr- ^ Z ' - ^ g - ^ Z ^ (Zv)*, (6.43) 
i,a 

Grjb,v = Ze y Zjr- ZR
av^ Z'i^g'^ Zbl (Zv)*. (6.44) 

i,a 

The factorisation in the coupling renormalization constants evolved as in (6.7), such 
that all renormalization constants carrying explicit fermion indices (like a mixing 
matrix) are contained in Zr. The two sets of renormalized coupling constants are 
related by complex conjugation as the unrenormalized ones, i.e. 

ar.L = (arL )* 
rR = , rR y 

The relation is not valid for the transformed couplings GrL and GrR since the fermion 
field renormalization constants are not related by hermiticity. 

The interaction of Majorana and Dirac fermions with scalar bosons is comprised 
in 

rirL _ 7 \ r7r\L ryL ryrL JrL (G 
^bj,s •"e ab ^ ( a i ^ a i ^ a i ^ i j ( 0 . 4 0 J 

a,i 

rrrR _ 7 \ 7 Ä yrR rR 7 I f f i A7\ Ub%s — A; / ^ba Z(ai,s)Zai,scai,sZij 
a,i 

for the renormalization of the first term of (2.52). From the hermitian conjugated 
one, we obtain 

rrrL 7 \ 7L yrL rL y r l L f y l \ * (a /io\ — ^e / ^ii z,(ia,s)z,ia,scia,sz,a6 V̂ « ) ' (,0.40 ; 
i,a 

= Ze y Zjr- Z ^ Z ^ Z h * (Zi )*, (6.49) 
i,a 
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where 
rL = f rR y 

crR = {crL y ( 6 - 5 0 ) 

The general Lagrangian of section 5.1.1 describes the Majorana fermions interac-
tion with neutral vector bosons in the first term of equation (2.51) and with scalars 
in the first term of (2.54). The transformed coupling constants for the renormalized 
Lagrangian are 

G'Xv = Ze V Zcfj Z^ v)ZakjVgab,vZbd Zv , (6.51) 
a,b 

GrR _ 7 \ r7TlL 7 Ä r/rR nrR ry\ fc e q \ 
cd,v — e Z^ oc (ab,v) ab,v9ab,v db ^v , (,Q.OZJ 

a,b 

for the coupling to vector bosons and 

rrrL 7 \ yrlL yL yrL rL 7I (a co\ 
cd,s — ^e / „ ^ac ^{ab^ab^ab^bd ^ ' 

a,b 

rrrR _ 7 \ 7 Ä 71-Ä „rR i f \ L 7 1 r^x 

a,b 

for the neutral scalars. 
When needed, one can use expansions for the renormalization constants and write 

the coupling constants as a series in a. The first order corrections of the transformed 
coupling constant can be grouped as in section 6.1. We will not enumerate here the 
formulas for each type of coupling. In the next section, we present a general formula 
that can be fitted to any combination of fermions and bosons. 

6.3 Generic Fermion Interaction Terms 
To summarise the results of the two sections allocated to the renormalization of 

the interaction Lagrangian, we refer to the general notation for the fermion indices 
x, y. A generic Lagrangian term for the interaction of fermions with vector bosons 
can be written as 

Cvb = eY ^xf\9xy,vlL + g^vlR^y&v,» 

(6-55) 

x,y,v 
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The second line introduces the renormalized parameters and the transformed cou-
pling constants. The latter are 

GrL >7 \ ryL ryrL nrL yrh^ y \ 
xy,v — e 2-^i xt ^(tu^^tu^ytu^uy , 

t,U i i i (6.56) 
GrR ry \ ~~Î7r 2R yR yrR rR yT 2^72 

xy,v — ^e / ^ x t ^(turf^tupytu^uy ^v , 
t,u 

where all renormalization constants presented before can be recognised. The expan-
sions of Gr

Xy V and Gr
XyV to first order are generally given by 

(*xy,v 9xy,v ^9xy,v ^9xy,v 0(ot ), 

^xy,v = 9xy,v "I" ^9xy,v "I" $9xy,v "I" )i 
(6.57) 

with 

Ö9xy,v — + — + -SZy^j 9xy,v> 

1 L 1 
^9xy,v = ^ Z x y v g x y v + — y ] ÖZxt 9tyjV + — y ] 9xu,v^ZUy , 

t u 

X„R f x 7Ä „rR 
V9xy,v — I + — + 2 9xy,vi 

(6.58) 

= < 4 , + \ E 6r*t9rtyRv + \ E &Zly-
t u 

The general version of an interaction term with scalar bosons is shortly written 
as 

slL + Cxy^fR)i\j4>s 

x,y,s 

= + 
x,y,s 

The transformed couplings: 

/~irL y \ ^~yr2RyL yrL rL yr2^y2 

^xy,s e Z—d 3^ ^(tu^tu^Hu^uy ^s 
t,u /~irR y \ yR yrR rR yr^R 7 2 ux'!— -̂ e / ^xt ^{tu^tu^tu^uy 
t,u 

(6.59) 

(6.60) 
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expand to 

CXy,s ~ Cxy,s "1" ^cxy,s "1" )> 
CXy,s = Cxy,s + ^^j/JS + ^Cxy,s + )> 

(6.61) 

where 

T L uyi 
t u u (6.62) 

x/rR _ x yrR jtR , \ \ r , 1 \ rrR .r yr. u xy,s — UZJxy,s^xy,s ~ ^ / jU ~ ^ / j^xu,sUZJu, 
'rR 'uy • 

t u 

According to the fermion in the vertex, one adapts the flavour indices and the 
renormalization constants. All coupling constants expressed until now can be recog-
nised in (6.56) and (6.60). For Majorana fermions, one has to remember that 

6.4 Feynman Rules Derived from the Renormalized 
Lagrange Density 

If we look back at the first chapter, formally, there should not be many changes 
in the Feynman rules. The fields are now given by complicated expressions, the 
parameters in the Lagrangian changed, but if we use the new notation, the rules 
will be almost identical to section 2.4.2. 

The term that requires additional care is the fermion propagator. Here, we still 
have to separately write counter terms coming from the free term of the Lagrange 
density. The Feynman rules for Dirac fermion propagator and counter terms are 
taken from section 5.1.1 and the ones for Majorana fermions from section 5.2.1. 

P. M, 
«^(P) - p-Ma+iP 

b a 
i{f ~ Ma) \dZ'ah + i \öZr

ba($ - Mb) + iömaöab 
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P.Mi 

— ity-Mi 

iSr(p) - p_Mi+ip 

) + i - Mj) + idrriidij 

irijs = ier(C%slL + CtfslR) 
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vertex counter term, i.e. 

y=bj (6.64) 
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With the generic notation for the indices of Dirac and Majorana fermion type, we 
distinguish 

pr _ r h(qtL , qtR \ xyv I \ xy,v ' xy,v inj 

ral rL I -1 . ^9xy,v . ^9xy,v 1 . rR I -1 . ^9xy,v . ̂ 9xy,v 
= e 7 ( 9rxiv 1 + - J r + -FT- 7 l + grxiv 1 + + 

\ iixy,v iixy,v J \ iixy,v iixy,v 

for any allowed interaction of Dirac and Majorana fermions with a vector boson, 
and 

— Pr I nrL I 1 4- 4- I -v _1_ nrR l l 4-
— e 1 uxy,s I 1 ' rL ~T" rrL I ^ \ 1 1" rR > rR xy,s xy,s J \ xy,s xy,s 

for the fermion interaction with a scalar boson. The decomposition of the trans-
formed coupling constants for the first order approximation follows the definitions 
given in each of the previous sections and summarised in (6.58) and (6.62). 

The external fermions will be described by u(p, s), ü(p, s) and v(p, s), v(p, s), the 
spinors related to the physical masses. The rules related to the fermion flow change 
remain as in section 2.4.2. 

6.5 One-loop Corrections to Vertices 
To investigate the contribution of the renormalized interaction terms of the La-

grangian in a physical process, we consider a generic scattering with two fermion 
fields, see Figure 6.1. As shown in the picture, in the process, there are contributions 

Figure 6.1: General scattering process that involves fermion-antifermion-boson 
vertices. 

that involve vertices which connect the fermions by one single boson line to the rest 
of the diagram, but also contributions that involve other one-particle-irreducible 
diagrams. We will analyse the first type of contributions since at one-loop, the 
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renormalized coupling constants play a role exactly in the fermion-antifermion-boson 
vertices . 

The first diagram in the sum, i.e. 

factorises into two pieces: one for the fermion-antifermion-boson vertex and one for 
everything belonging to the rest of the diagram. By everything we mean the boson 
propagator, the parts inside the shaded blob of the figure and the particles in the 
final state. We denote this second factor with Vß when the interaction boson is 
vector like and with S for the scalar like. Like this, inserting the related Feynman 
rules (see section 2.4), the contribution of the diagram to the amplitude amounts to 

V = «ev«Ö>2)y (flâ,w7L + ^ 7 Ä K ( P I ) ^ ( p 3 ) , (6.67) 

for an interaction with a vector boson and to 

To = ievx{p2){^8lL + C^jS7ä)%(Pi)S(P3), (6.68) 

for an interaction with a scalar boson. With pi, P2 we denote the momenta of the 
incoming particles and with p3 the total momentum of the outgoing particles. If the 
vector boson is an external line, then V^ps) is replaced by the polarisation vector, 
while if we have an external scalar, S(pz) is equal to 1. 

At one-loop, one adds the contributions from vertex counter terms, one-loop 
vertex diagrams and self-energy corrections of external legs. All the types of dia-
grams related to the corrections of the selected vertex and the incoming particles 
are sketched in Figure 6.2. For the diagrams that involve internal particles, one has 
to sum over all possibilities. 

We comprise the one-loop contributions to the total amplitude from the other 
one-particle-irreducible diagrams of the process in t x y - Then, the total amplitude, 
given as a sum of all diagrams is 

= 7Zy + Tx;
ertex + V y s e + V y s e + 7% + 0(a 2 ) . (6.69) 

t x y is the contribution from the first two diagrams of Figure 6.2 added up, 7^ertex is 
responsable for the sum of all vertex corrections (third type of diagram) and T£~se 

and txy~
se

 stand for the self-energy corrections of the external fermion lines. In 
the following, we will separately discuss the detailed expressions of the one-loop 
corrections for the vector and the scalar boson vertices. 
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^x(P2) Y x ( P 2 ) 

f y (P l ) " V y ( P l ) 

Figure 6.2: Diagrams contributing to the one-loop corrections of the vertex. 

One-loop Amplitude for Vertices with Vector Bosons 

For vector bosons, the first term of the total amplitude, t x y , reads: 

IZy = ie'vx(p2)^(GlL
y i v l L + (6.70) 

Gr
XyiV and GX

R
V are the transformed coupling constant that describe the sum of the 

lowest order vertex plus its counter term (see (6.64)). Their general expressions are 
given in (6.56). Using the expansions of these couplings as written in (6.65), 

Txy = le'-vM^ ( ( 1 + ^ • xy.v . "Hxy.t . 
— + —zr- I 7L QrL 

i)xy,v 

rR I 1 1 "2xy,v 5qR 5qrR 

*xy,v \ - ' nrR +
 nrR I ^ R I h / W l / ' f i + & 1 + 1R %(Pi)^(p3)- (6-71) Q! IX. QUI. 

The vertex corrections contribute to the amplitude of the given process by 

V ^ = i e ^ M ö l f ^ U y ^ i p s ) . (6.72) 

Here, S^J1'11 totals the first order contributions from all diagrams. 
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The self-energy contributions from external legs have two sources. One is the 
decay width of the unstable particles and the other one the difference between the 
wave function renormalization constants and the field renormalization constants. As 
argued in section 5.1.1, we can leave out of the calculation the terms proportional to 
Tx. If the two sets of constants, the field and the wave function renormalization ones 
are equal, then se=Txy~se=0. If not, in the amplitudes, there is one remainder 
from the renormalized self-energy that does not vanish when acting on spinors. It is 
given by 7Zxy(p), as expressed in (5.23) for Dirac fermions and in (5.97) for Majorana. 
From the fermion of type y, the contribution to the total amplitude is 

Vy~se = iervx{p2) £ V {gr
x
Lu,vlL + gltlR) - — ^ 7 ^ ( P i K ( P i ) V > 3 ) . (6.73) 

u h 

We sum over all possible internal fermions u that belong to the same family as y. 
Analogously, the amplitude of the self-energy corrections for the fermion x is 

V ~ s e = i e r v x { p 2 ) Y , n M z j r r W ^ « v l L + glyH
vl'R) (6.74) 

t *2 * 

All the given amplitudes sum up in (6.82). 

One-loop Amplitude for Vertices with Scalar Bosons 

The list of the terms that are added up in the one-loop total amplitude (6.82) 
when the fermions interact with a scalar boson is similar to formulas (6.70)—(6.74). 
We have just to replace the part specific to vectors ^V^p-i) with S(ps) and use the 
correct notation for the coupling constants. We obtain 

V , = + C ^ H M S f e , ) (6.75) 

\ \ xy,s xy,s J 

+<s f 1 + Ş l * + 6-0) «y(Pi)S(Ps), (6.76) 
y cxy,s xy,s J J 

7^Ttex = ierVx(P2KTuy(Pl)S(ps), (6.77) 

V i 8 6 = iervx(P2) E (C%1L + < s 7 Ä ) - ^ n u y { P l ) u y { P l ) S { P ^ (6.78) 
u ri lvlu 

Vyse = ierVx{p2)Y,KxttP2)—^T (dtislL + c^slR) Uy(Pl)S(P,). (6.79) 
p IVlţ 
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Divergent Contributions and the One-loop Amplitude 

We cannot discuss in a more detailed way the total amplitude, but we can still 
make some remarks about the sources of ultraviolet divergences. At the end of 
chapter 5, we have decided to fix the field renormalization constants in such a way 
that they lead to finite contributions of self-energy corrections to external legs. It 
means that div[7^~se]=div[7^-se]=0. Then, the parts of the total amplitude that 
contain divergences are 7Jy, 7^ertex and Txy- Since the total amplitude is a finite 
quantity, we should have 

If a vertex with corrections like shown in Figure 6.2 is part of a complex dia-
gram for which the boson is an internal particle, one can not continue the study of 
divergent parts without specifying the rest of the process. To carry the analysis a 
bit further, we reduce the process in Figure 6.1 to one for which the boson is an 
external line. 

By 4> we characterise the bosonic field, scalar or vector like. Such diagrams describe 
the heavy fermion decays that we will consider as examples when investigating the 
quark and neutrino mixing, but also gauge boson decays. It is just a matter of 
choosing the incoming and the outgoing particles. 

Going to one-loop corrections, the diagrams shown in Figure 6.2 simplify to the 
ones in Figure 6.3. We can picture now also the one-loop contributions from the 
right part of the vertex, in this case the boson line with its self-energy. Therefore, 
Figure 6.3 contains all the contributions to the one-loop amplitude of our simplified 
process. 

We will assume that the boson field renormalization was completed in such a 
way that the self-energy contributions of external legs are absorbed in its mass and i i 
field renormalization constants (Zij or Z'i). Therefore, we do not need to consider 
the last type of diagram. Its contributions are included in the counter terms (second 
diagram). Consequently, in this case, in formulas (6.70)—(6.74) related to the vector 
boson, Vjĵ p-i) becomes G*(p3), and in those related to the scalar boson (6.75)—(6.79), 
S(ps)=l. 

There are no other one-particle-irreducible diagrams that contribute to the pro-

div[7Zy + + = (6.80) 

Vx(P2) 

Yy(Pl) 
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Figure 6.3: Diagrams contributing to the one-loop corrections of a fermion-
antifermion-boson vertex 

cess, like we had in the general case, hence, 

7* = 0, (6.81) 

and the total amplitude is given by 

V°yt = Vy + Tx;erteX + Vi** + + ö{c?). (6.82) 

The relation characterising the divergences (6.80) is reduced to 

div[7J, + 7 5 * " ] = 0. (6.83) 

This condition will be essential for the definition of the mixing matrix corrections 
that can contribute to ögXyV, 5gr

x
R

v or Scr
x^s and as it will follow in the next 

chapters. 



Chapter 7 

Renormalization of the Quark 
Mixing Matrix 

The presence of a quark mixing matrix in the interaction Lagrangian leads to 
divergences that are not cancelled by the other renormalization constants that enter 
in a total higher-order amplitude. Therefore, a correction to the quark mixing 
matrix that absorbs the remaining divergent part is mandatory. This correction will 
appear in the renormalized coupling constant. The open question is how to define 
the renormalized quark mixing matrix in a complete and correct way, such that at 
the end we obtain a unitary, gauge independent renormalized mixing matrix. In the 
literature, there are two main ways to calculate the corrections: either by dropping 
out the absorptive parts and imposing unitarity, either by considering them and 
dropping the hermiticity condition for the field renormalization constants. The last 
situation has as a consequence a renormalized mixing matrix that is not unitary. 
Since the imaginary parts are an attribute of the theory, but also the unitarity of 
the mixing matrix, we try to keep both of them. 

In this chapter we particularise the results of 6.1 and 6.5 for quark mixing and we 
discuss the alternatives for defining the renormalized quark mixing matrix. We start 
with the renormalization of the quark-aritiquark-VF vertex in a general approach and 
then, as a particular example, we study the corrections induced to the top decay. 

7.1 Corrections to the Quark-Antiquark-VF Vertex 
In the Standard Model, the quark mixing matrix appears in the charged-current 

terms of the Lagrangian, as a part of the coupling between quarks and the VF-boson. 
One can also find it in the coupling to charged scalars ($±) , but we limit ourselves 
to the vertices with physical particles. Therefore, we consider processes involving 
vertices of the type 

113 
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W(p3) 

d«(P i ) 

The coupling constants related to such a vertex are, as listed in Table 2.1, 

= v f e ^ ' (7.1) 
9ia,W = O-

7.1.1 Corrections from the Renormalized Parameters 
Our purpose is to determine the corrections to the coupling constant and in 

particular to the mixing matrix, using the general result of section 6.1. For this, we 
need to identify the renormalization factors that enter in gf0jW-

In formula (7.1), one of the parameters that receives corrections is sw- (The 
corrections can be related to the renormalized gauge boson masses W and Z.) We 
choose 

sw = ZSwsr
w, (7.2) 

where ZSw can be expanded as 

^ = l + ^ + (7.3) 
sw 

As stated at the beginning of the chapter, the other parameter in i.e. the 
mixing matrix should also be readjusted. We denote the correction of order O (a) 
by 6Via. 

Via = V^ + 5Via + ö(a2) 

= ( l + ^ ) v 7 a + C V ) (7.4) 
_ yCKMyr ia 'ia.i 

where no summation over fermion indices occurs. The upper index CKM stays for 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa. Inserting all the renormalized parameters in (7.1), 
then 

gfa,w= (7.5) 
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If we compare the renormalized quantities with the general parameters introduced 
in (6.6) and (6.7), we identify 

<4V = " T T T ^ ' (7-6) 

and 

L ' (7.7) 
7 t l _ t - c k m 
^iuyv — ^ia 1 

as already mentioned in section 6.1.1. Substituting Z^-^, Z\^v and g\fv from (6.11) 
with the particular expressions from (7.6) and (7.7), we obtain the transformed 
coupling constant GjßW , the constant that describes the vertex and its counter 
term: 

rrL _ 1 Ze \ if\L / 7CKMT/r \ , . 
Ujß,W — fK r 7 W Z^ 3i Via) ^aß • 

y/ZSw^sw i=UiCit 
a=d,s,b 

If we insert all the expansions of the renormalization constants, we can write the 
one-loop approximation for the coupling as 

+ - j k s j 6 ^ + ° ( q 2 ) - (7-9) 

To simplify notations, we take 

S r = J_^ + Se + 1 ( 7 1 0 ) 

Syy e z 

for the coefficient of g'jßjW in ägjßW: (6.14). Then, 

ögfß,w = örgrjß,w- (7-11) 

Note that ör is not necessarily real, since 5ZW might also include imaginary parts 
from absorptive contributions of the VF-boson self-energy. As in (6.15), we identify 
the first order correction coming with the fermion mixing. It is comprised in 

WÂw = \Wjß + J2 + E VI^ZLß] • (7-12) 
VASW V i=u,c,tZ a=d,s,b Z J 
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Finally, we can write the shorter version of the modified coupling constant that 
will describe the quark-antiquark-W vertex at one-loop: 

GrL 1 t / t I j; \ I j; „rL 
ia,W — + *r) + Ha,W + C V ) V2 sr

w 

nrL yia,W 

t l \ (7-13) 

Inserting Gr^ w in the general expression of the amplitude for the lowest order vertex 
plus the counter term (formula (6.71)), we obtain a first contribution to the total one-
loop amplitude. For example, for the decay of the VF-boson into a quark-antiquark 
pair we have 

77a = i ^ V T f t t ä t f a ) ( l + 6r + iLva(Pl). (7.14) 
v2sr

w \ giaiW J 

VIÂ in (6.71) was replaced with e , the polarisation vector of the VF-boson and the 
Dirac spinors were fitted according to the considered process, pi, P2, Ps stand for 
the momenta of the particles. 

7.1.2 Corrections from the One-loop Diagrams 
Section 6.5 has offered a general description of the one-loop diagrams contribut-

ing to the amplitude. Here, we can be more specific. As example, we will continue 
with the evaluation of the amplitude for the VF-boson decay into a quark-antiquark 
pair. However, one can easily switch to another process by changing the role of 
incoming and outgoing particles. The typical one-loop vertex diagram 

gives the total contribution: 72ertex = 

(7.15) 

By 72;ert w e denoted all factors in the amplitude for virtual vertex corrections, except 
the mixing matrix. To understand why we are able to factorise the quark mixing 
matrix, one can look at the diagrams contributing to the vertex corrections, given in 
Figure 7.1. It is easy to see that in the Standard Model, in every one-loop diagram, 
there is just one vertex that involves V[a. 
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Figure 7.1: Vertex corrections for the quark-antiquark-VF vertex 

72 comes as a sum of four types of Dirac matrix elements: 

TiaTt — 70^ vert + 7l̂ vert + ^vert + T^verti (7.16) 

where % is the lowest order amplitude of the vertex, without quark mixing: 

= i fK t Ui(p2)^(P3h'LVa(Pl), 'y/2. 
(7.17) 

'W 
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and the other three matrix elements are: 

er _ 
T l = i-^rui(P2W(P3hRVa(Pl), (7.18) 

v2 sr
w 

er _ 
^ = i /z r

 Ui(p2)iLVa(pi)(z(p-i)p2), (7.19) 
V2 sr

w 

er _ 
= i fR r U i ( ' p ' 2 ) ( ' P l ) (£(P3)P2) • (7.20) 

V2 sr
w 

We have directly replaced e and sw with the renormalized parameters since all the 
matrix elements are multiplied with factors of order a. We will not calculate all 
these contributions. It is not our purpose and one can find complete results in the 
literature (see for example [Den90b]). We just spot that since the matrix elements 
71, 7i and 7i do not appear at the lowest order, ^ e r t , <52

ert and ^ert 3X6 finite and 
gauge independent. 

Before writing the final total amplitude of the process, we still have to consider 
the terms coming from the self-energies of the external legs. The related diagrams 
are given in Figure 7.2. Rewriting (6.73) and (6.74) for the W decay into a quark-

Figure 7.2: Self-energy corrections for the quark-antiquark-W vertex 

antiquark pair, the contributions to the amplitude from the down- and up-type 
quark self-energy corrections are: 

Tta~se = i - ^ y - u M f i p s h L E V l p — ^ — K ß M v M , (7.21) 
VZsW ß=d,s,b "l ß 

it8*=2-JV^fe) E ^ M z r ^ w y j a m i L v M - (7.22) 
VISW i=u,c,t h M i 

The total amplitude is calculated as the sum of (7.14), (7.16) times the mixing 
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matrix, (7.21) and (7.22) and it amounts to 

nrL 
9ia,W 

Voot = %v;a [i + ör + ö°vert + ^ )+VTt E + 7Z~se + Vase + o(a2). 
£=1,2,3 

(7.23) 

The corrections of order a are comprised in 6r, (k = 0,1,2,3), and in 
the two terms that include the self-energies of external legs. To recapitulate: S g ^ w 

is defined in (7.12) as a sum over renormalization constants related to fermion fields 
and their mixing, 6r, given in (7.10), adds up the remaining corrections from the 
fermion coupling to the W and ^ e r t keeps track of the one-loop vertex diagram 
corrections. 

7.1.3 Discussion of the One-loop Renormalized Quark Mixing 
Matrix 

The unrenormalized quark mixing matrix is a unitary matrix, i.e. VW = VV^ = 
1. The unitarity of the quark mixing matrix is a consequence of the invariance of 
the action under BRS (Becchi-Rouet-Stora) transformations, as shown in [Den04]. 
We will have to check whether the corrections performed on the matrix preserve its 
unitarity, i.e. whether 

'aßt 

i=u,c,t 

E = % 
(7.24) 

a=d,s,b 

Starting from the unitarity of the unrenormalized mixing matrix, one can show that, 
for the first order terms, it implies: 

E ( v ^ v l ß = - E m « r v ; ß : 
i=u,c,t i=u,c,t 

E w = - E w*<yi a r -
a=d,s,b a=d,s,b 

(7.25) 

Now, let us look at the ultraviolet divergences that enter 7-^*. As discussed in 
the previous chapter (section 6.5), the sum of the divergences from all the correction 
constants in (7.23) has to be zero. For the quarks, the condition (6.83) is equivalent 
to 

div dr + + vert 1 rL 
9ia,W 

= 0, (7.26) 
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since all the other contributions in 7^ot are finite. 
To analyse the contributions in (7.26), we assume first a model for which the 

quark mixing matrix is equal to unity (Via = Without mixing, the amplitude 
is finite (provided that 6r is chosen properly) and the counter term SV is not required, 
hence 6Via=0. Note that in the vertex corrections we are able to factorise the mixing 
matrix and therefore, the divergences in <5yert are independent of its presence. The 
same is valid for the divergences of ör, this time as a consequence of the unitarity of 
the mixing matrix. In both models, the Standard Model and the simplified one, the 
divergences from (5"ert and dr are equal. For the simplified case, (7.26) is equivalent 
to 

div Ör + v̂ert + ia,W 
nrL 

Via —öii 
= 0, (7.27) 

as calculated in [Den90b] and used in [Den90a]. In other words, if there is no 
mixing in the theory, one can prove that the total amplitude is finite. All the other 
divergences in (7.26) are on account of the presence of the quark mixing matrix. If 
we substract (7.27) from (7.26), we are left with the constraint 

div 'ia,W 6glL 
'ia,W 

nrL yia,W nrL yia,W Vicv. — 
= 0. (7.28) 

To separate the correction of the quark mixing matrix, we insert and g\aW 
from (7.12) and (7.6). Then, 

div % + E \hzţvja + J ] vdöZ] 
j=u,c,t 

TL 
2 "~ßa 

3=d,s,b 

-Via- I öz« 
Vicv.—$ it Vicv. — 

= 0. (7.29) 

For an unity mixing matrix, there are no non-diagonal fermion self-energies and 
therefore, the field renormalization constants in ögl^iVia = öia) are diagonal. This 
is why for the renormalization constants calculated for the unity V we wrote just 
the diagonal parts. 

We can conclude now that, as a minimum requirement, SVia should be defined 
such that (7.29) holds. So, we can fix its divergent part by 

divßVSa] = -div V-a (öZli + - E - E vhöZ, 
Via—öia j=u,c,t ß=d,s,b 

TL 
ßa 

(7.30) 
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This property of 6V was first shown by [Den90a]. 
At this point, we have to check that div[<5V̂ ] fulfils the anti-hermiticity 

condition (7.25) required for a unitary renormalized mixing matrix. Firstly, we select 
the anti-hermitian parts present in (7.30). For this, we construct anti-hermitian 
combinations of type Z-Z*. The terms in (7.30) can be rearranged to 

div[£Vy =-div 

— ^div 
4 

E - VJa~ E Viß (ÖZßL
a - ( ^ ) l 

c,t ß=d,s,b 

E ({sz%r+szi j )E (özßL
a+W) 

J=u,c,t 

J=U,C,t 3=d,s,b 

+ idiv Via (szl- + sz:£) 
Via. — 

(7.31) 

The first line of the equation contains the anti-hermitian pieces, the second line 
the remainder from their construction and the last line the unchanged part from 
(7.30) that was keeping track of the divergences already absorbed by ör and £°ert. 
By direct computation1 one can prove that the sum of the last two lines is zero, i.e. 
the hermitian piece (the second line) is exactly the divergence cancelled by dr and 
v̂ert • Hence, 

dM£vy = \ E div V^y - öz':i\ vJa - \ E iözf"o. - w r ] • 
j=u,c,t 3=d,s,b 

(7.32) 

Let us repeat the calculation for the complex conjugated counter term (öVia)*-

We will consider a process for which the coupling is —j=—V*a. Accordingly, the 
\/2 sw 

Dirac conjugated field will be the one for the down-type quark and the correction 
to the coupling constant from the fields (6.15) will be 

w<Zw = -T r̂ (Wia)* + E l̂ aßWß)* + E (yj«)*lözß) • (7-33) 
V2sW \ 8=d,s,bZ i=u.c.t Z J j=u,c,t 

If we split the terms involving field renormalization constants into anti-hermitian 

1 We have calculated the renormalization constants using the GiNaC library for computer algebra 
[GiNaC]. 
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and hermitian pieces as we did in (7.31), then 

= -J-T7 ( E ( S Z « ß - ( ö T ß « y ) W - E W - SZg) 4 \ß=d s h j=UjCjt 

+ w i ( £ + w + E War +*z$) 

+ - l i r r W a Y - (7-34) V2sr 
W 

Based on the same arguments as above, we can identify the divergence of (6Via)* 
such that it cancels with the divergence of the anti-hermitian contribution of the 
field renormalization constants. 

div[(*Vfa)*] = \ E W J ' d i v [(SZgT ~ 8Zg] 
j=u,c,t 

- i E div [öTi - w (7-35) 
ß=d,s,b 

To prove that (7.32) and (7.35) are related by complex conjugation and that 
the divergence of the mixing matrix counter term satisfies the unitarity requirement 
(7.25), we will take advantage of the properties of the divergences in the self-energy 
components. These properties were given in (4.58) and they were allowing us to 
check that the divergent parts of the field renormalization constants were fulfilling 
the hermiticity condition (see (5.123)). Here, we need the first relation of (5.123). 
For the up-type quarks we have 

di v[öz£] = (di v[6Zr
j2

L})*, (7.36) 

and for the down ones 

di v[6Z^} = (di v[6Z$])*. (7.37) 

With this feature of the divergences, one can prove that (7.35) is indeed the complex 
conjugated of (7.32) and that the restriction (7.25) from unitarity is true. From 
(7.32), one can finally write the divergence of the quark mixing matrix as 

div[£Vy = \ E div [6Z$ - (SZtf)*] VŢa-\ E lsz& - ( ^ S ) I • 
(7.38) 

4 Z—c L i] ) J ' ja ^ 
j=u,c,t ß=d,s,b 
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In conclusion, we are able to prove that the divergences that are absorbed in 6Via 
preserve the unitarity of the mixing matrix after renormalization. The question left 
is how to fix the finite parts of 6Via such that we do not destroy the anti-hermiticity 
condition (7.25). 

If not only the divergent parts of the field renormalization constants were related 
by hermiticity, but the constants themselves, it would be reasonable to extend (7.38) 
over the finite parts, too. This was the approach proposed firstly in [Den90a] (see also 
[Den93]). Like this, SVia absorbs all the anti-hermitian contributions from the field 
renormalization constants, including the finite ones. Later, it was discovered that 
even if this definition yields a unitary renormalized matrix, there is another problem: 
it leads to a gauge dependent 5V [Gam99]. The consequence is a gauge parameter 
dependence of the physical matrix elements. The authors in [Gam99] claimed that 
this gauge dependence was a consequence of the on-shell scheme used in [Den90a] to 
fix field renormalization constants. They proposed then a renormalization scheme 
using field renormalization constants defined at zero-momentum. 

In the following years, other methods to deal with the gauge parameter depen-
dence were introduced (e.g. [BarOO], [YamOl], [DieOl], [Pil02], [Zho03]). Another 
on-shell approach can also be found in [Kni06]. As a solution to the scheme depen-
dence problem, [Den04] proposes to fix SV directly on the physical matrix elements. 
Because of the problems following from a non-hermitian Lagrangian, the authors 
choose to treat just the dispersive parts of the self-energies. 

It is of course not satisfactory to omit imaginary parts by a simple prescription. 
The imaginary parts are a prediction of the theory and describe important physical 
phenomena, e.g. decay processes of heavy quarks. At higher-orders, the situation 
becomes even more complicated. The imaginary contributions from the self-energy 
receive contributions from two sources: one is, as at the one-loop level, the loop inte-
grals and the other one the complex coupling constants (like CP-violating phases in 
the quark mixing matrix). It is not obvious how these two sources can be separated. 
For now, the alternative is to determine how the quark mixing matrix correction is 
involved in a decay or a cross section and to identify observables that can be used 
to fix the counterterms, at least in principle. If all other parameters entering an am-
plitude are determined, one might be able to extract the contribution of the mixing 
matrix renormalization constant. In the next section, we consider as an example 
the one-loop corrections to the decay of a top quark. 

7.2 Top Decay Rate 
To study the changes induced by the one-loop corrections in a process, we choose 

the top decay into a W and a bottom quark. We select the bottom quark because 
this decay has the highest rate, but we do not really use its special properties. In 
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principal, one can replace it with any down-type quark. 
In lowest order, the Feynman diagram reads 

W(p3) 

b(p2) 

The parameters in the coupling are renormalized according to (7.2) and (7.4), such 
that the renormalized coupling constant is 

1 
griw = -zrrtyzr- (7.39) 

V2 sr
w 

Similar to (7.23), we write the total amplitude, in first order: 

Uot =w;by (i+ör + Ct + 6 3 y ) + (v;by E Ä 

+ Vrse+rtse + o(a2y 
where 

= i-^rub(P2)f{P3hLU t{pi) , (7.41) 
V2 sr

w 
er _ 

T l = i~^irubiP2)f{pshRUt{pi), (7.42) 
V2 sr

w 
er _ 

T2 = i r- r Ub (p2) lLUt ('Pi )(£*{ps)pi), (7.43) 
\ /2 sr

w 

er _ 
= i k t Ub 002) (Pi) (P3)Pi), (7.44) 

V2 sr
w 

r>1 

7-t—se 
M — 

q-bse _ • 
'W — 1 

- ^ y ü M f i P s h L E (7-45) 
i=u,c,t fl Mi 

-T^T f̂a) E (7.46) 
* W a=d,s,b ' 2 a 

and 

Htw = (wby+ e E • (7-47) 
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In order to simplify the following relations, we note that in the differential decay 
rate, after summing all terms in the squared amplitude, one can factorise |7ö|2-
Therefore, we include all the vertex corrections in a factor denoted by £vert. Following 
the conventions in [Den90b]2, 

<Wt = C t + E (7-48) 
fc=l,2,3 G ° 

with 

Go = E l7~o|2, (7-49) 
spins 

Gk = E V T * ) 1 " . (7.50) 
spins 

This way, for the one-loop calculations, we write the squared amplitude for the 
vertices as 

(ro)VOTer tex + (7^rrtex) ToTO* = \ToW (<Wt + OUO*), (7.51) 

where 

v r e x = ( K r (To^rt + E Ä ) • (7.52) 
V k=1,2,3 J 

The differential decay rate, given as the rate of transition of the top quark into 
a W and a bottom quark is 

spins 

For this definition we used the conventions of [Nac90]. The sum over spins should 
be interpreted as an average over the spin directions of the incoming particle and as 
a summation over the ones in the final state. The total rate is given by the integral 
over the phase space. 

We write the total squared amplitude as a sum of two terms to separate the 
contributions coming from the self-energy corrections of external legs: 

(7.54) 

2We do not use exactly the same Dirac matrix elements since in our case, the role of some 
incoming and outgoing particles is interchanged (from W ->• tb to t ->• Wb, see also [Den91]). In 
addition, some mass factors explicitly written in [Den90b] are included for us in 5J,ert. 
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From (7.40) we distinguish 

= + i (7.55) 
\ 9bt,W \ äbt,W J 

= + T*~se) + (7lse + Ttn^ToiV;,)* + 0(a2). (7.56) 
In agreement with (7.54), the total one-loop decay rate can also be split into two 

terms: Tvert(t ->• Wb) coming with and Tse(t ->• Wb) with V^: 

Tm{t Wb) = r v e r t ( t Wb) + Tse(t Wb). (7.57) 

The lowest order total decay rate r ^ results from: 

dT™(t Wb) = ^ K p i -P2 - P3)ţiţŞ\Vtb\2 E ITol2. (7.58) 
* 2 3 spins 

Performing the averages and the sums over fermion helicities and W polarisations, 
calculating the traces and integrating 

rg*( t wb) =^\Vtb\2—J(m2 - (mb + mw)2)(m2 - (mb - mw)2) oSyţ/ Ulf 
m2 + m2 (mt — mb)2 friw\ (7-59) 

2 m2 2 rrîfrrîyy m2 

Moving to one-loop, from the first line of (7.55), we identify the decay rate term 
that does not include self-energy corrections for external legs as 

r v e r t( t wb) = ToK\2 ( l + ör + (£,)* + <Ut + ( W + ̂  + (ÖJÜWN 

9bt,w \ 9bt,w 

(7.60) 

In r 0 we have collected all the terms independent of the mixing matrix: 

1 
r 0 = , _ — V {mf - (mb + mw)2){m1 - (mb - mw)2) 8 {sr

w)2mty 

fm2 + m2 (mt — mb)
2 ra^A 

\ 2m2 2m2rrîyV m2 J ' 

The quantities written here are the physical ones. 
Tse(t —>• Wb) has to be calculated separately since in its expression one can 

not find a direct factorisation of To- First, we need to consider the explicit ex-
pression of the sums written in (7.45) and (7.46). For the non-diagonal terms, the 
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action of Hit{pi) and Hba(p2) on external spinors will be expressed as in (5.24) and 
in (5.25), respectively. The diagonal terms of the sums (i.e. ^ ^ ^ H t t ( P i ) and 

Hbbi'pi)ţ —Mi) o n e x t e r n a l spinors as in (5.31) and (5.32). The relations are 
lengthy, but easy to evaluate. Therefore, we do not write other intermediate steps 
and we directly give the result. The term in the total decay rate, on account of the 
external fermion one-loop corrections is 

r%t wb) = r0|V76|2^ (^p*« + ţU*«)*) > (7-62) 
where 

x* = + + + >4) 
+ j & Q ® * + j & i K r + ( * & + s & r a * . (7-63) 

Summing up (7.60) and (7.62), the final expression of the one-loop total rate of 
the decay of a top quark into a bottom and a W is 

Tm(t Wb) = T0\v;b\2 (i + ör + (SrY + sveTt + (dveTty 

(7.64) 
TO* V{b (V^r m v;b y 

We have written explicitly the corrections of the mixing matrix hidden in and 
we have collected all the other contributions from the fermion field renormalization 
constants in Ybt. 

Y* = \ ( E <y*r*Zü + E ) + m 
\i=u,c,t a=d,s,b / 

As a short check of our results, one can substitute the field renormalization con-
stants in Ybt with their expressions as a function of x, K and the wave function 
renormalization constants (5.38). The contributions from x and cancel with the 
ones from Tse(t —»• Wb), included in Xbt. Y^ will then depend on the wave function 
renormalization constants and two remainders from X^, namely and xbh. The 
presence of and xbh in the final result is a consequence of the freedom one has to 
set the diagonal field renormalization constants. This freedom was first recognized 
when calculating the wave function renormalization constants and there, (4.32), we 
introduced the parameter ßi. 
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With all the components of the total decay rate evaluated, we now discuss how 
one can fix the counter term of the quark mixing matrix. In (7.61), we have defined 
ro as the factor in the total decay rate that includes all the renormalized parameters 
except for V[b. It means that with the experimental value of Tm(t —»• Wb), we can 
define 

\v;b\
2
 = ^ r tot(t^Wb), (7.66) 
i o 

having thus a value for the absolute value of the component of the renormalized 
quark mixing matrix. As a consequence, the sum of all first order corrections left in 
(7.64) should be zero. 

Sr + (6ry + 5vert + (<Wt)* + j M - + ^r + 7 + ÎTFOfc)* = 0 (7-67) 
\vtb) vtb \vtb) vtb 

From here, having all the other corrections evaluated, we determine the real part of 
SVtb, including the finite contributions. This is 

= + {ör)*+ 6vert + ( < w* + WrYbt + 4(r&t)*)' (7'68) 

This is our final result for the complete definition of counter terms for the quark 
mixing matrix. Since the definition of SVtb is based on the complete matrix element 
for a physical process, it is gauge independent by construction. 

The dependence of Ybt on dZ'-t
L and SZba might raise some doubts regarding the 

result when the anti-top decay is considered. We remind the reader, that in section 
5.3 we have proven that regardless of the particular expression of the self-energy, the 
total decay rate of the particle is equal to the decay rate of the antiparticle. For the 
present case, at one-loop, the optical theorem (5.126) can be simplified. Here, we are 
able to identify which processes in the self-energy give rise to imaginary parts and 
in addition, to select the combination of internal particles that are related to one 
specific decay channel. For the top decay into a VF-boson and a bottom quark, the 
two top self-energy diagrams that should be considered are the ones with a virtual 
bottom, i.e. a bottom and a W and a bottom and a charged Higgs. The optical 
theorem reads 

r%*(t Wb) = ^ r Im[T{ t (Wb + $6) t)]. (7.69) 
Mt 

From the equality of the transition amplitudes for particles and antiparticles (5.133), 
we have 

Im[T(t (Wb + $&)-•*)]= Im[T(t (Wb + $b) -•£)], (7.70) 
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and with the optical theorem applied for the anti-top, results 

r **(t Wb) = r **(t Wb). (7.71) 

The same proof can be applied going to the one-loop corrections of the decay. We can 
select part by part which imaginary parts from the transition amplitude T(t—>t) 
contribute to the top decay and using the same argumentation, we have 

In conclusion, the absolute value of the HV component of the renormalized quark 
mixing matrix (7.66) and the real value of its counter term (7.68) do not change if 
they are calculated from the anti-top decay. 

This was just one example for the determination of the renormalized quark mix-
ing matrix from an experimental measurement. Similar algorithms can be applied 
to other decay rates or cross sections. It is true that the numerical effects from the 
quark mixing correction are expected to be small, but they are necessary for a com-
plete renormalization scheme. Further on, when considering the neutrino mixing, 
the corresponding effects are not expected to be negligible any longer. Depending 
on the heavy neutrino mass scale, they can lead to corrections of 0(10%) [Kni96]. 

Tm(t Wb) = Tm(t Wb). (7.72) 
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Chapter 8 

Neutrino Seesaw Mechanism and the 
Renormalization of the Mixing 
Matrix 

In this chapter, we apply the general renormalization approach beyond the Stan-
dard Model, to another up-to-date topic related to mixing, namely the neutrino one. 
We analyse the neutrinos in the framework of the seesaw mechanism. 

The discovery of oscillations in atmospheric neutrinos (1998) [SKam98] opened 
the series of experimental results showing that the neutrinos change flavour when 
propagating a macroscopic distance. By now, we have experimental evidences of 
the neutrino oscillations coming from the study of atmospheric, solar, accelerator 
and reactor neutrinos [PDG06n]. The mass differences measured to be non-zero 
indicate that at least two of the neutrinos have masses. We still have to find out 
how many neutrinos are massive, which is the mass hierarchy, whether there are any 
sterile neutrinos and which model describes them since the Standard Model alone 
can not? An important issue related to the theoretical model concerns the nature 
of neutrinos: are they Dirac or Majorana particles? (The neutrinos' zero electric 
charge makes them candidates for Majorana fermions.) 

A minimal extension of the Standard Model to generate massive neutrinos is the 
seesaw mechanism. This model can explain very well the smallness of the neutrino 
masses and it may include both, Dirac and Majorana masses. For seesaw neutri-
nos, the lepton sector of the Standard Model is enriched with massive right-handed 
neutrino fields to obtain the seesaw mechanism of type I. Additionally, one can gen-
erate a mass for the left-handed fields through a Higgs triplet and then we talk about 
seesaw mechanism of type II. In this chapter, we will start by describing the main 
features introduced by the model, i.e. the mass matrix, we write down the terms of 
the interaction Lagrangian and then we move to the renormalization of the neutrino 
mixing matrix. 

131 
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8.1 Seesaw Mass Term 
In the seesaw mechanism, neutrinos are described as Majorana particles, but 

since left- and right-handed fields enter the mass term of the Lagrangian, they can 
acquire also Dirac masses. We have a so-called Dirac-Majorana mass term. The 
general formalism was presented in section 2.2.3, but for the convenience of the 
reader we repeat the most important results in the following. As mentioned there, 
the situation is specific to models where the lepton flavour numbers Le, Lß and Lr 
are not conserved. 

The Lagrangian mass term is given as in (2.35). It is based on UL left-handed 
neutrino fields and on independent, heavy right-handed neutrino fields. Denot-
ing the neutrino Majorana fields by î o, the mass term is written as 

The upper script SSP indicates the seesaw neutrino model. The matrices ML, MD 

and MR have the properties described in 2.2.3. They are all complex matrices and 
ML and MR are chosen symmetric. The sums over i and j are taken over the 
charged lepton flavours e,/j,r, ...,riL/nji. The overline in the sum symbol indicates 
that all values in the specified range are taken. We emphasise that we do not restrict 
the number of the flavours to three or impose an equality between the number of 
left and right handed fields. This leaves an open door to the existence of additional 
sterile neutrinos, a possibility raised from experimental results (LSND [LSND96]) 
and yet under investigation (MiniBooNE [MBNE]). 

The presence or the absence of ML in (8.1) makes the difference between the 
two types of seesaw mechanisms. In the seesaw type I, all the terms with ML are 
dropped. If one considers these terms (seesaw mechanism of type II), an additional 
Higgs triplet is required for the generation of masses. We will describe the difference 
between the two seesaw types, the Higgs fields required in both cases, as well as their 
consequences on the whole model, in the next sections. 

The Majorana fields in (8.1) do not correspond to mass eigenstates. In order 
to work out the particle content of the model, one has to diagonalize the Dirac-
Majorana neutrino mass matrix. This can be done with the help of a unitary matrix 
U, written as in (2.39): 

pssv 
*^mass I (<)CMh< - - \ +h.c. 

i=e,riL 
j=e,nL 

i=e,nn 
j=e,nL 

i=e,nn 
j=e,nR 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 
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The form of U is chosen such that the mass eigenstates result from the transforma-
tion 

riL+nR 
E 
a=1 

UL+UR 
< = E U>a-

a=l 

(8.3) 

Here, and vR are the left and the right components of the same Majorana field va. 
The diagonal mass matrix elements will be ma, with a = 1,2,3,..., TIL + From 
here on, the neutrino mass eigenstates will be the ones carrying indices a, b, c, .... 
As mentioned, they will run until n-L + nji and we will not write this explicitly any 
longer. For the other indices, when confusion may arise, we will restate the range. 
Remember that UL is TIL X (TIL + UR is n« x + rip) and 

M L = (JJLYM(JJLY ^ 

MR = URm{UR)T, (8.4) 

MD = URm(ULY. 

The unitarity relations for U (2.40) allow us to prove that 

(URYMD = M{ULY - 0UL)TML. (8.5) 

In the seesaw mechanism of type I, the conservation of the total lepton number is 
violated by the presence of the right-handed Majorana mass terms in the Lagrangian. 
The scale of these terms is assumed much bigger than the scale of the electroweak 
symmetry breaking, i.e. the elements of MR are much bigger than the ones of MD. 
This will lead to neutrino masses of order —(MD)T(MR)~1MD for a = 1,..., n^ and 
of the order of MR for a = nL + l,..., nL+nH: if ML=0. For the general case (seesaw 
mechanism of type II), we have additional contributions from the massive left-handed 
neutrinos. The first TIL elements of the mass matrix will then be characterised by 
ML—(MD)T(MR)~1MD. Here, the discussion is more complex, because depending 
on the parameters of the model, ML or (MD)T(MR)~1MD can dominate the mass 
terms for a = 1,..., n^. 

Note that U, (8.2), is not directly identified with the mixing matrix describing 
physical processes. As we will see in the next chapter, if we consider the charged 
lepton mass matrix diagonal, than UL will directly take part in the interaction with 
the VF-boson, giving thus the lepton mixing matrix. In UL, the first TIL columns 
refer to the mixing of the light neutrinos. This TIL X TIL piece of UL, for TIL=3 is 
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called in the literature the neutrino mixing matrix1. This identification is valid up 
to phase conventions. Several parametrisations for the neutrino mixing matrix have 
been described in the literature, see for example [MNSP], [GriOl] or [PDG06n]. The 
light neutrino mixing matrix picked out from UL is approximately unitary. Hence, in 
this chapter, we will not restrict the mixing to the light neutrinos and the unitarity 
relations will still be given by the complete set (2.40), i.e. considering also UR. 

We will not investigate further the implications of the mass scale and of the 
restrictions for the mixing matrix and we will precede in describing the Lagrangian 
in the two versions of the seesaw mechanism. We start with the seesaw mechanism 
of type I and then, we point out the terms to be added for the seesaw mechanism 
of type II. 

8.2 Lagrange Density for Seesaw Type I 

In the seesaw mechanism of type I, the neutrino mass term in the Lagrangian is 
described by (8.1) for ML=0: 

The symbol I in the upper index of L refers to the seesaw mechanism type. Since 
we believe that the full theory should be gauge invariant (with the SU(2) of isospin 
being a subgroup of the gauge group), we need to have a mechanism to generate the 
neutrino masses. Because of its generality, we choose what was called by Grimus 
and Lavoura, a multi-Higgs-doublet Standard Model (an extension of the Standard 
Model by Higgs doublets). The details can be found in [GriLav]. Here, we state the 
various terms contributing to the Lagrangian and we give a short explanation for 
the Yukawa couplings2. 

As already stated in 8.1, we assume an extended standard model for the leptons, 
with TIL left-handed isospin doublets, the same number of right-handed charged 
isospin singlets, but tir right-handed neutrino singlets. In addition, rijj Higgs dou-
blets are responsable for the generation of Dirac masses. The Yukawa Lagrangian 

1The matrix is often referred to as Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix or Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata matrix after the scientists that firstly discussed the neutrino oscillations and 
the mixing of mass eigenstates. 

2The coupling constants we use are equal to the ones in [GriLav] multiplied with - because of 
the convention we have chosen in section 2.3. 

^rriass — X / VoiMijV( ' 0 j ~ l + h-c- (8-6) 
i=e,nR 
j=e,nL 

i=e,nR 
j=e,nR 
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of the lepton sector is 

un / L 
cr1 = - e £ ( f c A k ) n 

k=l 

-\~^MR{vR)c + h.c.. (8.7) 

By I we denote the charged lepton fields. To simplify expressions, we will sometimes 
omit the flavour indices, as it is the case here. Still one has to be careful with the 
dimension of matrices and vectors. In (8.7), the field multiplets lL, lR and Vq are of 
size TIL x 1, while ^ is % x 1. According to the number of left- and right-handed 
fields for each type of fermions, the size of the Yukawa coupling matrices will then 
be til x riL, for and x for Ak. 

The vacuum expectation values for each of the Higgs fields, 

< 0 | ^ | 0 > = (8.8) 

will be considered as free parameters. Then, the charged lepton mass matrix will be 
given by 

nH 
i e 

m 
* k=1 

and the Dirac neutrino one by 
nH e 

* k=1 

The interaction with all the neutral and charged scalars will be described later. 
We choose a basis where the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal, i.e. 

ml = diag(me, m^ mT, ..., mnL). (8.11) 

The corresponding mass term in the Lagrangian is given by (2.9) and the kinetic 
and neutral current interaction terms stay as in the Standard Model. 

For the neutrino part, we write the Lagrange density in terms of the mass eigen-
state fields va, where 

Va = i + 1 f L , c (8-12) 
= Vt + ("af-

The relation of the left and right components vL and vR to the original field was 
given in (8.3). The terms of the Lagrangian will be presented in the following in 
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the same order as in 2.3: first the free part, then the interaction with charged and 
neutral gauge bosons and at the end the Yukawa interaction terms. The couplings 
from all the interaction terms will be summarised in two tables given at the end of 
the next section. In Table 8.1 we will list the fermion couplings to the gauge bosons 
and in Table 8.2, the Yukawa couplings. 

For free fields, the Lagrangian is equal to the Majorana part of equation (2.45): 

a 

Since (8.13) does not change its form when considering the type II seesaw model, 
we omitted the index I in Cqv. 

The form of the charged and neutral current interaction terms remains also 
unmodified when switching from one model type to the other. The charged-current 
term looks similar to the one for quarks. It is given by 

V Z = ~ 4 ~ E l < f U t f L V a W - + - 4 - Y , (8.14) 
v^sw a 4 V2sw a 4 

where I describes the charged lepton fields. In the specific model considered here, 
the general coupling constants introduced in (2.50) become 

(&w)* — 9ia,W — fK Ufa, v 2 SVK (8.15) 
(9ai,W)* = 9ia,W = 0-

w is determined by the matrix elements of UL and therefore, in general, it is 
complex. As for the charged current coupling constants of quarks which are pro-
portional to the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements, complex phases are 
related to CP-violating interactions. 

For the interaction with the Z boson, the corresponding term in the Lagrangian 
is 

= ~ĂswCw ( & U t b l L - I t m r m ) v b z„ (8.16) 
a,b,i 

where cw = cos t)w is the cosine of the weak mixing angle. Identifying the general 
coupling in (2.51): 

1 1 nL 

(8-17) 
Ä " ~2swcw W ) - = = 9ab,Z 
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Observe that g b̂ Z is hermitian and that the additional factor - required in the 
Lagrangian by the Majorana nature of the v is included (see 2.51). In contrast with 
the charged current case, these constants formally differ from the neutral current 
coupling constants for quarks. While in the Standard Model these couplings are 
real and diagonal, here, the presence of {UL)^UL^1 allows for mixing also in the 
neutral part of the Lagrangian. The non-diagonal z indicates that neutral-current 
interactions contribute to neutrino oscillation effects. We will discuss more about 
g b̂ z in section 8.5. 

Now, we discuss all the Yukawa interaction terms resulting from (8.7). We 
start with the couplings to charged bosons and we end with the neutral Yukawa 
interactions. In general, there will be a non-diagonal mass matrix for the scalars 
which has first to be diagonalized. Since we are not interested in the details of the 
Higgs sector, we assume that the corresponding transformation is given. For the 
charged scalars, the mass eigenfields Sf are defined by 

fk = E Ck,s^s > 
* (8.18) 

f t = E C * A + ' 
s 

with known complex coefficients ckjS E C1®. Consequently, the coupling matrices in 
(8.7) are re-defined by 

rs = X ^ r * , 
* (8.19) 

k 

Then, the intercation of leptons with Sf can be written as 

£yc J = (4,s7L + cf0js7*) vaSŢ + ( « J * 7 L + (<&,s)*7Ä) kSf , 
a,i,s a,i,s 

(8.20) 

with 

4 , = - (r,vL)ta 

nL 
-E( r^ u 

j=e 

L o' 

R 
ai 

7=e 

(8.21) 
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or correspondingly 

UR 

= KsT = 

(8.22) 

CaijS = ( ^ s ) = ~ ^ ^(Ujg) 
3=e 

One pair of charged scalars that has to be part of the model is related to the W 
gauge boson. If, S f = S f w , i.e. the Goldstone boson corresponding to the longitudinal 
mode of the W boson, Ts and As are 

1 1 ' J- sw — 7K ^ ' 

= -ßTmrM°• V 2sw mw 

Further, we consider the Yukawa interaction terms with neutral scalar bosons. 
In (8.7), the neutral scalar mass eigenfield is given by 

^ = + (8.24) 

One can denote the coupling matrix of neutrinos to the neutral scalar eigenfields S%0 

with 

AS0 = E c M ( A - (8-25) 
k 

Then, the related Lagrangian term is 

£yn (d,S 07l + ( 4 , J*7*) vbSl (8.26) 2 . o,o,so 

where 

(8.27) 

i=e,riR 
j=e,nL 

is symmetric. The factor 7j in Cy^1 accounts for the Majorana nature of the neutrino 
mass eigenfields. 
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The interaction of charged leptons with neutral scalars can bring more terms in 
the Lagrangian then it did in the Standard Model. This depends on the number of 
Higgs bosons. In general, we have 

TIL 

£yln = e J2k ({TS0)h1l + ( r j * i 7 Ä ) I A , (8.28) 
i,j=e 

where 

r*o = E cisoTk. (8.29) 
k 

If we consider the particular Goldstone boson coming with the longitudinal po-
larisation of the Z boson, the couplings (8.25) and (8.29) are: 

• 1 1 i TSz = i—j= m , 
(8-30) 

Asz = i^t -Md. 
V2 sw mw 

For further details related to the general behaviour of the scalars, their Feynman 
rules and possible vertices, see [GriLav]. 

Summarising, in the interaction Lagrangian involving neutrinos, the coupling to 
W is described by (8.14), the coupling to Z by (8.16), the Yukawa interaction with 
charged scalars is described by (8.20), while the one with neutral scalars by (8.26). 
Regarding the couplings of charged leptons to neutral bosons, the Standard Model 
Lagrangian is enlarged to include all other terms from (8.28). (The interaction 
with SSz=X is already part of the Standard Model.) The complete list of coupling 
constants for neutrino and charged lepton interactions is included in Tables 8.1 and 
8.2. 

8.3 Lagrange Density for Seesaw Type II 
The neutrino masses in the seesaw mechanism of type II are described by the 

general form of the Lagrangian (8.1). If we relate the mass term to the one in seesaw 
type I (8.6), we can write 

pssvll pssv I pssvl (Q Ol \ 

The difference is comprised in a Majorana mass term written for the left-handed 
fields: 

CZssL = Y J Ă i f M ^ + h.a.. (8.32) 
i=e,nL 
j=e,nL 
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The masses in j C ^ S c a n be generated by Higgs doublets as described in the previous 
section. But this type of Higgs fields can not be responsable for the masses in £%%88L. 
We have to enrich the Lagrangian in (8.7) with Yukawa interaction terms from Higgs 
triplets. The Yukawa Lagrangian is 

C%vI1 = Cpl + £ ţ s v l
: (8.33) 

with CYL described by (see e.g. [SeesawII]) 

^ = faFF) YaAl ( j f ) + h.a.. (8.34) 

1a represents the Yukawa coupling constant matrix (TIL x nL) and AL is the Higgs 
triplet3: 

A l = I . (8.35) 

As usual, the upper script indicates the charge. Multiplying all matrices in (8.34), 
the contribution to the Yukawa intercation term is 

e 
£ySl = -e E + 

hj * hj 
e 

+ ^ E & + e E ft)C(yA)ijlfS++ + h.a.. (8.36) 
hj hj 

Denoting by VL the vacuum expectation value of the neutral component of the Higgs 
triplet ö°, 

<0|£°|0> = ^ , (8-37) 

we obtain the mass of the left-handed neutrino fields, 

Ml = V2vLeYA. (8.38) 

One can see that a symmetric choice for the matrix ML requires a symmetric 1a-
Now we can proceed in analysing which new Yukawa interactions have to be 

taken into account and how their coupling constants look like. First, we replace the 
3In general, one may consider models with more than one Higgs triplet. A possible mixing of 

the different triplets will only complicate the following formulas without introducing new aspects 
concerning the mixing of neutrinos. 
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flavour neutrino fields in (8.36) by the mass eigenfields defined in (8.3). 

o,ö v a,i 

+ ^2W(YAUL)ia'rLVaS+ + eJ2W(YA)imlj5++ + h.a. (8.39) 

The left projector 7L was explicitly written and the indices indicating the left and 
the right field components were dropped. It is obvious that a new type of interaction 
occurs in the case_of charged leptons. In the last term of (8.39), we have a that 
couples to I and l c . The charge conjugated lepton indicates an interaction of the 
type described in (2.52) by the coupling constants cx and cH. 

Before identifying the exact expression of the coupling constants, let us simplify 
the other terms in (8.39). For the third term, we can use the definition of the charge 
conjugated field as in (2.19) and 'move' the charge conjugation from one field to the 
other. We did the same sort of transformations at the end of section 2.4.2, when 
proving the equivalence of choosing any general fermion flow to evaluate a diagram. 
Here, 

W {YdJL)ialLVaö+ = -(^a)TC- 1C( YAUL)ia{lL)T C'H^ 
= ^((UL)TYA)ailLliS+. 

The minus sign in the first line originates from the anticommutation of the fermionic 
fields. In the last line we replaced YA=YA. Taking into account the Majorana nature 
of the neutrino fields, we can identify {v)c=v (see (2.16)) and (8.39) is 

C>Tl = + eV2j2M(UL)TYA)ailLliS+ 
a,b a,i 

+ eJ2I?(YA)ijlLlj6++ + h.a. (8.41) 
i,3 

The neutrinos and the antineutrinos are identical, therefore their charge conjugation 
does not introduce new types of interaction. In contrast, the presence of in the 
couplings to charged leptons requires an explicitly charge conjugated field. 

Finally, we are able to write the total Yukawa interaction Lagrangian. For the 
interaction of neutrinos with charged scalars, 

fssvll fSSV I rssvl (Q /1Q\ LYC - L Y L C + L Y C 5 

with Cyc1 given in (8.20) and the interaction with the singly charge scalars 
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described by 

£YLC = eV2j2^((UL)TYA)aaLliS+ + h.c 
a'1 (8 43) 

a,i a,i 

The general coupling constants are 

= V2((UL)TYA)ai = £ (8-44) 
j 

= 0- (8.45) 

(8.42) does not describe all the interactions of the charged leptons with charged 
scalars. For them, we have to add the interaction with the doubly charged scalar 
fields: 

Cylc = eJ2]?(YA)ijlLljö++ + h.c.. (8.46) 

= eEW(%j,ölL + c^R)ljö++ + eEU($,sriL + (45)*>yR)lcö~-. 
ho ho 

When writing the hermitian conjugated term, we have used the fact that the coupling 
constants are symmetric since 

^ = QSOtf = (y*)ji, (8.47) 

4 = o. (8.48) 

The neutral Yukawa interaction term for neutrinos is the sum of (8.26) from the 
seesaw type I and the corresponding term in (8.41), i.e. 

= £yln + £yn- (8-49) 

In £<YLn w e include 

Lyln = -eJ2^((uL)TYAUL)ab + h.c. 
a,b 

= L + {^b,ö)*lRW 
a,b 

The symmetric coupling constants c%b S are 

= -mL)TYAUL)ab = - 2 E UitXAhUji. (8.51) 

(8.50) 

hj 
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Concluding, for the seesaw type II, to the Lagrangian terms already described 
in section 8.2 one has to add the interaction of the neutrinos and charged leptons 
with the Higgs triplet AL, contained in (8.43), (8.46) and (8.50). We have collected 
all coupling constants describing the interactions of charged leptons and neutrinos 
in the Standard Model extended with the seesaw mechanism in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. 
For the seesaw mechanism of type I, one has to leave out the interactions with 5 
from Table 8.2. 

vertex Av 9xy,v 

J/jJ/ji4. Sij Sij 

liljZ swcw{ 2+Sw)Öv 
Sw x Sij cw 

1 nL 

i=e 

1 nL 

i=e 

kv*W~ 1 Uf' /K ^m y/lSw 
0 

KkW+ 1 (Uf1)* /K y-'m) V2 sw 
0 

Table 8.1: Lepton coupling constants to vector bosons in the seesaw mechanism. 
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vertex & ^xy,s pR °xy,s 

(rs0)ij 

E { ( ^ i m J i ^ J b 
i=e,nR 
j=e,nL 

+Ufa(AS0)ij(U£)*} 

i=e,nR 
j=e,nL 

nR 

j=e 

nL 

j=e 

TIL 

j=e 

nR 

j=e 

KVb^O 
TIL 

- 2 J ] Ui(YA)t,Uji 
i,j=e 

TIL 

i,j=e 

1
 HL 

- f i E Uja{Y^)ji 
j=e 

0 

w 0 
2 nL 

j=e 

W ¥ + + (YA)ij 0 

kifö— 0 (YATij 

Table 8.2: Lepton coupling constants to scalar bosons in the seesaw mechanism. 
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8.4 Model Restrictions and Field Renormalization 
Constants 

In section 5.2 we have shown that the field renormalization constants can be 
chosen hermitian, provided that 

5 & V ) = (8.52) 

This property is not obviously fulfilled if we analyse the Lagrangian for the seesaw 
neutrinos. 

The terms that enter in E^t
L(p2) are of type (3.61) for a virtual vector boson 

and of type (3.66) for a scalar one. For ^ ^ ( p 2 ) , the contributions are characterised 
by (3.62) and (3.67). These equations describe the structure of the self-energy for 
one given set of internal particles. For each combination of particles, there is one 
common factor in E^t

L(p2) and ^ ^ ( p 2 ) that depends on the masses of the internal 
particles. Since these masses have to be considered independent parameters (e.g. 
the scalar masses depend on the details of the Higgs sector), we have to assume that 
the relation (8.52) has to be fulfilled by each diagram separately. The factor to be 
compared in each E^t

L(p2) and is a product of coupling constants. Hence, 
(8.52) is satisfied if the combination of coupling constants obeys 

qDL _ gDR 

"DL °ÜR f° r ^ internal fermions. (8.53) 
Gaa Gaa , 

Gaa refers to the couplings to vector bosons and Caa to the ones to scalar bosons. 
Their expressions were listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. To facilitate the 
reading, we remind that 

s~iDL nR nL 
aa 9ax,v9xa,V> 

~iDR _ „L „R 

(8.54) 
r D R = nL n} 

aa Hax.viJxa.vt 
(~iDL = r L r L 
^aa ax,s xa,si 
fiDR _ J Ji 

In the following, we will investigate the restrictions on the coupling matrices fol-
lowing from the requirement (8.53). We will study each combination of internal 
particles in the self-energy using the coupling constants as given in Tables 8.1 and 
8.2. 

For a virtual VF-boson, there is no coupling to the right-handed fields and there-
fore, both, GQQ and G^f- are zero. The situation changes when considering an 
internal Z. The relation to be fulfilled is 

9ab,z9ba,z = 9ab,z9bu,,zi for V O, b. (8.55) 
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If we use the connection between the left and right coupling constants from (8.17), 
we see that, for the coupling to Z-bosons, G^a is the complex conjugated for 
each possible internal neutrino. 

GD
m

L = (GaaRT: for V a, and internal b and Z. (8.56) 

The equality (8.53) implies then, that 

GD
at'DR = { G ^ ' D R ) \ for V a and internal b and Z. (8.57) 

In other words, G ^ and G^a
H must be equal and also real. For the left coupling, 

(8.55) results as 

(G?aV)*)2 = G 4 z ) 2 forVa> b• (8-58) 

Such an equality is true if z is either real or purely imaginary. For the upper 
component of the unitary matrix U, (8.55) implies 

t i l TIL 

Y^uirui = ± £ u t i u i r , for v a , &. (8.59) 
i=e i=e 

This restriction has to be compatible with the unitarity relations for U (2.40). 
One simple choice for the matrix UL is requiring equal phases for the elements 

belonging to the same row, i.e. 

= u i G 3ft. (8.60) 

In this case, (8.59) is satisfied for the plus sign. Because of the unitarity relation, 
we had UL{UL)^=1. This restriction implies for the phases in (8.60) that 

(Pi = ipj, for V i , j . (8.61) 

and we can choose an overall phase factor e'llp for a UL that otherwise has real 
elements. 

Another choice is {UL)^UL diagonal and either real or imaginary. Then (8.55) 
is fulfilled. For this solution there is no mixing owing to the interaction with Z. 
Anyway, without knowing all the details of the neutrino mass matrix, we can not 
decide whether (8.59) is fulfilled or not. 

Going further to the scalar couplings of Table 8.2, one can see that and 
CZR are also related by complex conjugation for each possible internal fermion and 
scalar boson. For the charged scalar bosons, if 

c ^ i M s T = c R , s (c^ s r , for V a, b, (8.62) 
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then (8.53) holds. If we pick up the couplings from Table 8.2, we need 

j i r nL n l n r 

j=e j=e j=e j=e 

for the coupling to each charged S f . In the seesaw type I, we have specified the 
couplings to the Goldstone boson corresponding to the longitudinal mode of W 
(8.23). Using (8.5) for ML=0, one can easily check (8.63). For the coupling to 
CZL and CZR are zero. 

For the self-energies with internal neutral scalar bosons, the relation to be fulfilled 
is 

( 4 , J 2 = ( ( 4 , J * ) 2 , f O T V a > b. (8.64) 

As for the coupling to Z, this implies that c%b so should be either real or purely 
imaginary. Writing the coupling matrices for we need 

E ^ ( (£ /* )* (A S 0 )^ + U ^ U U G Y ) 
i=e,UR 
j=e,nL 

= ± E _ ( U £ { \ o ) U u k r + (UfrriAJŞUg), for V a, b. (8.65) 
i=e,n_n 
j=e,nL 

Taking the neutrino coupling to the Goldstone boson corresponding to the longitu-
dinal polarisation of Z for seesaw type I (8.30), we can prove that if the condition 
for UL (8.59) holds, then (8.65), too. The equivalent condition for the coupling to 

reads 
JiL JiL 

E UTIYAHUJ, = ± (8-66) 
i,j=e i,j=e 

Without a detailed description of the scalar bosons and their couplings to the 
leptons, we can not go further with the formal analysis of (8.63), (8.65) or (8.66). 
We also need a choice for the unitary matrix U, to discuss its elements and complex 
phases before we can prove that E^t

L(p2)=E^l
R(p2) is valid for the Standard Model 

extended by the seesaw mechanism. As for the quarks, there are other symmetries 
that restrict the coupling constants such that (8.52) holds. However, the situation is 
more complicated than in the Standard Model since here there is a non trivial mixing 
present also in the interaction with neutral (vector or scalar) bosons. Without 
specifying the details of the full theory that generates mixing in the neutrino sector, 
it is impossible to prove (8.52). 
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For the following, we therefore simply assume that the coupling constants in 
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 result in the theory such that Ef0

L(p2)=Efa
R(p2). This relation 

allows us to define neutrino field renormalization constants related by hermiticity. 
As in 5.2.2, the renormalized fields are introduced by 

"a = (8-67) 
b 

with 

X I " = CZrjLT, (8.68) 
Consequently, the Dirac conjugated neutrino fields are connected to the renormalized 
one by 

^ = (8.69) 
b 

The other set of field renormalization constants that we have to consider is the 
one for the charged lepton fields. As for the quarks, the presence of the neutrino 
mixing matrix will lead to non-diagonal self-energies and further on to non-diagonal 
field renormalization constants. To be able to decide if the latter are related by 
hermiticity (5.37), we have to analyse the imaginary parts in the self-energy, more 
exactly the absorptive ones (see section 3.1.3). Such imaginary contributions can 
appear in case there are Higgs particles with a mass lower than the mass of the 
charged leptons. The existence of these bosons is not entirely excluded [PDG06H], 
however we will assume that we do not have decay channels for charged leptons that 
lead to absorptive contributions at the one-loop level4. 

Another source of imaginary parts is (see 3.46) related to the choice of the gauge 
parameter If the gauge is chosen such that the squared mass of the charged lepton 
is bigger than (mx + \^m v ) 2 , where x is the internal fermion, then differences of 
type (4.59)—(4.62) do not cancel. Since the decay width are physical observables 
and, therefore, gauge invariant, imaginary parts of this type will eventually cancel 
in a complete calculation. The cancellation will involve contributions from internal 
gauge bosons and their corresponding Goldstone bosons. However, to simplify the 
relations, we will assume from the beginning that £ is chosen such that M2<(rrix + 
•\/ţmv)2, for V i, x and v. Then, the relation for the complex conjugated self-energy 
components (3.72) is valid and therefore, the hermiticity of Z, (5.37), too. The 
renormalized fields are introduced by 

^ = (8-70) 
3 

4The Standard Model decays )i, —̂  evevetc. are responsable for imaginary parts at the two-
loop level. 
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and 

^ = 7 0 ( ^ ) * 7 ° . (8.71) 

Note that a possible choice for is >%=0, leading to field renormalization constants 
which are equal to the wave function ones as determined in section 4.1. 

8.5 Corrections to the Neutrino Mixing Matrix and 
Unitarity 

The necessity of a correction to the neutrino mixing matrix comes as in the quark 
case, from UV-divergent contributions that show up in interaction amplitudes, when 
mixing is present. We denote the renormalized neutrino mixing matrix by Ur and 
the general renormalization constant by ZMNS. The upper script MNS stands for 
Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata. Remember that U is not the same as the Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata mixing matrix described in the literature. For components: 

uia = zrsu;a, (8.72) 

for V i, a = 1,..., TIL + At first order, we relate the renormalized matrix to the 
unrenormalized one by ÖU: 

u = ((URY)= {(URR)+ ( Ä * ) + ° { a 2 )
 (8.73) 

= Ur + ÖU + 0(a2). 

As for quarks, the unitarity of the neutrino mixing matrix should be preserved after 
renormalization, too, i.e. 

U L r ( U L r y = l n L , U < " ( U » f = 0 n L X n u , 

URr^Rry = 1 u r j { U n r y { U L r y = Q ^ , 
(1/LryuLr + (JjRry (JjRry = 

(8.74) 

For the first order correction of U, this constraint is translated into anti-hermiticity: 

' {ur)^u = -{ßirpir 
ur{öu)t = -öu{ury ** 

( riL+riR riL+riR 

E = - E 
1=1 (8.75) RIL+RIR RIL+RIR v ' 

E v*Wjay = - E &vta{irjay. 
^ 0=1 0=1 
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If we write (8.75) for the first order corrections of the two parts of U, namely UL 

and UR, we have: 

uLr(öuLy+öuL(uLry = onLXnL, 
URr(5URy + 5UR(URry = OnRXnR, 

ULr(SUR)T + SUL(URr)T = 0 n M (8.76) 
{URrnöULy + (5UR)*(ULry = 0nRXnL, 

(iuLrYöuL + (öuLyuLr + (uRr)T{öuR)* + (öuR)T{uRr)* = onL+nR. 

The upper relations can be deduced imposing the unitarity condition on U written 
as a function of ULr, URr and their corrections, and taking into account that these 
two renormalized matrices also satisfy (8.74). 

Another important discussion related to the matrix U concerns the number of 
parameters that describe the matrix. Later, we will need to know the number of 
measurements necessary to fix all the matrix elements. U has (nL + nR)2 elements 
and implicitly, 2(til + nR)2 real parameters (counting separately the real and the 
imaginary parts). Imposing all the unitarity constraints, we are left with (til + nR)2 

real parameters. As one does for the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, we have 
to count also the restrictions coming from field re-phasing. As for quark fields, one 
has the freedom to re-phase the charged lepton fields. This is no longer possible 
for the Majorana neutrinos, since this would introduce wrong phases in the mass 
terms. Therefore, from the interaction with the VF-boson (8.14), we see that one 
has the freedom of absorbing nL phases from UL in the charged leptons. Overall, 

in U, there are (N^ + NR)2 — TIL parameters: + n R ) + r i R — i l mixing angles 

and (riL + nR)2 — nL — + nR)(nL + nR—1) CP-violating phases. 

8.6 Corrections to the Lepton-VF Vertex 
As in the quark case, the analytical expression for the counter terms of the 

neutrino mixing matrix can be fixed only by calculating physical observables that 
involve corrections of vertices. In contrast with the Standard Model where the 
mixing matrix was part just in vertices with charged bosons, in the seesaw mecha-
nism, the neutrino mixing is present also in the neutral current term or the neutral 
Yukawa interaction terms. There, we have products of mixing matrices and not only 
one element. This makes their analysis more complicated than for charged current 
interactions. In this section, we study the renormalized mixing matrix in the ver-
tices with W. However, the algorithm can be applied in a similar way to neutrino 
interactions via the Z-boson or for the couplings to scalar bosons. 
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The vertex that describes the interaction between the neutrinos and the charged 
leptons, with exchange or emission of a VF-boson is 

Ji(P2) 

W(p3) 

"va(pi) 

Here, i indicates one of the nL flavours of' I. In general, this vertex is part of a 
Feynman diagram where the VF-boson is an internal particle. The related terms in 
the interaction Lagrangian are given in (8.14). The vertex is similar to the one for 
quarks and formally, the corrections are alike. 

Following section 6.5, we identify the contributions to the one-loop amplitude 
(6.82) 

72* = 77a + 7 2 * " + T r e + 7 T s e + 0{c? \ (8.77) 

similar to equations (6.70)-(6.74), with 

77a = ie'uM^G^LVaipJsM, (8.78) 
7^ertex = ^ ( p 2 ) C r t ' ^ a ( p i)e„(ps), (8-79) 

nL+nR ^ 
lZ-°=ie*üi(p2) J2 -'"OÎW-H.-j—JT^I" (8.80) 

« M » 
nL -. 

Ttse = i t t i f a ) Y ^ ^ ^ T ^ w f ^ r t L v M e M ) - (8-81) 
/2 " Mi 

The amplitude written here corresponds to the process W—tvl, but an easy replace-
ment of the Dirac spinors and/or of the polarisation vector sß are enough to fit the 
result to other decays or cross sections. 

The general coupling constant introduced as in (6.43), is: 

GrL y \ yL yrL rL yri'-'yi 
ia,W — / j ij Zj(jb,W)Zjjb,Wyjb,WZjba ^W 

j,b 

y \ V yrlL\* yL yrL rL yrhL y\ 
— e / A^Vi > ^(jb,W)^jb,wUjb,W ba ^W 

(8.82) 

In the second line, the hermiticity of Z-2 (8.71) has been used to replace the second 
1 

factor. From the unrenormalized coupling constant (8.15), i.e. w=—=—U^, we 
\/2 sw 
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identify 

9ia,w ~ rz r L'tJi (8.83) 
V2 sr

w 

1 
Z{ia,W) — 7 5 (8.84) 

Zia,W = ZTSL- (8.85) 

refers to the upper part (the first TIL rows) of the mixing matrix renormal-
ization constant Z^N S and it is equal to 

^ N S L = 1 + S + C(a2). (8.86) 
^ia 

Expanded in a, the general coupling constant G r ^ w is 

G"iw = g'iw + Sg^w + 6g'iw + 0(a2). (8.87) 

5gfa W and ö g ^ w are defined for the general case in (6.58). The corrections not 
related to the fermion field renormalization are equal to 

SaL 
°9ia,W — 

6 r - U t , (8.88) 
sw 

with ör given as in the case of quarks by (7.10). We will focus on the last term in 
(8.87), the term that includes the corrections coming from the fermion field renor-
malization and from the mixing matrix, i.e. 

til nL+nR 'I / -I I '"ft -l \ 

S & w = « / £ + J ] 2 VZf iTUf: + E V j f ^ Z * • (8-89) 
V sw \ j=e b=1 / 

To identify the suitable parts to be absorbed in we need to rearrange the factors 
in the above formula. We have to keep in mind that 5UL{ULT)^ is anti-hermitian (see 
(8.76)). A combination of type Z—Z1* multiplied with ULr, as we have already used 
for the divergences of the quark field renormalization constants, is anti-hermitian, 
too. (8.89) can be written as: 

1 1 TIL UL+UR 

Ha,W = -T^TJ ~ E (ÖZriJL ~ ( ^ ) * ) + E U* (ÖZla ~ (ÖZ'atr) y/Zsw4 \ j = e b=1 

/ nL nL+nR
 x 

+ - 7 T T 4 E (6ZijL + ( s zJi)m) + E u* + VZ£)*) \ h-1 

+ - 4 - r S U i . (8.90) 
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The similar separation in S g ^ w (hidden in equation (7.31)) and in 5gTJ^w (equation 
(7.34)) for quarks was allowing us to identify the anti-hermitian divergent contribu-
tions that are absorbed by the quark mixing counter term (see section 7.1.3). There, 
the expression for div[5V], (7.38), could not be extended over the finite parts. One 
reason discussed there was the hermiticity problem related to the properties of the 
quark field renormalization constants. Here, thanks to the properties (8.68) and 
(8.71), we could extend the expression over the finite parts, too. Hence, one may 
try as a solution for the counter term of UL: 

1 -UL- 1 
m l = 4 E (5 Z i i - (<«#)*) u f : - i E (6Zia - { s z s r ) . (8.91) 

j=e b=l 

Using the fact that UL(UL f= lnL, one can verify the first line of the requirement 
(8.76). Still, defining SU,̂  by (8.91) can bring other disadvantages. As in [Den90a], 
SU ĵ might turn out to be gauge parameter dependent. We introduced field renor-
malization constants differing from the wave function ones by a x. For neutrinos, 
we choose the x and ~x such that the field renormalization constants are related by 
hermiticity. The imaginary parts that they have to absorb are also gauge parameter 
dependent (see equations (4.59) and (4.61)), hence one has to expect that one ob-
tains a gauge parameter dependent counter term of the mixing matrix. Therefore, 
as for the quarks, we will determine these counter terms from physical observables. 

Now one has to check that all divergences in (8.77) vanish. The condition written 
for the general case (6.83) reduces to 

div [ l ß G ' ^ w l L + uia 

= 0 ( 8-9 2 ) 

S ^ ^ , as for the quarks, will be a sum of different structures of Dirac matrix ele-
ments. However, divergences will appear just from terms that lead in (8.79) to a 
matrix structure identical with the one in the lowest order amplitude. We denote 
the vertex correction that contributes with a 7^7L structure with Then, 

div K T ' I = div K r t ° ] 7l, (8-93) 

and 

div 
Vîs'W 

+ Ö(Jia,W + C r t ° = 0. (8.94) 

If we could define the UL counter term by (8.91), then we would know the exact 
structure of the divergences absorbed in 6UL. Since this is not allowed, we have to 
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make a separation of the hermitian and anti-hermitian contributions in all the terms 
having the Dirac matrix elements of the lowest order amplitude and see which are 
the candidates for diy[6UL]. Remember from (8.76) that we need in fact, an anti-
hermitian combination DUL(ULR)^ as we already obtained for in (8.90). If we 
use (8.90) and we also separate the hermitian and anti-hermitian contribution from 
the vertex corrections and ör, the relation to analyse is 

v f e ^ + ö ( j i w + = v k ^ ( 

1 _n-L. 1 nL+nR 

j=e b= 1 

+ \ut
L;(ör + (dry) + (crt0 + E 

V j,b , 

nL ^ nL+nR 

- 4 E ( s z h L - (<"#)*) ^ + 4 E u * ( s z £ - i f i z ß r ) 
j=e b=l 

+ \ u t l (Ör - (drY) + V2s r
w l ( ö T ° - E U g { S F ° r U g 

j,b 

+ 6U£ I- (8.95) 

As in (8.94), the divergence of the above piece has to cancel. If the first two lines 
within the parenthesis, i.e. if 

1 llL, 1 
- E div [szg+{szgr] ujz + j E utdiv[öz^+(öz:tr] 

j=e b=1 

3,b 

Lr 
ja = 0 (8.96) 

then 

-l L -I '
 vj_/ I ' 

M S U t ] = i E d i v W - ( ^ r f ) l U f : - - E ^ r d i v [6Z£ - ( S Z ^ r ] 

. (8.97) 

nL+nR 

J=e b=1 

-lu^div[ör-(öry]-^wdiv rvertO \ t jLr (zvertO\*jjL 
°ia ~ i b ^ Jb ) Uj 

3,b 

Lr 
ja 
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diY[SUL] identified like this, will fulfil (8.76). A similar definition, extended over 
the finite parts, is used in [Den04] to define the counter term of the quark mixing 
matrix. 

S ^ ^ is not as easy to inspect as it was for quarks. The contributions from 
vertex diagrams contain sums over elements of the mixing matrix, which can not 
be factorised as in the quark vertex corrections (7.15). This is a consequence of the 
mixing in the neutral current and Yukawa interaction terms. In the one-loop vertex 
diagrams, we will have couplings of the neutrinos via the Z-boson or the neutral 
scalar that will introduce additional combinations of the neutrino mixing matrix. 
Therefore, we can not factorise U^J without evaluating first all the vertex diagrams. 

Moreover, a comparison with a model without mixing, as we did in section 7.1.3 
is not advantageous in this case. While one can still prove that the divergences of dr 

are identical no matter the presence of the mixing matrix5, the situation is different 
for the vertex corrections. The non-trivial sums over the mixing matrix components 
that appear in <^rt0 yield different divergent contributions in the two models. One 
needs to consider each type of vertex diagrams in detail. This is possible only for 
specific models. 

urther on, we need a better understanding of the divergences contained in the 
hermitian combinations of field renormalization constants from (8.96): öZ^+(öZl^)* 
and ÖZlfJ+(ÖZj-J)*. Their evaluation can be done using the formulas (4.31), (4.44) 
and (4.46) to express the sums of the wave function renormalization constants and 
the results of section 3.1.3 for the divergent parts in the self-energy (mainly as given 
in (5.78)). We obtain 

di v[ÖZ£ + (SZtf)*] = di y[8Z^b] + di y[ÖZLJ 

= 2di v[E^6(Ma
2)], 

for the neutrino field renormalization constants and 

V a, b, (8.98) 

di y[ÖZ% + (ÖZtf)*] = di y[ÖZ%] + di viöZß 

= 2di v[Eg(Mf)], 
V i , ( 8 . 9 9 ) 

for the left components of the charged lepton constants. In our general model, it is 
formally impossible to prove that these expressions contain exactly the divergences 
that cancel the hermitian contributions from div[£r] and the vertex corrections, as 
required in (8.96). This is obvious when one considers the contributions involving 
scalar bosons since the parameters there are unrestricted. Again, we need a more 
specific model based on additional assumptions that allow one to investigate the 
cancellation of divergences in more detail. 

5 One can anyway prove that div[5,r] is real. 
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As an example, one can use the multi-Higgs-doublet seesaw model described in 
[GriLav], with a 'softly' broken lepton number. This means that the lepton numbers 
(.LE, LJI: LT) are separately conserved in the Yukawa couplings and that they are 
'softly' broken by the mass matrix MR of the right-handed neutrinos6. Then, the 
Yukawa coupling matrices rfc and Afc are simultaneously diagonal and therefore Ts: 
A „ r s o and ASo are also diagonal. This implies that also the Dirac mass matrix 
MD is diagonal, as well as the combinations 

Another constraint on the model that will simplify the analysis is choosing UL 

such that (ULyUL is diagonal. This is not an automatic consequence of the 'softly' 
broken lepton number version, but without it, the mixing in the neutral sector is hard 
to handle. With this choice, the model provides enough structure and additional 
relations between coupling constants to allow us to prove the validity of (8.96). If 
(U L yu L = 1, one is able to follow the same argumentation as in section 7.1.3. 

As we have already announced, even if we are able to identify the divergences 
of the neutrino mixing matrix counter term, we can not fix its finite parts similar 
to those of the divergent parts. Whether there is an obvious problem related to the 
hermiticity of the field renormalization constants, as it was for the quarks, or just 
a hidden one related to gauge parameter dependence, as we have here, we can not 
identify 5UL from the one-loop anti-hermitian corrections without referring to an 
observable and a corresponding complete calculation. In the next section, we will 
discuss as for the quarks, how one can fix the real part of the mixing matrix counter 
term from a decay rate. 

8.7 Heavy Neutrino Decay Rate 

The description of the neutrino decay follows the same steps as the top quark 
decay, section 7.2. Therefore, we will not repeat all the details here and we will 
emphasise only the differences introduced by the Majorana neutrinos. 

For the tree diagram, 

URm(ULy = MD, 
ULm2(ULY = (MdYMd. 

D 

(8.100) 

6In [GriLav] we have a seesaw mechanism of type I and ML = 0. 
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W(p3) 

i^—UgriL 
V2 sw 

li(p2) 

the amplitude is 

7 > a Wli) = i^—Ui{p2)f{p3)U2
L

anua{pi)- (8.101) 
V2 sw 

The lowest order decay rate of a neutrino va into a W and a charged lepton with 
flavour i can be written as in (7.59). One has to fit the masses to the present case: 
mt becomes ma and m&, mj. The result is 

I f f o WU) =^\Ut\2—V(ml - (nu + mwf){ml - (rm - m w f ) 
OSIJ/ ma 

3VK ° 

'm2 + mj (ma — mj)2 m2
w' 

, 2m2
a 2m2

am
2

w m2
 y 

(8.102) 

The one-loop amplitude is calculated as in (8.77). va(pi) in formulas (8.78)-
(8.81) has to be replaced with ua(pi). Then, the related decay rate, written as in 
(7.64), is 

r^K Wli) = To\u£\2 (i + ör + (öry + c * + ( C T 

1 1 \ 

r 0 is obtained from (8.102), by leaving out \U^\2 and replacing the electric charge 
and the sine of the weak mixing angle with their renormalized correspondents. S ^ 
sums up all the terms left out after factorising ro|L^ r |2 from the vertex correction 
contributions, as in (7.51). Finally, Yia is defined to be 

TIL UL+UR -I I '"ft -I 

Ya = 2 + 2 E U*ÖZZa + (8-104) 
j=e b=l 

Xia collects the contributions from the self-energy corrections of external legs and 
similar to (7.63), reads 

* * = + ( * « + + E + 2 (8.105) 
j^i b^a 
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Remember that for Majorana particles, we considered (5.102). 
We define the absolute value of the ia element of UL from the measured value 

of the neutrino decay rate, i.e. 

\u£\2 = ±-rt*{Va^wii). (8.106) 
i o 

In analogy to (7.68), we set 

R e W = + { ö r ) * + + ( c " r + WYia + Wr { [ Y i a T) ' (8'107) 

identifying thus the real part of the first order correction in the renormalization 
constant Z^NSL , formula (8.86). The counter term is thefore fixed by relating it to 
measured values of Again, by construction, 6U,j"a is gauge invariant since its 
definition is based on the calculation of a complete physical amplitude. The presence 
of Sr and in this formula is essential for the cancellation of gauge dependent 
terms contained in Yia. 

Here, we have provided just an example of how we can use an experimental value 
of a decay rate to determine the real part of the correction to the mixing matrix. By 
heavy neutrino decays via the VF-bosons we can fix the corrections to the elements 
from the (TIL + l)-th until (riL+nR)-th column of UL. For the elements that describe 
the mixing of the light neutrinos (the neutrino mixing matrix as usually described 
in the literature), the study of the W decay is required. Measuring all the possible 
decays W^-vl and v—>Wl we will be able to fix all the elements of 5UL and part from 
the ones of SUR related to UL by the unitarity constraints (8.76). For a complete 
set of processes that can allow us to fix all the (TIL + nR)2 — TIL real parameters of 
U, we need observables involving scalar bosons. Because of the general approach we 
considered, we can not follow this here. The steps would be very similar, once we 
have a more detailed description of the model. 

Some decay processes we mentioned are of course not measurable in the near 
future since we talk about particles too heavy to be produced. The corresponding 
parameters will remain unknown, but one expects that then, they will not play any 
role for the phenomenology of low-energy experiments. Still, from the theoretical 
point of view, we can and we have to discuss how these parameters should be fixed. 



Chapter 9 

Summary 

Along this work, we have studied the renormalization of the fermionic Lagrangian 
for models that involve mixing. The first part of this thesis provided a general 
renormalization prescription for a Lagrangian with Dirac and Majorana fermions, 
while the second one was an application to two specific models: the quark mixing in 
the electroweak Standard Model and the neutrino mixing in the seesaw mechanism. 

After shortly defining the general framework, we gave complete analytic results 
for the Dirac and Majorana fermion self-energies. We have isolated the ultravio-
let divergences in each contribution to the self-energy and we have calculated the 
imaginary parts that arise from possible cuts through the one-loop diagrams. With 
the on-shell renormalization scheme we have separated the divergences in the full 
propagator and we have identified the physical mass and the decay width of the par-
ticle. So-called wave function renormalization constants were calculated such that 
the subtracted propagator is diagonal on-shell. As a consequence of the absorptive 
contributions from self-energies, these constants are grouped in two sets not related 
by hermiticity. As shown also in the literature, we proved that taking into account 
just the dispersive parts of the self-energies (which include also the UV-divergences) 
does not violate the hermiticity of the Lagrangian. 

Instead of defining the field renormalization constants using directly the wave 
function renormalization ones, we proposed to differentiate the two by a set of finite 
constants. Using the additional freedom offered by this finite difference, we have 
tried to impose a hermiticity relation between the constants that directly renor-
malize the field and the constants that renormalize the Dirac conjugated field. We 
have shown that for Dirac fermions, unless the model has very special properties, 
this restriction leads to poles in the self-energy corrections to external legs. The 
requirement is less restrictive for the Majorana fermions and there, one has a better 
chance to fix the field renormalization constants such that the free Lagrangian is 
hermitian. 

Another possibility we considered after renormalizing the fields was the re-
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diagonalization of the renormalized mass term of the Lagrangian. We have defined 
transformed fields related to mass eigenstates. In this case, part of the divergences 
present in the field renormalization constants were moved in other terms of the 
renormalized Lagrangian. The immediate consequence was a divergent contribution 
in the non-diagonal self-energy correction to external legs. Because of the compli-
cations brought in the calculation, we have decided not to follow this path. 

The interaction terms of the renormalized fermionic Lagrangian were analysed 
for a general theory including vector and scalar bosons with arbitrary renormaliz-
able interactions. We described the influence of the renormalization constants in 
each possible vertex involving Dirac and/or Majorana fermions and vector or scalar 
bosons. We have finished our analysis with the description of the total one-loop 
amplitude of a generic process that involves fermion mixing in a vertex. 

This was the starting point for the study of the renormalization of fermion mixing 
matrices in the two models we have chosen. For the quark mixing in the electroweak 
Standard Model, we have taken into account quark field renormalization constants 
not related by hermiticity. This is necessary since heavy quarks may decay into 
lighter ones and imaginary parts are present in one-loop self-energies. We were 
able to determine the divergent contributions absorbed in the quark mixing ma-
trix, such that the renormalized matrix is unitary. The lack of hermiticity was not 
permitting us to identify the full counter term of the mixing matrix (i.e. also the 
finite contributions) by only taking into account the anti-hermitian contributions to 
a quark-antiquark-VF vertex amplitude. Therefore, we have proposed as an alter-
native method the determination of the counter term from experimental measure-
ments of decays or cross sections. In principle, we have enough physical processes 
to determine all the parameters in the quark mixing matrix, even if present-day 
measurements are not sensitive enough to first order corrections. 

The other interesting model we have studied was an extension of the Standard 
Model that describes neutrino mixing in the seesaw mechanism. The Majorana 
nature of the neutrinos and the special features of the model, made possible a renor-
malization scheme where hermiticity was achieved. Still, because of the gauge pa-
rameter dependence problem related to the counter term of fermion mixing matrices 
in general, we have shown that fixing the corrections directly from measurements is 
the better alternative. 

Since the seesaw mechanism is just a theoretical hypothesis and there is still 
some way until we will know in detail the model that describes neutrinos, we were 
limited to a general analysis. While for quarks, using the analytical expressions we 
provide, one is able to calculate mass corrections and wave function renormalization 
constants, for neutrinos we can not go yet so far. However, we hope the examples 
we have presented offered a complete overview for possible situations that appear in 
the renormalization of models involving fermion mixing. 

As we have shown, complete one-loop calculations for fermion mixing models, 
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including unstable particles, are required before proceeding to higher orders. Start-
ing from two-loop calculations, the two sources of imaginary parts in the amplitude, 
dispersive and absorptive, can not be easily separated. Since imaginary parts are 
related to the fact that particles are unstable, a solution is likely to be found only 
if one drops the assumption that amplitudes can be calculated treating fermions as 
external, free, on-shell particles. 
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Appendix A 

Dimensional Regularization 

The prevalent method to solve integrals when an UV divergence occurs is the 
dimensional regularization. This procedure preserves Lorentz and gauge invariance. 
Here, we make a brief presentation of the method to support our calculations. The 
convention keeps the notations of [Col98], where one can find detailed explanations. 
For another compact description one can also check [HolOO]. 

To be able to obtain a finite integral one changes the 4-dimensional integral to 
a D-dimensional one. The integral measure, defined as 

/

dAq f dDq becomesy (2̂ -
For D small enough, the integrals with an UV divergence become convergent. 

In order to keep the dimensions of the coupling constants independent of D, one 
introduces an arbitrary mass scale ß. This way 

e2 ßA~De\ (A.2) 
or in terms of the gauge coupling constant g 

g (A.3) 

With an integration on an arbitrary (non-integer) D-dimensional space, the 
known relations for Dirac matrices must be adapted to the case when the time-
space index fj, has an infinite range. The needed 7^ matrices will also be infinite 
dimensional. The anti-commutation relations for the Dirac-matrices 

{ 7 ^ } = (A.4) 

and also the hermiticity properties 

r,.t 
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should be preserved. 
Using the theory from the even dimensional case (D = 2n, n integer) [Aky73], 

one can extend it to any 7-algebra. The following relations come out: 

= W " = D (A.6) 

lvrf = DI (A.7) 

W f = (2 - D)lv (A.8) 

= 4gvp - (4 - D)jvjp (A.9) 

As a consequence: 

- y ^ = ( 2 - D ) p , (A.10) 

{p4} = 2pq. (A.ll) 

For the trace of 7-matrices we need a result for the unit matrix in the new space, 
i.e. to find Tr(l) = f(D). For D —> 4, we have Tr(l) = 4. Together with matrix 
trace properties, one can determine 

= m ^ - ( } 

The trace of any odd number of 7-matrices is zero. 
In the Standard Model one needs to consider chirality and therefore we need 

to redefine the 75 matrix. There are different prescriptions that try to avoid the 
problems implied by a general D-dimensional space. A brief description together 
with a new method can be found in [JegOl] and [Kre94]. 

For our purpose, we can restrict to a definition that preserves Lorentz invariance 
(see [Kre94]) on the first four dimensions, but not for the full space. 

75 = 75 = ^ W ^ W , (A.13) 

with 7! = 1 and 75 = 75. The anti-commutation relations are preserved for ß = 
0,1,2,3: 

( 75 ,7^ = 0, f o r / / = 0,1,2,3, (A.14) 

but otherwise [75,7^] = 0 can be used. 



Appendix B 

One- and Two-point Integrals 

The evaluation of one-loop diagrams using dimensional regularization leads to 
several types of integrals, as defined in [Hoo79] and [Pas79]. In the following, we 
will present the main ones, together with some relations to determine them. 

B.l Definitions 
Since at the end, the dimension D (see (A.l)) should become again 4, one can 

parametrise it like: 

D = 4 — 2s, (B.l) 

where e will go to 0. In the definition of the n-point integrals, we will use the 
following notation: 

where p is the mass scale (A.2). 
One-point integral: 

• A{m2) = f Vq - 1 ... (B.3) 
J q2 — m2 

Two-point integrals: 

• = / ^ ( g 2 _ m 2 ) ( ( g
1

+ p ) 2 _ m i ) ' (B.4) 

• = / % 2 _ m 2 ) ( ( ^ + p ) 2 _ m i r (B.5) 
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with the covariant decomposition: 

Bß(p; mu m2) = P^B^p2; mu m2); (B.6) 

# B ^ m i ' m 2 ) = / V \ q i - r n l ) { £ l p ? - r n i y ( R 7 ) 

and its decomposition: 

B^ip; m1,m2) = gßvB2o{p2, mu m2) + pßpvB2i{p2; mu m2). (B.8) 

It is worth to remark that, by definition, B0 is symmetric in mi and m2. 
With some tricks, the vector integral (B.5) can be expressed in terms of A(m) 

and ßo(p2;TOi,m2): 

B M m ^ ) = 0 (A(ml) - A(m2
2) - ft? + - rrQB^m^)) 

B^p2; mi, m2) = ^ (A(m\) - A{m2
2) - (p2 + m\ - m2

2)BQ{p2; mi, m2)). 

(B.9) 

Keeping in mind that ^ ( p 2 ; m2) = Ba(p
2] m2, mi) one can deduce that 

Blip2] mum2) +BQ{J?-, mi,m2) = -.Bi(p2; m2, mi). (B.10) 

The elements of the decomposition (B.8) can also be written as function of A(m) 
and Ba(p

2] rrii, m2). Note that we already have such an expression for B^p2; mi, m2) 
from (B.9). 

B2Qij?-,mum2) = -j^-j- QA{m\) + m\BQ + p2 + m\- rr%)B^J (B.ll) 

B21{p>-mi, m2) = ((D - 2)A(m2) - 2m2B0 - D{j? + m\ - m2)BJ 

B.2 Evaluation of the One- and Two-point Integrals 

For this part we select the important results for the one- and two-point integrals. 
Some hints for the calculations can be found in [Mut98] and [HolOO]. 

For the one-point integral, one gets: 

A{m2) = m2 ( A + 1 - In + ö(e), (B.12) 
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where 

A = ^ — 7 + In 4w, (B.13) 

and 7 is Euler's constant (7 = 0.577...). 
For the two-point integral, one obtains the following approximation: 

£0(p2; m2) = A - f dxIn " ^ + f " +
 ö(e). (B.14) 

J ßz 

0 
In some particular cases, the integral is easy to evaluate: 

qnrp> 1 
ßo(0; 0, m) = A + 1 - In — + 0{e) = —A{m2); (B.15) TYl/ 

_ S A - , m? . m? m o ^ m o , 
ßo(0; mi, m2 = A + 1 + 1 In In -Ş- + 

77Z2 — rnf (J,2 711*2 ~ rnl fl 

- 1 + + V â i ^ â + (B-!6) 2ra2 2 777.2 2 ra2 — ra^ rri{ 

Botf; m,m) = A - In ^ + + ö Ä + C(e), for p2 small; (B.17) ß2 om2 m 
2 Tfi 

B0(0;m,m) = A -111-5-+ 0(e). (B.18) 
ß 

Using the expansion in terms of e, the expressions in (B.ll) become 

B20(p2; mu m2) = ^ ^(ra|) + 2m\BQ + (p2 + m? - m|).Bi + (m? + m| - y , 

1 ( 1 P2 A 
ß2i(p2; mi, m2) = — \ A{ml) - m\BQ - 2 (p2 + m\- m%)B1 - - (mf + m\ - —)J . 

Terms of order O(e) were omitted. 
Looking at (B.12), (B.14) and (B.9) one can distinguish the divergent part of 

the rc-point integrals. 
div[A(m2)] = m2A, 

div[B0(p?; mi, m2)] = A, 

div[ßi(p2;mi,77z2)] = —^A. 

From the same expressions, one obtains: 
eA = m2 + 0{e), 

eB0= 1 + 0{e), 

eB1 =-\ + ö(e). 
(B.20) 
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B.2.1 Complete Evaluation of Bq(p2; mi, 777,2) 
For a complete result of the n-point integrals one needs to evaluate the integral 

in (B.14). The expression can be rewritten as 

i 
Bo(p2; mi, m2) = A — J dx In f i _ + mi-ml\ , mi ~ W 

ß2 yx + p2 ) + p2 ^ . (B.21) 

Here, p is a positive number, which tends to 0. From now on, 0(s) is not going to 
be written anymore, but it should be considered in every relation for B0, since the 
following results are an expansion in e. 

In order to calculate the integral, we need to find out the sign for the argument 
of the logarithm: 

x2 - x(i + + î t v = ( x _ x i ) { x _ X2) ( R 2 2 ) 

pZ pZ 

With the short notation for Kallen's function: 

A = A(p2, m\, ml) = pA + m\ + m\- 2p*m\ — 2p2m| - 2m\m% (B.23) 

the solutions for the equation (B.22) are 
xh2 = + m\-m2

2± v/A + 4p?ip) • (B.24) 

The integral is evaluated easily, but a lot of care should be paid in case imaginary 
parts appear from the logarithm, i.e. when its argument is negative. 

l 
— / da;In ( ^(x — x\)(x — X2) ) = —In — + 2 — (1 — x\) ln(l — x\) — x\ ln(—x\) 

J \ß J ß 0 

- (1 - x2) ln(l - x2) - x2 \n(-x2) + 77 | 1 - xx), (1 - (B.25) 

The term with the function 77 comes from the decomposition rule for a logarithm of 
a product: 

InOiz2) = InOi) + \n(z2) + r/(zu z2), (B.26) 

7 7 ( ^ 1 , z2) = 2iri [e{-\mz1)e{-\mz2)e{\m{z1z2)) - O^mz^O^mz^e ( - I m ^ ) ) ] • 
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We have taken the logarithm branch cut along the negative real axis. 
According to the values of x\ and X2 in different intervals for the square of the 

incoming momentum p, we have obtained compact expressions for (B.25). When 
necessary, formula (B.26) was used repeatedly to determine any possible imaginary 
terms. In the following, we just present the final results for the case mi > m2. 
As we have mentioned, -Bo(p2; mi, m2) is symmetric in mi and m2, so our choice is 
arbitrary. 

• p2 = 0 : 

_ \ \ t mk . mk m? _ m? 
#o(0; mi, m2 = A + 1 l n + 2 2 l n 

m2 — m2 ßz m2 — m2 ßz 

• 0 < p2 < (mi — m2)2 : 

„ , 9 s . mim2 m? — mk, mi Bo(p ]mi,m2) = A + 2 — ln — — 1 2 l n ^ 
p2 m2 

+ — VÄln m i + m2 ~ P2 + 
2p2 mf + ml - p2 - y/X 

• p2 = (mi — m2)2 : 

Bo((mi - m2)2; mi, m2) = A + 2 - ln - ^ + ln ^ 

• (mi — m2)2 < p2 < (mi + m2)2 : 

yw2 mi — m2 m2 

„ , 9 s . mim2 m? — m i , mi Bo(p ] mi, m2) = A + 2 — ln — — 1 2 l n ^ 
p2 m2 

p2 = (mi + m2)2 : 

D ( ( . x2 x a . Q 1 mim2 m i - m 2 l mi ßo P i + m2) ; mi, m2) = A + 2 - ln — ln — ßz mi + m2 m2 

> (mi + m2)2 < p2 < 0 0 : 

„ , 9 s . mim2 m? — mo, mi B0(p ]mi,m2) = A + 2 — ln — — 1 2 ln — 
p2 m2 

2p mf + - p2 - V A P2 
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The behaviour of B0 is sketched in Figure B.l for both, the real and the imaginary 
part. Here, we are interested only in the shape of BQ, therefore on the y-axis we 

ReB0(p
2)-B0(0) 

/ 

P 
(m1-m2) (m1+m2) 

ImBgip ) 

P 
(m i +m,2) 

Figure B. l : ReSo(p ; nil, 7712) — -Bo(0; mi, 7112) and Im£?o(p ; mi, 771,2) as a function of p 

specify a maximum for Rei^p 2 ; mi, m2) — -B0(0;mi,m2) and we do no write any 
ordinate for Imß0(p2; ^ i , m2). Note that at p2 = (mi + m2)2, Boip2; mi,m2) has a 
critical point (maximum). The derivative of with respect to p2 is not defined in 
this point. 

For the particular case mx = m2 = m, the previous results become simpler: 

p2 = 0 : 

77T 
_B0(0; m, m) = A — In — 

P" 
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0 < p2 < 4 m2 : 

rrr 
B0(p ; m, m) = A + 2 - In — + 

ß2 

p2 = 4 m2 : 

1 - 4m2 

pz 
7T ( 2m2 — p2 

arctan —. — — 
y/\4p>m2 - 2 

m 
B0(4m; m, m) = A + 2 - In — 

4m2 < p2 < oo : 

rri B0(p2;m,m) = A + 2 - l n — + W 1 - 4m2 

p2 

/ 1 - J l - ^ t ^ 
In 

pz 

V 
1+4 1 + 

4m2 

p2 

+ 7TZ 

/ 

(B.28) 

B.2.2 Particular On-shell Cases for Bo, -Bi and Their Deriva-
tives 

In the expressions of the renormalization constants, we need to set the mo-
mentum in the self-energies on-shell. When taking the diagonal elements of the 
wave function renormalization constants, one will have first to differentiate the self-
energies and then set the momentum on-shell. As all the fermion self-energies contain 
two-point integrals, their evaluation is mainly reduced to the evaluation of the inte-
grals. Depending on the particles in the loop, one has several relations between the 
masses. In the following, we enumerate particular cases that are often encountered 
in calculations and we give the results, omitting the details. 

p2 —> m2, mi = m, m2 = where 5 —> 0 : 
2 m 

B0(m2; m, Ö) = A + 2 - In + 0{8) + O(e), 
M 

B>(m2; = --1 - - L in ^ + 0{S) + 0(e), 

Bi(m2; m, 5) = - ^ ( a + 3 - In ^ + 0(5) + 0(e), 

B[(m2;m,5) = ^ 2 + ^ n ^ + 0(5) + 0(e), 

(B.29) 

(B.30) 

(B.31) 

(B.32) 
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• p2 —> m2, mi = m, m2 = M, where m2 <C M2 : 

A/f2 f rrP1 \ 

B0(m
2; m, M) = A + 1 - ln — + O + 0{e), (B.33) 

B'0(m
2; ™,M) = ^ + Ü ( j j ^ j + ö(e), (B.34) 

Bi{m2-m, M) = ( a - In ^ - ± + O ( j ^ j + ö(e), (B.35) 

B[(m2;m,M) = + O + 0(e), (B.36) 
v. d' / 2 n öß0/i(p2;wi,m2) where B0ß(m z ;mi,m2) = — ^ 

p2—>m2 dp'2 

For the calculation of B0 and their derivatives, we started from the corresponding 
result in (B.27) and depending on the case, we either directly took limits or used 
Taylor expansions. The expressions of BI were first linked to the ones of B0 by (B.9) 
and then calculated in a similar way. 

B.2.3 Complete Evaluation of B'0 and B[ 

The complete result for the derivative of Bq{jP", mi, m2) can be obtain directly dif-
ferentiating the expressions in (B.27) with respect to p2. As an alternative method, 
one can start from the integral form of B0 given in (B.21): first differentiate the 
expression with respect to p2 and then integrate over x1. We obtain 

1 m2 — m^ m2 — ip 

B'oip1; mi,m2) = - \ [ dx — 2 — + ®(£) 
P P^ J 2 (^ m i — m2 \ mf — ip 

0 X X I 1 "I" ö I "I" ö 
V p2 y p2 

i i 
= —5 [ 1 + A F dx \-B [ dx 

p2 \ J x — xi J x - x2 
0 0 

where A and B are defined as 

A = —-— (xi 
xi - x2 \ 

B = —— ( a:2 
x2 — Xi 

m2 — m^ 77Z2 — ip 
p2 p2 

2 2 raf — 77̂  2 77Zf — ip 
p2 p2 

(B.37) 

(B.38) 

1Our function fullfills the conditions necessary to differentiate before integrating (the differen-
tiating theorem for the dependence of the integral on a parameter). 
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xi and X'2 are the solutions of the quadratic equation (B.22), given in (B.24). 
After integration, (B.37) can be written in the final form as 

p2 (B 
+B\n(l-x2)-B\n(-x2)) 

and then evaluated considering the different intervals for p2, as done in (B.27). 
The general result for the derivative of Ba(p2] mi, m2) with respect to p2 is 

• 0 < p2 < (mi — m2)2 : 

1 TTV^ TTb^ TTt1 
B'uip2; mi, mz) = --»+ 1 , 2 In — p2 p4 m2 

1 ( , 2 {m\-m2)2\ m2 + m | — p2 + Vă 
T" ^ I ''t1 I It to — I 111 ^ 

2pVÄV 1 2 P2 J m\ + ml-p>-V\ 

• p2 = (mi — m2)2 : 

B'irf-m m)= 2
 | mi + m2 ^ mi 

0 ' ' (mi — m2)2 (mi — m2)3 m2 

• (mi — m2)2 < p2 < (mi + m2)2 : 

1 TTV^ TTb^ Tft1 
B'oip2; mi, mz) = - - 0 + 1 , 2 In — p2 p4 m2 

1 f m ? + m2 _ ( m 2 - m 2 ) 2 \ / m ^ - P 2 _ J 
p 2 v 1 ^ V 1 2 p2 ; V vffi 2 

(mi + m2)2 < p2 < 0 0 : 

1 TTt TTt TTt1 
^ ( p 2 ; mi, mz) = —0 + 1 , 2 In — p2 p4 m2 

+ - J - = f m2 + m2 - In + + 
2pVĂ V P2 y mf + m i - p 2 - ^ 

B'0 as a function of p2 is sketched in Figure B.2. 
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ReB0'{p2) 

(mI -1172 ) ( m 1 +m2 ) 

ImBo'ip2) 

P 

P 
0m1+m2) 

Figure B.2: J\eB'0(p2; mi,m2) and I n i ß g ^ ^ i ^ ^ ) as a function of p2 

The derivative of B^p2; mi, 7712) can be reduced to derivatives of Boijr; mi, m2). 
From (B.9), we get 

B[(p2; mi, m2) = (^(m?) - ,4(m|) - (m? - în^Botp2; mi, m2)) 

rry^ j fj^ TTV^ ' 

- mi, m2) 

- - ^ S i 0 2 ; m i , m 2 ) - ^ j ^ o O 2 ; mi, m2) 

- — ^ — ; wi, m2). 

(B.41) 

(B.42) 



Appendix C 

Matrix Manipulations for One-loop 
Calculations 

When performing calculations in the first order approximation in a (at one-loop), 
we often deal with matrices whose elements are of type 

Aij = Oiöij + SAij + ö(c?), (C. 1) 

with 6Aij oc a and 6Ajk <C (ii for V i, j, k. Using this expansion, we present the 
results for the inverse matrix, some useful relations for unitary matrices and the 
matrix diagonalization procedure, together with some calculational details. 

Besides this, sometimes we will need to take the square root of a matrix. (The 
matrix should be positive defined.) At first order, on components, we have 

( A ^ ) i j = y f ă f i i j + + ö(a2). (C.2) 
\/(1/ I a/CLj 

If we consider the particular case a, = 1 for V i, i.e. 

(Ao)a = Sij + 6 A^ + 0(a 2 ) , (C.3) 
then 

(A0bij = öij + ±ÖAij + O(a2). (CA) 

C.l Matrix Inversion 
In most of the examples we will have 3 x 3 matrices and since the size makes the 

matrices very easy to operate by hand, we give the detailed result for this case. 

/ a i + M n 6A12 MIS \ 
^ 3 = dA21 a2 + 8A22 6A23 I + O (a2) (C.5) 

\ 6 As i 6 As 2 a3 + M 3 3/ 
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In first order approximation, i.e. considering just terms up to öAij and neglecting 
every product between them, the inverse matrix is 

/J_ Mn SA12 SA13 \ 
ai 

A%1 — 

at 
M21 
ÜIÜ2 
M31 

aia2 
1 ÖA22 

a2 On 
6A32 

\ 

aia3 
6A23 

02 03 
J_ _ M33 

al / 

(C.6) 

O1O3 O2O3 03 "-3 
If we take the general form, with the index notation, we can write: 

cu. didj (C.7) 

An important thing to notice is that each diagonal element of A 1 is the inverse of 
the corresponding term in A, up to terms of order a, i.e. 

(I Ma 
at 

02i + 0Aii) = l + 0(a;2). (C.8) 

For the particular matrix Ao (C.3), the inverse is given by 

(Ao)J = dtJ-dAtJ + 0(a2). (C.9) 

Note that these results work for any n x n matrices and not only for the 3 x 3 , 
as in our example. 

C.2 Unitary Matrix 
In the following, we enumerate several relations necessary for calculations where 

unitary matrices are involved. Let U be a unitary matrix with the expansion 

Uij = Uij + ÖUij + ö{c?). (C. 10) 
The unitarity relation for U implies 

= = ( c . i i ) 
j 3 

Inserting (C.10), we obtain 

^2(uji)*uj k = e^ko* = dik, 
j 3 

E ((öuß)*ujk + {uji)*öujk) = E M s u k j ) * + sUij(ukj)*) = 0. 
(C.12) 
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If we assume «y = Uiöij, then the conditions become 

{lii)*Ui = 1, 

{öUjiYuj + (UiYöUij = UiißUji)* + SUij(uj)* = 0, 

For ^ = 1, (C.13) leads to 

öUij = —(ÖUji)*, f o r Uij = 5ij. 

C.3 Matrix Diagonalization 
For the diagonalizing procedure, we restrict to a complex matrix of type 

Cij = Ciöij + ÖCij + 0(a2) , (C.15) 

that has the lowest order elements q real and nonnegative. öC'ij e C and öC'ij <C Q 
for V i, j. The general case is not more complicated, but for our purpose it is not 
needed. The case of a symmetric one can be calculated similarly, using for example, 
the general prescription of [Zum62]. 

According to the singular value decomposition theorem, any complex matrix can 
be written in the form: 

c = ÖVV\ (C.16) 

where Ö and V are two unitary matrices and V is a diagonal one. In addition, the 
two unitary matrices can be chosen such that the diagonal one has real and positive 
entries. 

If C has an inverse, then the diagonal matrix is given by [Zum62] 

= (C.17) 

and V can be identified as 

V=(C1f C)^CfO. (C.18) 

To perform the calculations up to terms of order a, we assume the following 
expansions for the unitary matrices: 

On = oij + 60ij + 0(a2), (C.19) 
Vij=Pij + 5Pij + ö(a2). (C.20) 

Given the special form of C from (C.15), one can directly take 

°ij = Pij = öij- (C.21) 

= Uiöij. (C.13) 

(C.14) 
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Still, for the intermediate steps, we keep the general assumption. At the end, we 
show why the ansatz (C.21) is reasonable. 

From (C.17), we will try to determine Ö, so that the diagonal matrix V has 
entries of type 

VI:J = (,DI + SD^SIJ + Ö{A2). (C.22) 

di and SDi are real and in addition, di is nonnegative for V i. 
On components, (C.17) is 

VH = Y(OkiyCkl ( ( c ^ p ) ^ (Cnm)*Onj. (C.23) 

k—n 

We start by evaluating the (C^C) 2 factor. Up to first order terms, 

(C*C) = 
3 k (C.24) 

= c?<% + CiöCij + (öCj i )*Cj + O (a2). 

We used the fact that q is real. To simplify the notation, we denote Ĉ C by the gen-
eral matrix A defined in (C.l). From (C.24), we identify the terms of the expansion 
as 

Oj = c?, 

6 Aij = CiöCij + (5Cji)*Cj. ^ ^ 

Applying (C.2) and (C.7), we obtain 

S i j
 ( a 2 6 ) 

fOi 

Replacing all the matrices in (C.23) by their expansions, we have to solve 

(di + 6Di)öij = y ((<okiy + (SOkiy) (,Cköki + SCki) 4 = (tim - ]— 

^ Vai V V0"1 V ai + V / 

(Cm̂ mn + (£Cnm)*) (onj + ()Onj) . (C.27) 

After multiplication and inserting (C.25), we identify 
dAj = y ( o k i y c k o k j : (C.28) 

k 

öDiöij = y ((okiyCkdOkj + (dOkiyckokj) 
k 

+ y t O k i ) * — {CnöCkn + CkiÖCnk)*) Onj. (C.29) 
k,n ^ 
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We start by analysing (C.28). If we multiply from left with and we use 
i 

the unitarity relation (C.12), we obtain 

oijdj = cioij o (dj - ci)otj = 0. (C.30) 

For j / I, we have as solution oy = 0 and for the diagonal case, taking Ojj / 0, 

dj = c,, (C.31) 

The dominant term of the unitary matrix O can be written now as Oj^-, i.e. 

Oij = Oiöij + SOij + 0(a2). (C.32) 

The elements of the diagonal matrix V become 

diöij = Ciöij, (C.33) 

ÖDAj = {oifciöOij + {ööjifcjOj + (oi)*—^— (CjöQj + Ci{öCji)*) Oj. (C.34) 
Cj "T" Cj 

In particular, with the unitarity conditions (C.13), 

5Di=^(ÖCii + (5Cii)*). (C.35) 

One can see that for the diagonalization of C (C.15), it is enough to choose a diagonal 
matrix for the dominant term of the unitary matrix O. In addition, the phase factor 
Oi is not needed since we choose from the beginning q real. Therefore, we can set 
Oi = 1 and 

Oij = öij + SOij + O (a2). (C.36) 

SOu is also not constrained by diagonalization. 
Inserting (C.36) in (C.34) we obtain the off-diagonal elements of O. 

SOij = (cjSCij + Ci(SCjiT), for j . (C.37) 

Returning to the expression of V from (C.18), we have 

cp)v = E {A~h) .k , ni 
k,i - - i k 

= öij + SOij + ( S C i j + (5Cji)*) + 0(a2). (C.38) 
Cj ~r Cj 
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Together with (C.37), we get 

{ciSC'ij + CjiöCji)*), for z / j. (C.39) 

One can verify that 80ij and 6Pij fulfil the unitarity condition (C.14). 
To summarise, a complex matrix of type (C.15) can be diagonalized with the 

help of two related unitary matrices that have as dominant term the identity matrix 
and the off-diagonal elements given by (C.37) and (C.39). Their first order diagonal 
elements are not determined. The diagonal matrix that results has real, nonnegative 
elements given by 

Du = Ci + \ (ÖCÜ + (ÖCu)*) + 0 ( a 2 ) . (C.40) 
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